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This thesis made an attempt to investigate the agency of the Miao women from 
various dimensions and social contexts. The interaction between the Actor and 
Structure has been arousing a series of zealous and incessant discussion and debate in 
sociological studies. On the other hand, there are still a lot of theoretical gaps over the 
minority women studies in China up till now. Therefore, this thesis selected three 
important and influential aspects in analyzing the Miao women's agency ； they are the 
traditional Miao drinking custom, the modernized contraceptive technology and the 
family violence. It was hoped that through the systematic investigation of ‘ tradition，， 
modern technology and gender power relation, how the diversity and variety of the 
Miao women's agency was illustrated in a vivid way. 
Living under the remote and infertile soil, the Miao women were deprived of 
basic education. They were always being depicted as ‘ obedient, kind, diligent , 
lacking in resistance or competitive abilities...' They accepted fate and staying within 
the predestinated life trajectory from being a girl, then a wife , and finally the 
grandmother. All these were the mainstream findings or description over the minority 
women in China. They were either fallen between the category of victims or the 
heroines. Such oversimplification or dichotomous discussion provided a good 
intervention point in this study. 
From this ethnographic study, it was found that the Miao women could assert a 
spectrum of agency over the tradition , the modernization and patriarchy in their 
village lives. Facing the traditional ethnic drinking custom, the youngest and the 
eldest Miao would accommodate or tolerate, however, the married and the middle 
aged would feel ambivalent as they were assigned to be the cultural conservators, 
while the younger Miao girls could assert their agencies to the fullest as some would 
choose to run away, or stop initiating this traditional custom in an implicit but polite 
manner for preserving their selves. 
Moreover, it was found that the Miao married women had to bear the brunt to the 
utmost as they had to face the violent battering from their drunken husbands, their 
lives were threatened as some of them were killed. Even though under such 
devastating situation, some of them choose to challenge or even play trick on their 
abusers by being a ghost on her body. However, their bodies' health were still being 
tortured by the modernized contraceptive technology under the repressive policy. 
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Chapter One : Introduction 
Miao zu ( 苗 族 ) i s the fifth largest national minorities in China. Scratching 
around the infertile hilly terrace in Yunnan, Sichuan, Hainan, Guangxi and Hunan, 
the Miao have preserved their special cultural practice and believes from generation 
to generation. It is worthwhile to further investigate such minority practices and their 
cultural lives as my academic concern. In this thesis, I will start from introducing the 
concept of agency in appreciating how the Miao women could preserve their abilities 
in negotiating and contesting the tradition, modem technology and the unequal 
gender power relation in the rural community. It should be stated clearly that a 
consideration of agency does not mean that women's actual experience of grievance 
and oppression would disappear dramatically. It is important to note that Miao 
women are not treated simply and superficially as either ‘ victims' or ‘ heroines', as 
in major cultural scripts like minority women researches in China. Rather, I would 
like to introduce the sophisticated concept of agency by McNay ( 2000 ). According 
to McNay, agency referred to the individual's capacity for self-determination 
realized through decision and action. At the same time, this paper would adopt the 
agency concept from Bosworth ( 1999 ). She stated that women could be 
simultaneously victims and agents. From her studies of the marginalized women, it 
was found that women always played an active role that went beyond the dichotomy 
of victimization or acceptance. Such dichotomy could flatten out a complex form of 
agency in which women accepted, accommodated, ignored, resisted, or protested and 
sometimes all at the same time. Specifically speaking , we could see how the agency 
of the Miao women could manifest under the dominant traditional drinking custom , 
the modem contraceptive technology and the wife battering in the rural community 
in the following chapters. 
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1 The Miao History in Guizhou of China - from socio - historical to 
post - colonial account 
According to Zhang ( 1997:2-7 ) , a Miao anthropologist stated , ‘ Miao zu ( 苗 
方矣)is a very ancient tribe in China. With reference to the historical account, the 
ancient Miao were living around the lower stream of the Huang He and it was the 
strongest tribe at that time. However, with a defeat in a tribal war, Miao zu became 
decline in power. Miao zu were undergoing countless wars, migration, poverty, 
suffering with the passage of 5000 years. They suffered most and being drowned in 
despair, Miao zu was one of the most desperate tribes in China. Initially Miao zu was 
at the peak of the history, after that she was being thrown to the hell of poor livelihood. 
Miao zu was undergoing ups and downs drastically in historical sense, so the Miao 
would be polished with tremendous strength and sturdy courage. Everlasting will 
power became the ethnic spirit among the Miao and it would be transmitted through 
culture and generation after generation ’ Therefore, this ethnic minority group 
attributed themselves as the subordinate segment of the complex states of China. Even 
up till now they are economically desperate. ( Zhang 1997 :2 ) 
At the same time, referring to the nationalist narration from the historical 
account of Leishan of Guizhou < 雷山県系志 > ,in the year of 1737 ( Qian Long [草乞 
逢]of the Qing Dynasty ), Xijiang (西江県系)belonged to hua wai sheng Miao 
(化夕生苗 )which had no central administration before. Then the Qing government 
practiced the policy of an tun she boa (安奄設堡)，which meant administrating 
local region (奄 ) t h r o u g h setting up castle or investigating camp (堡） . I t was 
narrated that when the Qing officials came, they forced the Miao to cultivate crops for 
them, and one member of each Miao family was obliged to do farm work for them. 
The Miao women dared not to go outside. The Qing officials would assault the Miao 
women and they would spit on the Miao men. So the Miao need to group together in 
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ten and practiced hillside farming, their food would even be grabbed when they were 
in the mountain. At the very beginning their homeland was secure, now it was full of 
terror. ( Zhang 1997:3 ) 
The Miao were bound together by common experiences of discrimination 
and social disadvantage and they were excluded from taking a full share of the social 
power and resources. ( e.g. land , self-administration ) In addition , Miao men were 
disrespected while the Qing officials sexually harassed Miao women. The historical 
plight still repeated again in the Autumn of 1942 to the spring of 1943, the Qian 
Dong Shi Bian (齢東事變）.(Zhang 1997:3 ) 
From the historical account of Qian Dong Shi Bian < 齢東事變史料首輯 > 
complied by the Chinese Communist, it was stated that the Nationalist government in 
Qian Dong robbed the public properties, raped the women and set the whole region 
on fire It was under such repressive rule that gave rise to the rebellion from the 
mass....'(Zhang 1997:4) 
Furthermore, from the ‘ Historical Record of the Repressive Change in Miao 
Women Dressing in Lo Shan County Wen Shui Xian ’ < 爐山縣彎水鄕強迫苗族婦 
女改裝檔案史料一組>,the in {貴州檔案史料} the ‘ Historical Record of Guizhou, 
in 1946 — 1947 , the Lu Shan government (爐山県系)implemented the Reformatory 
Movement of the Marginal Comrades' Clothing, gai Hang bian bao fu zhuang yun 
dong.(己夂良邊胞月艮裝運重力)It meant that the Miao women had to change their 
clothing style as the Nationalist army caught Miao women to cut their hair and dress. 
As the Miao dress were thick with many layers , so the Miao women did not need to 
wear trousers inside, it was a tremendous disgrace when dress were cut as they could 
hardly flee back home in the outside area. Even those who hid in the toilet were still 
found and deflowered ., ( Zhang 1997:7 ) 
Weng ( 1996:12 ) also got the similar depiction of the Miao as he stated the 
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tragedy of the kidnapping and killing of the Miao children, from the Legal note < 奏 
請嚴禁川販賣貴州苗民子女> of the Record ofQing Dynasty < 淸實錄 > , i t was 
stated that those Miao children who had been sold had to be sent back to their 
homeland.... For those gangsters who killed the Miao and sold their children would 
receive corporal punishment. “嗣貴州苗民子女槪不許賣…所有苗民，令原籍親 
屬領回.....凡貴州流棍溝通本地奸徒，將民苗人等殺害，虜其婦人子女販賣者， 
一律處以死刑-梟首示眾.” 
Moreover , geographically speaking , remoteness and inaccessibility are the 
hallmark of the Miao and many other ethnic minorities in China. Ralph Litizinger 
once stated, “ The notion of remote has a double significance in the Chinese 
imagination : 1 . It signifies geographical distance and the romance of a pristine 
landscape enshrouded in mystical beauty.... 2. It is also stigmatized as a site of lack, 
uncivilized , vulgarity , a land of economic and social malaise, of dispossessed people 
living in deep poverty, scratching out a living in the infertile of China's hill 
country..；'( Litzinger 1994:8 ) 
Therefore, the image of Miao and minorities , from the Western gaze 
attributed asense of ‘ lackness' and ‘ savageness" . Said ( 1978:14 ) termed this 
gaze as ‘Orientalism,，which described the discourse of European colonial relation 
with the East , particularly with Muslim. ‘ Orient,, hence , was portrayed as a 
‘ corrupted and decaying civilization' . It/she could not match with the European 
progress. 
Bhabha ( 1994:25 ) even engendered the Miao image as ‘the feminized 
other' in that she is ‘ never quite fitting with the pace and standard of the nation , 
but always somehow signifying its limits, its margins, its feminized others.' Schein 
(1996:42 ) even gave further elaboration on the above concept as the Miao and 
other ethnic minorities were undergoing the process of ‘ Internal Orientalism'. 
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According to Schein ( 1996:42 ) , ‘ Internal Orientalism' referred to ‘ the 
practices of othering occurring within the so-called Orient', and it is ‘ the creation 
of representation by a dominant group that portray a subordinate group as deserving 
of their structurally inferior position within the multi-ethnic states.' The culture of 
the producers of such idea gained in strength and identity by contrasting with the 
other as a sort of surrogate and underground self. For China, this underground self 
was internal, yielding an indigenous identity that allowed distinction from the West, 
and simultaneously marking the modernity of Han urbanities by offering traditional 
alter-ego, as signified by the subordinate sex. Therefore, the Miao are considered as 
‘ alien' , ‘ poor' , ‘ backward’，and ‘rebellious’ when being compared with 
‘ dominant'，‘ advanced'，‘ resourceful' and ‘ progressive' Han. Schein (2000:44 ) 
viewed that the Miao culture was being essentialized , commodified or packaged as 
embroidery and ethnic performance to the non-Miao. The Miao women were being 
objectified as ‘ ethnic minority Miao women ’ in a representative way under 
cultural makers of the ethnic custom or invented tradition. Moreover, Miao people 
were encouraged to count on ‘ Tradition' to save them both from and for the future. 
Pride went before the act and it was reconstructed in the name of redeeming and 
maintaining national prowess through the protection of its cultural patrimony 
redrawn from an allegedly unsullied past. 
1.1 The socio-economic background of the Miao rural community — 
Fangxiang Xian in Guizhou of China 
There are totally six villages in Fangxiang Xian ( 方祥鄉 ) i n which this 
ethnographic study took place and they are all located in the mountainous areas of 
the South-Western part of China. The lands are infertile as soil composition is mainly 
granite and lime stone. All villagers practiced terrace farming where the field size 
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can be as small as 3 meters x 5 meters. All villagers belong to the Miao in national 
identity. Lacking in fertile soil for cultivation and technology, yielding is always poor 
in this minority group. The annual income for each Miao family with 4 persons is 
$400 RMB to $500 RMB. However, there will be some poorest household who got 
as lower as $100 RMB per year. It is usually caused by the sickness or the death of 
the major labor force — the parents or the elder siblings in a family. So children are 
deprived of education and they had to beg for rice or staple food. It accounts for 1/5 
of the total population for each village. The crops of cultivation in the hilly areas are 
mainly staple crops like rice, potatoes and vegetables. Only few villagers can 
cultivate commodity crops like tea, pears or Chinese herbs like Tian Ma (天庥 ) . 
The average yielding is usually poor due to infertile soils and lacking in advanced 
technology. 
The folio wings are the more specific depiction of six different villages: 
1 .Pingxiang (平；祥):It is a comparatively wealthier village among others as it is 
the nearest village to the public routes. The gradient of land is not so high. So 
villagers can cultivate a larger field in size instead of traveling along various 
scattering small pieces. Population is also larger with 100 households and the number 
of total population is about 400. Annual family income is the highest with $400 -
500. 
l.Douzai (陡寨 ) :D o u in Chinese means ‘ high in gradient，and the gradient can 
be as high as 45 degree or above, so the fields for cultivation will be relatively 
scattered and small . Rearing cattle become the important family income source. 
Population is lower than Pingxiang. The total number of household is about 50 and 
village population is about 200. It is characterized by the incessant migration of 
young working population to the southern part of China like Shenzhen . Most young 
people are eager to work in the factories of Southern China and many old people are 
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left in the village. The annual family income for a household is about $300 RMB to 
$400RMB. 
3.Hwaniao (花,藝)：Similar to Pingxiang , it is also a wealthier village compared 
with the rest as it is also located near to the main traffic route. Moreover, it is located 
in the windward slope with fair sunshine and appropriate moisture. Such special 
geographical location favors the growth of pear trees. The village government has 
encouraged the growth of this cash crops since 1995 through the ‘ Growing Pear 
Trees Project' subsidized by the Guizhou government. Technological support and 
distribution of fertilizers are implemented to every household. The annual income for 
each household is about $500 RMB - $600 RMB. Population is also the largest with 
150 households. The total population of the village is about 600. 
A.Womang ( 乂島芒):It is the smallest village among the six and the household 
number is 20. Population is about 80. It is characterized by its good geographical 
location of planting a Chinese herb , Tian Ma , which is good for curing headache. 
And it is quite an expensive cash crop, which requires intensive care and technical 
know-how from the villagers. However, only four to five households know how to 
plant this and therefore the annual income of the household is of average standard . It 
is about $400 RMB - $500 RMB per year. 
5. Diqi (笛氣）：It is located 10 km far away from the main traffic route and so 
villagers need to spend more time in traveling from its own village to the town. 
Lands are also scattered with infertile soil. The livelihood is comparatively poorer 
than the rest of the villages. As it is far away from the main traffic route, the lacking 
in adequate medical care or support is the most problematic issue in this village. It is 
especially dangerous for those pregnant women who got difficulties in birth delivery. 
The local midwives are not professional enough to tackle in the critical cases. 
Therefore, many women died of it or the babies were bom with sickness or infection. 
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One woman died of it every three month in average. The annual income for the 
household is also low as the soil is infertile. It is about $300 RMB per household and 
the household number is about 80 with 320 people. 
6.Maoping ( 毛坪 ) : I t is the farest village in Fangxiang as it is 20 km away from it. 
Similar to Diqi , villagers need a lot of time in traveling and transporting goods. 
There is no electricity in the village not until 1999.As it is considered to be the 
remotest village among the six, it is the most independent village. The village 
government is very active in reaching out for any external resources from the central 
government or exotic donation. The responses are very positive due to its remoteness 
or lackness. A well-established primary school is built for accommodating all 
children by the Zigen fund while the local government welcomes a lot of income 
generative projects suggested like cattle rearing project or Chinese herb planting 
project to improve villagers' lives. The annual income for each household is still 
about $200 RMB to $300 RMB due to the infertile soil or failure in some 
income-generative projects. The population is large as the household number is about 
100 with about 400 people. 
Our female interviewees come from different villages as follows: there are three 
from Pingxiang, three from Duozai ， two from Diqi, two from Hwaniao and one 
from Maoping. Details are found in the interviewees' profiles in the final part of this 
thesis. In the following parts, a more specific investigation of the Miao women's 
image is introduced by the dominant cultural script in China. 
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1.2 Femininity of the ’ feminized other ’ ~ the portray of the Miao 
Women in the local context 
According to the depiction made from the minority women studies in Guizhou 
in 1995 (貴州少數民族婦女問題硏究）,Miao women are articulated as this : 
”…within the family, apart from ploughing or other heavy duties, women shared the 
same agricultural work with men: rearing pigs, ducks, making clothes and caring for children, 
all these responsibilities are shouldered by women. Their working hours and work load are 
much greater than that of men. They contributed most but gained least. There prevails a 
statement: Men eat and leave, women wash and dish (男人{H吃了 不管，女人fR是吃後洗 
碗）.When there are good food or food shortage, they have to abstain from ( 省 • ) food 
for children, elderly and husband They have to suffer and bear the brunt of pregnancy on 
her own (十月 1襃月台，一草月分娩），they are responsible for lactating and mothering ---
which are the irreplaceable reproductive responsibilities. However, their right to access the 
family properties are denied and their right to be educated is discriminated. They hardly can 
be a literate.(文化人).Their knowledge is just limited in production and tradition in daily 
life. Their physical boundaries are just constrained within family, villages and its nearby. 
Hence, their lives are just within a secluded environment and they have to bear the heavy 
responsibilities of production and reproduction under the trajectory of being a girl (女占 
娘）…a wife (媳婦）…a mother-in-law (婆婆）（Wang 1995:15 ) 
The oral histories collected from the Miao women also gave similar impression. 
The characteristics of the Miao women will be concluded as ‘ obedient, kind , lack 
of a sense of resistance and competition, all they have to do is to accept fate ’ It 
is because traditional norm towards the Miao women are : 1. To be diligent and 
hardworking 2. To know housekeeping 3. To know cloth making , dyeing and 
decorating 4. To give birth to baby 5. To be delicate and obedient ( He , 1998:22 ) 
Hence, ‘ Weak , passive , low educated level, early married and bom excessive 
number of children, dependent , easily being kidnapped to the cities ’ are the 
major cultural scripts levied on Miao women. ( Zhang 1997:29 ) 
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2 The concept of agency 一 Literature review 
The question of agency has been widely debated and became the renewed 
focus of thought in sociology and feminist theory. Within sociology, the exploration 
of the female agency has been conducted mainly at the level of interpretive micro 
sociology, particularly feminist ethnomethodology. ( Bosworth 1999:12 ) 
According to McNay ( 2000:13 ), the understanding of agency has long been the 
explicit or implicit concern of feminist research devoted to the unveiling of the 
marginalized experiences of women. These experiences attested to the capacity for 
autonomous action in the face of often overwhelming cultural sanctions and 
structural inequalities. Thus, the concept of agency has been theorized in ways which 
mirrored bifurcation in feminist thought. Echoing conceptual problems in the 
mainstream social theory, feminist thought could be said to be separated between 
relatively unmediated notions of agency and practice characteristic of micro 
sociological and relational theories on one hand, and on the other hand, the 
discursively determinist account of post structural feminist theory. 
Facing such zealous and fervent debate between agency and structure in 
sociology, my argument is based on the fieldwork in Guizhou of the South West 
China. I would argue that women's agency in this community is not explicitly 
articulated in modem, progressivist, political movement or coalition but rather in 
more indigenous form of local feminism which cannot be fully examined by the 
Western analysis of women's agency. The portray of the commonality of victimhood, 
rather than the diverse, contradictory local articulation of women's agency, is 
dominant in the Western gaze. What is more important to note is that the 
marginalized women have participated actively in the struggle of their lives, though 
perhaps not in publicly visible position or overt form of opposition, they have not 
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been passive and silent. 
In this thesis, starting from introducing a comphrensive models of agency 
(McNay 2000:17 ) — The Individualist Model, the Social Structural Model, the Post 
Structural Model and the Collective Model of agency. It is hoped that a more holistic 
account of the concept of agency is formulated. At the same time , with the 
consideration of the dimension of locality ~ the Miao village of the minority region 
of Guizhou in China, I would choose the Individualistic Model of agency by McNay 
(2000 ) , together with the simultaneous account of agent / victim by Bosworth 
(1999 ) on her studies of the marginalized women to account for the Miao women's 
agency in facing cultural sanction and structural inequalities. The following aspects 
will be used as the illustrations for investigating the Miao women's agency : the 
traditional drinking custom, contraceptive technology, and the family violence that 
the Miao women had to face in their daily lives. 
McNay ( 2000 ) conceptualized agency by modeling it : The Individualist 
models, the Social Structural, the Post Structuralist models and the Collective 
Models. She stated that agency can be defined conventionally as the capacity to 
determine and act. Hence, agency was attached to an entity - an individual , a 
collective, or a social structure. ( McNay 2000:17 ) 
In the Individualist model, when agency was attached to a ‘ self’ and conceived 
as an element of psychological being, it was considered to be an individual capacity 
for self-determination realized through decision and action. Or when attached to 
‘ persons' and conceived as an element of social being, it was said to be their 
capacity for social influence and intervention. Constructs of ‘ self and ‘ society' 
were, varied culturally on such qualities as boundedness, unity, continuity, and 
uniqueness. ( McNay 2000:19 ) 
The Social Structural model also belonged to the Determinist model, ‘ subjects' 
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were not individually determinative, the social formation determined them, 
precluding their capacity to decide and acted otherwise. Such model situated 
determination in social formation - as did structural Marxists who argued that the 
economic base produced individuals as ‘ subjects' who functioned as an agent of 
production. ( McNay 2000:19 ) 
Unlike the above three, the Collectivist Model attached agency to groups and 
conceived of it as collective forms of organization and process. The Women 
Liberation Movement in the West could conceptualize agency as the capacity to 
make change in three registers : individual consciousness, personal lives, and society. 
Typically , they demarcated the changes women made in their consciousnesses — 
learning to conceptualize ‘ women as an oppressed group’ and viewed personal 
experience as political data, and to analyze the oppressive mechanisms of 
patriarchy — from those they made in their personal lives and through social activism. 
(McNay 2000:21 ) 
The above models of agency demarcated actor/structure and 
subjective/objective, whether framed as volition/decision/action ( individualist ), 
subjectivity/social formation ( social structural and post structuralist ) or group 
consciousness/mobilization ( collectivist). According to McNay, it was intended to 
locate the possibility of acting otherwise primarily in one register; the individual 
decision, the class power, the contradictions of subjectivity, the form(ing) of counter 
institutions. (McNay 2000:22 ) 
Apart from the models of agency advocated by McNay, current scholarship 
admitted that the agency of women could work either on behalf of or against women 
or groups. Bosworth ( 1999:7 ) stated that women could be simultaneously victims 
and agents, through her investigation of the ‘new veiling' in the Islamic countries, 
women were clearly assertive actors who struggled for better conditions for 
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themselves and for their families, their efforts often seemed to produce limited or 
ephemeral results. Thus women's subordination still persisted. Therefore , she argued 
that women were both active subjects or subjects of domination. Women always 
played an active part that went beyond the dichotomy of victimization/acceptance, a 
dichotomy that flattened out a complex and ambiguous agency in which women 
accepted, accommodated, ignored, resisted, or protested - sometimes all at the same 
time. In this sense, agency was always embodied in power relations. Western 
feminist, from her point of view, should never patronize the marginalized women, 
but rather asked how their view points would lead to alternative discourses and 
effective political actions. 
Macleod ( 1991 ) , Jeffery & Jeffery ( 1997 ) shared the similar notion of 
agency as Bosworth in that agency emerged not only from direct actions or challenge 
to the status quo, but also through resistance, negotiated and partial — a resistance 
that was potentially available to all women. Men may be dominant, but their 
dominance was never complete, and although women may be ‘ victims' , they should 
not be seen as passive in the face of wider social processes. Women entered into 
patriarchic bargains, which may lead them to sustain a status quo which 
disadvantages them in some respects, but gave them protection and rewards in others. 
They may resist and find strategies, which could mitigate their powerlessness and 
lacking in autonomy according to accepted indicators. Hence, women might gain 
freedom of action not only at the cost of actions on others; whether their children , 
parent-in-law or husband. ( Macleod 1991:25 ； Jeffery & Jeffery 1997:31 ) 
Such ‘ interactive elements' of individual agency also shared by the 
Postmodern feminist, Manns ( 1994 ) as she once stated, the concept of ‘ agency’ 
referred to “ those individual or group actions deemed significant within a particular 
social or institutional setting. While we are accustomed to thinking in terms of 
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distinct form of agency, as in economic, ethical or sexual agency. I emphasized that 
there are also three distinct ‘ dimensions' of agency operative either together or apart 
within the context of individual actions. Individual agency is always associated with 
the following dimension: motivation, responsibility and expectations of recognition 
or reward. I also emphasized that individual agency is typically interactive 
necessarily understood in terms of relation between two or more individual." 
(Manns 1994:86) 
McNay ( 2000 ) and Bosworth ( 1999 ) conceptualized the destabilizing 
forms of agency while Manns ( 1994 ) focused on the dimensions of 
motivation-responsibiity-expectation of recognition/rewards and the interactive 
element of agency . Other feminist like Hekman ( 2000:11 ) associated ‘agency’ with 
'creativity'. She pointed out that the redefinition of agency signified an important 
implication in the feminist theories. She agreed that the question of agency was 
inseparable from the question of creativity. Agents were subjects that created, that 
constructed unique combinations of elements in expressive ways. Modernist 
epistemology dictated that creativity, like agency, necessitated a constituting subject, 
a prediscursive ‘ I，. However, another definition was also possible as discursive 
formations were multiple and heterogeneous. Even though in every era there would 
be hegemonic discourses, other nonhegemonic discourses would also exist, forming 
a discursive mix from which subjectivity could be constructed. That was what 
Foucault termed as ‘ subjugated knowledge'. Foucault ( 1978:52 ) redefined 
understanding of creativity suggested by the discursive subject entailed that subjects 
pieced together distinctive combinations, that was, individual subjectivities, from the 
discursive mix available to them. This did not mean that each subject chose the 
elements of that discursive mix that matched her/his pregiven subjectivity. Rather, it 
entailed that subjectivities were products of the discourses presented to subjects, not 
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removed form of preceding them. Therefore, the creativity involved in establishing 
subjectivity was analogous to the creativity involved in the speaking of language. 
Such articulation of the recontextualized subject had a profound effect on feminist 
discussions of the subject. The dichotomy that informed the subject / object 
opposition of masculine / feminine. Like all other binarisms, this opposition was 
hierarchical and had to be displaced. 
According to Foucault, the subjects resisted power by refusing to be the 
self that power defined for them. They did so by constructing conterdiscourses that 
disavowed power. But these constructions were not independent of social 
determinations as they did not derive from a ‘ true', asocial self. Since discourses 
were multiple, resistance to discourses would also be multiple, or ‘ local' in 
Foucault's wording. He argued that those who were the victims of power would 
devise their resistance ‘ on their own terrain'. The local, popular knowledges which 
had been suppressed that would reappear through local resistance. Resistance, he 
claimed , would be ‘ mobile and transitory', attacking power where it was weakest, 
attacking all multiple points at which power was exercised. ( Foucault 1978:67 ) 
Under this logic, Foucault's argument that resistance, like agency and 
creativity, came from the discursive formation of society, not from the inner ‘ true' 
self. Therefore, it was not necessary to define a constituting subject, either conceived 
on the Cartesian model or as ‘ essential women' to posit the subject that resisted. 
Thus, Foucault's understanding of resistance as composed of multiple points of 
resistance had led feminists to the assertion that the discourses that scripted women 
as inferior were themselves multiple, they inhabited nearly every aspect of our 
cultural life.( Foucault 1978:72 ) In this way, these discourses could be resisted 
heterogeneously. Resistance would form at the points of oppression, it would be 
diverse because the oppression itself was diverse. Such notion of the small-scale act 
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of resistance was echoed with Scott ( 1985:64 ) depiction of ‘ prosaic but constant 
struggle' exercised as the weapons of the weak by the peasant labor in the third 
world. 
In this thesis, it is hoped that through the ethnographic 
understanding of three important aspect of lives - the traditional ethnic drinking 
custom , the use of contraceptive technology, and the family violence confronted 
by the Miao women, to what extent the Miao women's agency could be manifested. 
It should be clear that studying agency does not mean that the oppression which 
women faced was denied. It would be juxtaposed in detail in this thesis as it is the 
destabilizing process of the dichotomous understanding of ‘ victim/ heroine', such 
dominant cultural depiction of the minority women / Miao women should be 
questioned and inquired. To dig in deeply, despite the numerous and apparently 
overwhelming structural restrictions which were fundamental to their daily lives, 
some Miao women saw themselves as interacting with each other within the 
patriarchy, which shaped and reshaping their lives. However, in many occasions, they 
frequently portrayed themselves as agents, controlling at least some aspects of their 
lives through prosaic, constant and small scale struggle and negotiate with the 
authority figures e.g. their abusive husbands, their elder generation. Even though 
there was no significant or revolutionary change over the structural inequality: such 
appreciation of the subordinate , localistic acts was manifested as a form of critiques 
towards the fixed description of the rigid and unchangeable distribution of the 
gendered power relation reflexively. 
Therefore, in this thesis, I argued that to have ‘ agency ’ referred to what I 
named as their position in the ‘ agency spectrum', as Miao women preserved the 
ability to negotiate power and to resist. However, the ability of being an ‘ agent’ 
could be under assault from the totalitarian authority: men may be politically 
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dominant and powerful, but their dominance was never complete, alternative actions 
still persisted as women created some spaces for their own through diverse and 
implicit actions or speech that were hard to perceive. ‘ Agency' in this sense emerged 
not only from direct confrontation or challenge to the status quo, but also through 
resistance which was potentially available to all women. In this sense, women could 
both be assertive actors who struggled for better conditions for themselves and for 
their families, their efforts often seemed to produce limited or temporary results. 
Thus Miao women's subordination still persisted. Being the active subject and 
subject of domination, Miao women always played an essential part that went 
beyond the dichotomy of victimization / acceptance, a dichotomy that flattened out a 
complex and ambiguous agency in which women sought to accept , accommodate, 
ignore, resist or protest - sometimes all at the same time within this spectrum. In this 
sense, Miao women's agency was always embodied in the patriarchic bargain within 
the family and the community. 
3 Methodology 
Being one of the volunteers of the Zigen Fund, Hong Kong (香港滋根基 
金會 ) , w h i c h aimed at subsidizing the young Miao girls or orphans to complete 
their primary and secondary education, I have come to visit six villages of Fangxiang 
Xian (方祥鄉）of Leishan (雷山縣） in Guizhou since 1999. Initially I met about 
20 young and married Miao women and established a friendly relation with them. 
Even though we were apart, we still had letters to share. After 1999 I visited the 
villages thrice, in Mid - Dec. 1999, Mid - March 2000 and Mid - Jim. 2000. Each 
time I would spend about two weeks in the villages and conducted in-depth 
interviews with twelve Miao girls and married women with their consent. As for the 
government officials , I tried to seek information from two male officials from the 
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Local Ministry ( 民政咅 ) , one village representative from the Women Federation 
(村婦聯代表 ) a n d one male village head (村長 )concern ing the wife abuse issue 
in the village community. 
Throughout this ethnographic research, all together twelve Miao 
girls/women were interviewed. I have used participant observation and in-depth 
interview to investigate the Miao traditional drinking custom, their perceptions over 
this ethnic custom, the contraceptive technology and its implementation and their 
marital relationship. Among these twelve cases, three of them were young girls aged 
from 16 - 18, nine of them were married, among these nine married women, two of 
them were in the age of 19 - 25 , four of them were 26 - 30 , the remaining three 
were 32 to 35 years old. Among the nine married women, six of them were battered 
wives and were badly treated by their drunken husbands to various extent. 
I used semi-structured interview even though I had prepared some 
interviewing questions in my lists over the ethnic drinking custom, contraceptive 
technology and family violence issue. I would explain clearly to the interviewees 
about the purposes of the research before they were interviewed. The interviews were 
only for academic use and their real names were all concealed. However, if there 
were any supplementary information suggested or emphasized by the interviewees, I 
would also record in details. 
For the interviews with the Miao girls and women, I would invite them to come 
to a small room in the Fangxiang Women Centre(方祥婦女中心) .They used to 
join the social activities or meetings launched by the Zigen Fund , Hong Kong there . 
Then we would talk and share openly in this familiar place within a quiet room 
through individual interview. I asked their consent for tape-recording. All of them 
except two were not taped. It was because one young Miao married women was too 
nervous before the machine and she did not feel easy to utter any word before the 
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tape recorder. Another interviewee was a battered wife and she did not wish to let her 
grievance or inner thought being taped. So I asked them whether I could jot down 
their interview by hand and they agreed. Moreover, I also reassured them their real 
names would not be revealed and data were used for academic purpose only. It made 
the latter interviewee feel more relieved and open to share her stories. 
As for the interview with the male Miao and the official parts, I recorded 
information by hand as they did not feel very easy with tape recording. Moreover, I 
would ask the Miao male about their perception of traditional drinking custom when 
we were riding on the long way minibus or walking on the hill, so tape-recording 
would not be very appropriate in this context as they would be teased or influenced 
by others . Especially under the patriarchic culture in the rural Miao community, it 
was rare for an unmarried female to take initiation to talk or interview with the Miao 
men. The young Miao men would feel more embarrassed than the elder one. 
Therefore, such localistic culture should be cautiously respected and observed when I 
was conducting my fieldwork in a gendered segregated community. 
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Chapter 2 ： The Miao women's agency over the alcohol drinking 
custom 
In this chapter, I will start from investigating the traditional alcohol 
drinking culture in the Guizhou Miao community. Then the Miao women's agency 
over such dominant traditional custom will be carefully analyzed. In the Miao rural 
community I studied, getting drunk is a way of life among the Miao . When I started 
my ethnographic research and conducted interviews on alcohol drinking, it was 
found that the Miao identified alcohol drinking strongly as a form of ‘ Miao jia / 
ethnic minority custom'(苗家/少數民族風俗).However, to what extent the Miao 
identified alcohol drinking as their ethnic minority custom? Are the Miao women 
really identified with this drinking custom zealously as they appear to be or being 
represented to be? Are we satisfied with the notion of such simple depiction or 
association? When I dig deeper in understanding such traditional alcohol drinking 
custom, there existed an interplay of personal psychic ambivalence, social conflicts, 
dynamic gender power relation and moral complexities within and among the Miao 
individuals in various social contexts. More importantly, it was vividly found that the 
Miao women of various age groups exercised a different levels of agency when 
facing this traditional ethnic custom. 
Before digging into such interwoven interaction between the traditional alcohol 
drinking culture and the agency of the Miao women , a careful investigation of the 
Miao drinking custom should be discussed in the following section. 
1 Alcohol drinking custom in the Miao rural community of Guizhou 
In the following section, I will try to spell out the alcohol drinking custom 
as an essential aspect of life among the Miao. I argue that through the alcohol drinking 
gathering, personal and collective identities were constructed and the sophisticated 
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social power relation was exhibited among the Miao. It was also found that such 
‘ tradition' was closely connected with wife battering and wife killing in the 
community. In the final section of this chapter, Miao women's agency is investigated 
and it is found that there is a significant difference of the Miao women's agency at 
various social positions. 
1.1 Types of drinks in the Miao community --‘ Mi jiu，(米酒），‘ Pi jiu,(啤酒）， 
Tianjiu (甜酒） 
Choices of drinks are not large within the Miao rural community ； basically they 
are ‘ Mi jiu,(米酒)brewed from rice, and the beer brewed by the beer factory in 
the nearby town, the Pui Pu Beer (爆布啤酒 ) i s the most popular . There is another 
beverage called ‘ Tian jiu,(舌甘、酒），the ‘sweet wine', a soft drink without any 
alcohol inside, it includes pear flavor or fruits flavor and is for small children. It is 
interesting to note though this drink doesn't contain any alcohol, the Miao 
community still termed it as ‘ Tian jiu,, the sweet alcoholic drink , not 'qi shuV (汽 
7jc ) while the packing label of the ‘ Tian jiu' is ‘pear drinks '(梨子水). 
Among the Mi jiu, it can be divided into two types, the homemade brew and the 
manufactured. It is a norm that every Miao married woman knows how to brew Mi 
jiu domestically. Thus brewing Mi jiu is the fundamental housework for the Miao 
women as Ah Jin, a 26 year-old woman with three sons told me actively, 
“ Every family in our village knows how to brew Mi jiu, 
we do not have enough money to buy the wine , and we 
use rice to brew.，’ 
When I went to visit her kitchen, I could see there existed a big vessel about 3 
feet in height and 1 foot in width, like the vessel which stored the 
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thousand-years-eggs (皮蛋缸）which we saw in the market. 
When I asked Ah Jin how to brew the home made Mi jiu, she thought and said 
with an enthusiastic gesture; 
“ Each time we used 40 catties Da Mi (大米），each catty will 
make one catty Mi jiu. We steamed the Da Mi, after it became rice, 
we put the Jiu zao (酒糟），the alcoholic stimulant and mixed it 
with the rice, after three days, we collected the liquid from the 
vessel, then prepared a big wo (鍋），the metal platter and lighted 
the wood, the Mi jiu will be ‘ t o a s t e d ' (烤出來 ) f r o m the liquid." 
As for the concentration level of the alcoholic drink, the Mi jiu is relatively 
higher when compared with the beer, as the latter just got 5-6 % alcoholic content 
while the Mi jiu can be as high as 1 5 - 2 0 %� I remember that a Miao woman, Ah 
Ying ( who will be depicted later) used a lighter to test whether I had poured any Mi 
jiu on the floor when we had dinner together . Ah Jin then continued said, 
“ Our Mi jiu is better and purer. If you drink one bowl, you 
will get drunk. As for others (which are bought from the 
store )，you will get drunk after having three to four bowls." 
So ‘ pureness', ‘ genuineness' of the domestic brew is emphasized among the 
Miao. 
The bowl for drinking Mi jiu is flat and the size is about 7 inches in width and 
2 inches in height, only half of the bowl or one 一 third of the bowl is filled with the 
Mi jiu . One catty of Mi jiu equals to three to four bowls. Usually the Miao women 
can drink up to one catty, while the Miao men can drink up to two catties (i.e. 4 - 8 
bowls ), after that limit one will get high and dizzy. 
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1.2 Traditional Belief of ‘ Pureness' and ‘ Women's Bleeding' among 
the Miao 
As mentioned above, ‘ pureness' and ‘ genuineness' of the domestic brew is 
highly respected among the Miao. ‘ Pureness, in this sense not only refers to the 
alcohol content alone, it also refers to the purification effect towards the Miao 
women's bleeding, since menstrual bleeding or the bleeding of birth delivery are 
‘ dirty and evil' in the eyes of the elder Miao women and all Miao men. Therefore, 
Miao girls are socialized or trained to drink alcohol when they were as young as ten 
to twelve years old. Young married women were instructed to drink one bowl of Mi 
jiu by their mother-in-law even though they were in their 8 - 9 months pregnancy 
under such traditional belief. 
Ah Qing and Ah Jin , two young married women carried on such cultural 
belief on drinking instructed by the elder generation , 
“ In our village, every women has to drink a bowl of Mi jiu 
in the morning and before going to bed. Our old people said, 
‘ When you drink, you will not have bleeding ( menstrual 
bleeding / bleeding from birth delivery ),. When I was 
pregnant, even in my eight-month-pregnancy , I also drink day 
and night •” Ah Qing said. 
“ The old people told us to drink, as we drink, our 
menstruation will be clean." Ah Jin said. 
Drinking and the avoidance of 'blood' , ‘ bleeding' is closely associated and 
strongly believed among the old generation and the married women in the Miao 
community. 
Douglas ( 1966:24 ) once stated, ‘ Where there is dirt there is system. Dirt is the 
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by-product of a systematic ordering and classification of matter The idea of dirt 
takes us stigmatized into the field and promises a linking with more obviously 
symbolic system of purity.' 
The burning quality of Mijiu is associated with purification, in this sense, it is 
not simply the effect of alcohol but a social construction of shared meanings : Miao 
women's menstrual bleeding = unclean / evil . As for the Miao men : no menstrual 
bleeding = clean and healthy. So women's menstrual bleeding + Mi jiu ( symbol of 
purification ) = clean. But who initiated such association ？ It could not be traced but 
it was very clear that it was the old Miao women who got less/ no menstrual bleeding, 
sustained such purity system, by using Mijiu to the young as a sign to exert authority 
over the young Miao women. 
The elder Miao women appropriated women's menstrual blood / bleeding 
during delivery as ‘ wicked , evil, dirty and unclean' by the young women , it would 
bring bad luck to her husbands and endanger men . Thus women's blood or bleeding 
was the emblem of bad fortune for men. ( Zhang 1997:52 , Li 1994:34 ) Under this 
cultural value, being persuaded or instructed by the elder Miao , the young women 
believed that they would stop bleeding and avoid bringing bad fortune to man when 
following the Miao traditional drinking custom. 
“The old people said when man touched the blood of woman , 
he will get sick." Ah Jin said. 
Furthermore, such cultural value of menstrual blood also attributed as the 
shame of sexuality. Such belief reminded the Miao women should be ‘ asexual'. 
Thus, they have to be morally good and sexually submissive to the Miao men. 
Douglas ( 1966:27 ) further elaborated the ‘ potentiality' of such ‘ disorder' 
(bleeding ) as it symbolized both danger and power' , putting in the Miao 
context, the bleeding of the young women indicates reproductive potentiality, such 
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‘ potentiality' or ‘ ability' is not being possessed by the elderly Miao women, which 
threatens their values of existence. Thus, bleeding of the young/ married women has 
to be condemned for the sustainability of social power in the Miao community. 
Such acquisition of social power and status can be illustrated well from the 
example below. Ah Qing, a young married woman of 23 years old, she wished her 
husband who was the graduate from medical training school to come and helped her 
deliver their first child but in vain. It was because her mother-in-law and the old 
women said when she was delivering," .... it was no good for man to come and see 
the blood, it will bring bad luck to him....’’ 
Ah Qing said nervously, 
“ When I was delivering my first child, I was very scared, 
scared to death. I really wished my husband to come and help 
me as I think the old people did not know how to help me, he 
knew.( frowned and said in high pitch ) He was outside the 
room, but my mother-in-law did not allow him to come. She 
said, ‘ It was too embarrassing, it was no good for man to 
come and see the blood, it will bring bad luck to him ’ My 
husband cannot come and see me. I really wished him to come 
and see me ’， 
Such cultural association of drinking and avoidance of blood became much 
more complicated as it caused tragedies to the next generation: 
Ah Jin shared her story with us, 
‘‘ My son was born with such bulky eyes (use her 
thumb and forefinger to make it as a circle with 2 inches as 
diameter and 1 inch as height), they were so reddish. Our old 
people said, ‘ When you drink, you will not have menstrual 
bleeding. ’ Your menstrual blood will be clean when you drink. 
Therefore when I was pregnant, I drank one bowl of Mi jiu 
every day and night. The baby eyes were inflamed when I was 
pregnant. When I went to the hospital to have medical checkup 
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for my son, the doctor asked me whether I drank, I said, ‘ yes'. 
Then the doctor said, ‘ It was because you drank, it harmed his 
eyes'. Then I did not drink when I was back home.' 
Ah Ci frowned and showed her worry towards the drinking custom, 
‘ A s many women drank ( Mi jiu ), many children got sick 
and turned "yellowish" in our village. Some have eye 
problems.' 
As a result, such traditional belief in the purification effect of alcohol 
manifested an overwhelming coercion from the elder women generation to the 
younger generation in the Miao community. Miao women by tradition are considered 
as ‘ dirt and evil’ as they bleed, such ‘ evilness' needs to be controlled through the 
purification effect from the alcohol - the traditional drinking customs. However, 
drinking alcohol during pregnancy will threaten the babies' health to a large extent as 
many babies in the villages suffered from eyes problem or deteriorating health. 
Furthermore, most Miao women had to bear the brunt from alcohol drinking when 
their husbands got drunk. Wife battering or even wife killing are prevalent all over 
the villages and the family violence issue will be discussed in detail in the latter part 
of this thesis. In the following part, the most popular alcohol drinking rituals are 
analyzed and a complex interplay of social power relation is manifested. 
1.3 The Miao Traditional alcohol drinking custom in the open space 
1.3.1 Niu Jiao Jiu { ) and Lan Lu Jiu ( ffjg^g ) — the Welcoming Wine 
The Niu Jiao Jiu (牛角酒 ) ‘ C o w Horn Wine' or the Lan Lu Jiu (攔路酒） 
‘ Blockage Wine ’ are the most popular drinking customs for the Miao when serving 
their guests. It is the ritual that the Miao women - not the Miao men who take up the 
subservient role - offer alcohol to the guests. 
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The Miao women ( at least three ) will stand at the entrance of the village, they 
will use bamboo as a decoration. ( Refer to figure 1 below ) 
_ 
Figure 1 The serving of Niu Jiao Jiu by the Miao women 
As can be seen in the photo, this is the most honorable ritual practiced by the 
Miao as horn and bamboo are presented. Bamboo is symbolized as ‘ peace ’ (竹幸艮 
平安 )whi le they will use the horn as the Mi jiu container. According to the Miao 
legend, cow and dragon are weighted equally , they believed in the existence of 
‘ Dragon Cow’ (晉I牛），a living creature which possessed a pair of big horns over 
the head . Thus, horn is the instrument of driving out evil and protecting self ( |fl牙P 
護身）to the Miao. It is an emblem of Yang qi (陽氣），‘longevity' , ‘ masculinity', 
‘ life' as courageous as the warriors during the war with the Han. ( Yang 1997:22 ) 
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So Mi jiu is poured inside the horn. Moreover, in Miao language , the saying of 
‘ g u e s t , (佳賓/貴賓 ) i s similar to ‘ the guest for the pouring of horn ' . (水牛角張 
開的客人 ) D u e to its nobleness, it is the ritual that the visitor cannot use hand to 
touch the horn, once he or she touched the horn, he or she has to be punished to drink 
another horn again. 
It is only the Miao women who implemented this ritual, no Miao men are 
responsible to carry out this ritual and serve the visitors in this context. You can see 
figures 2a and 2b in the next page , being instructed by the male village head, the 
‘ cultural maker' in portraying ‘ real ethnic Miao women' to others, women were 
dressed in the Miao minzu fuzhuang (民方笑月艮裝），the ethnic clothes which 
consisted of their embroideries and silver accessories, and served wine to the visitors 
or non-Miao . The embroideries manifested ‘ traditional real Miao women image ’ as 
to be delicate in sewing, attentive, obedient and hardworking. (Zhang 1997:18 ) 
As the Miao proverb stated, Tor those who got no silver accessories or 
flowers were not the Miao girl. ’ (無銀無花不成女古娘 ) T h u s the silver 
symbolized ‘ shininess, happiness and evading evil'. ( Yang 1997:24 ) 
The silver ‘ % ‘ hanging in the middle of the Miao women's apron 
indicated the asymmetry of '"f ‘ , the character of ‘牛’，‘Cow’ in the Han. (Yang 
1997:24 ) It is very important to note that such dressing of the embroidery is very 
different from that of figure 1 as the Niu Jiao Jiu ritual was initiated among the Miao 
women self, they just dressed causally as they liked. 
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Figs. 2 a & b The Miao women were instructed by the village authority to dress 
in their ethnic clothing in serving alcohol when the Hong Kong Zigen members 
came to visit the village 
However, in figure 2 a and b, the Miao women cannot refuse the instruction 
given by the village heads, representative of the Woman Federation (婦耳雜)and 
therefore they were told to dress in minzu fuzhuang which was in thick flannel 
clothes under the hot summer . Schein ( 1996:32 ) addressed this as ‘ domesticating 
the women as symbolic conservation of valorized tradition by the state authority.‘ 
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Thus, these group of Miao women were utilized as the conservators of customary 
dress as it was the women who were more commonly sought out as the object of an 
exoticizing gaze that favoured colors, ornamentation and difference. Similar 
phenomena could be found during traditional formal drinking custom as the Miao 
cultural brokers, ( e.g. the state elites, the village heads ) would package their 
‘ women' as the keepers of tradition as non-Han femininity. Therefore, such Active 
typicality was reproduced in the distilled image of colorfully dressed and decorated 
young woman who was decidedly and visibly other. Schien ( 1996:34 ) 
However, when asking about these cultural keepers' motivation, their inner 
wishes in following such cultural drinking custom, Miao women's responses were 
very divergent ； feelings like embarrassing, ambivalence, angry , suffering were 
found .... And some young Miao girls even asserted their agencies to a large extent-
to act out through escape when they have chance to flee out from the drinking feast. 
1.4 Jiu Ge (酒歌） 
When serving the Mi jiu, Jiu Ge ( 酒 歌 ) , t h e songs of wine are sung. 
Sometimes the lyrics of Jiu Ge are re-composed immediately by the Miao according 
to different social context, like the traditional Miao Fei Ge (苗飛歌 ) w h i c h is the 
cultural heritage of the Miao. Jiu Ge is composed by Miao yu (苗語 ) a n d is being 
taught or sung informally from the elder generation to the young. It is rarely written 
in black and white as most of the Miao taught their children verbally, instead of 
literally. Therefore, nowadays except the old Miao, more and more young Miao did 
not know or refuse to learn Miao Fei Ge especially when they left home young to 
work or study outside their home villages. 
Zhang ( 1997:55 ) termed the singing of Jiu Ge was the ‘ Battle of Wisdom' 
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(智慧之戰），which was confrontation between the hosts and the guests as both 
sides had to rely on the traditional Jiu Ge to sing the old and recomposed the new , 
what Zhang articulated as ‘見子打子，(To fight instantly at any point). 
When serving alcohol to the visitors or in the banquet, Jiu Ge will be the most 
popular song to entertain when practicing a ‘ Making a Toast R i t u a l ' (敬酒 ) b y the 
Miao women, not the Miao men. , as mentioned above, on many occasion, the lyrics 
of Jiu Ge and Miao Fei Ge can be actively recreated by the Miao women. 
I have recorded Jiu Ge , which is sung by Miao women and the content or 
meaning of the Jiu Ge is as follows: 
‘ 多謝又多謝 多謝你來我家 
我家沒有好東西給你希望你活到九十九’ 
The above song is the most popular Jiu Ge the meaning of the lyrics are 
like this : "Thank you very much , thanks for visiting us , we don't have good things 
to serve you , we hope you can live until ninety-nine years old." 
In another situation when I learned with the younger Miao girls about the Jiu Ge, 
Ah Yin, an 18 years' old Miao girl told me, 
‘‘ We can change the (lyrics o f ) Jiu Ge ( smile ), it is easy to 
do . The beginning of the song 'Thank you very much' is 
remained , then I can change them into ‘You travel for so long 
distance and come from a place which is so far away, hope our 
friendship can be maintained, you are my friend forever ) 
‘ 多謝又多謝 你千里召召而來 
希望我們友誼永固 你是我永遠的朋友’ 
The Jiu Ge is sung in every context, i.e. in the outdoor welcoming rituals , the 
departure ritual or the banquets inside, those who are served have to drink the whole 
bowl all at once. Those who can drink the whole hom or whole bowl are highly 
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appreciated. When you can't drink the whole bowl or sipped out the alcohol from 
your mouth, you will be forced to drink the whole bowl. The Miao also expected the 
male to be more tolerant to alcohol than the female. As I observed the Hong Kong 
male partners are forced to drink in the welcoming or departure ritual at least six to 
eight bowls each time in the banquet, while the female visitors need to drink just one 
to two bowls respectively. 
1.5 The Miao Traditional Drinking Custom in the private area 
--Ying Ke Jiu ‘迎客酒，（Wine in the banquet) 
1.5.1 Drinking with the male heads 
The first time I visited the village, the village head was notified by the villagers 
that there was a Hong Kong girl who was a donor and also an university student 
came to this remote area from the urbanized city. I found that the Miao consciously 
viewed me as a symbol of ‘ modernity', ‘ civilization ’ and 'economically well-off'. 
Schein ( 1996:42 ) also made an elaboration in the process of ‘ Internal Orientalism' 
as follows : 
‘In the quest for the unfamiliar images of non-Han women came to represent 
antipodes to urban elite culture, signifying both a trajectory towards modernity 
and the nostalgia that kinds of" progress" so often inspires. Not surprisingly , 
then the oppositions of modem — backward , civilization - wild were revealed 
through the association with the minority with nature.' ( Schein 1996:42 ) 
The village head invited me to a meal in one of the Miao families while ducks 
were killed. For the Miao, killing ducks as a cuisine were considered to be one of the 
most honorable rites. ( Yang , 1997:8 ) It is because ducks, pigs, chickens, cows or 
sheep were the essential income-generative sources for the family, so the Miao rarely 
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got to eat meat, but eat mainly vegetable and rice. 
When I was invited to drink with the male village heads, the village heads, the 
secretary and the finance official were all male and they showed up a little bit late. 
They gathered together and sat in a circle，the other Miao men also joined them 
together. 
The Miao women sat in another circle ( some with their children to take care ) 
and ate together, i.e. they are separated from their husbands, and hardly can I find a 
female or children in the male circle. 
Then it was the village head who was holding a bowl of Mi jiu, and then stood 
up and made a toast to me and said, 
‘ We, Miao jia are so poor but zealous, we did not have 
good food to eat, let's drink a toast and thank you for visiting 
such remote area.' 
It is a rule rather than the exception for the Miao to address themselves as 
‘poor’，‘backward’，as the Han government subordinately portrayed the Miao. The 
Miao male or authority incorporated such hegemonic depiction. That was what 
Schein ( 2000:42 ) termed as ‘ Internal Orientalism' . Therefore, in manufacturing 
their cultural distinctiveness with striving towards the social and economic modernity, 
the Miao peasants in general rarely concerned about national identity. Their 
belonging to the denigrated class of laboring agriculturalists was far more salient 
both in their everyday lives and in their dealing with higher echelons of Chinese 
society. Where Miao nationalism did come into play, it was largely the product of 
elites. Their self-representation was largely concerned with securing a place of 
prestige within China's multi-ethnic social order, rather than carving out an 
oppositional space against the mainstream. 
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Then the village heads drank the whole bowl and put the bowl upside down, 
to show no drop of Mi jiu was left in the bowl. And I drank the whole bowl as a 
complement. The rest all clapped their hands. 
‘We , the ethnic minority , are so backward and poor, we 
are so moved to have a Hong Kong friend , who is so far away 
and concerned us. I feel so regretful, so regretful for you to 
come to this poor village, we do not have good thing to serve 
you. ,( waved his hand with strength) 
Then the village heads shook hands with me and drank another bowl again. 
In such formal banquet, the Miao male heads will highly emphasize and 
identify as ‘ ethnic minority' as the male heads were the representatives of their Miao 
zu ； a bowl of Mi jiu , in this sense also symbolized the zealousness of the whole 
Miao zu to the others (myself). 
1.6 The hierarchy within the tradition ~ social power in the alcohol 
drinking custom 
From the Ying Ke Jiu (迎客酒 )depicted above, I found that there exists 
a complex power relation in alcohol drinking . Han ( 1996:30 ) stated clearly that 
‘ritual of serving wine ( 酒禮 ) i n China is strict, the time (時），order (序）， 
quantity (數），instruction (令）are carefully observed. The order of drinking 
refers to sky (天），earth (地），ghost / ancestor (鬼 / 祖），god (示申），old 
(長），young (幼），honorable (尊），humble (卑）.，In this way, making a 
toast according to seniority is one of the characteristics in the Miao formal banquet; 
it is the eldest male with high social ranking who initiated the toast and decided when 
to make a toast, i.e. the village head will say , ‘ He，（喝），‘ drink ！’ and sometimes 
together with a public speech. Then the immediate circle of guests would follow this 
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‘ command' and drank or sipped the Mi jiu. Any contestation of this norm would 
receive sanction from the seniority. 
Let's take an interesting example of a younger official who just came to 
Fanqxiang Xian (方/祥鄉），the village I was conducting ethnographic study. He 
looked very young with only 25 years of ages. After his graduation from the Wuhan 
University , majored in engineering, he was assigned as the head of the Xian (乡郞長) 
and has been working here for 2 years. Once I was having a banquet with him 
together with the elder village head and one old Miao man, who had been the 
headmaster of a secondary school, the ‘ baby-face' wished to make a toast to the 
whole group and said, ‘ He !’ The elder village head and the old Miao man just 
chatted beside him, pretended not to hear his ‘ command' and ignored this young 
man's assertion of social power. It can be said that the elder Miao men did not give 
‘ face' to this young Miao. But if we make reference to what Han's ( 1996:32 ) 
analysis on ritual of hierarchical drinking procedure , we can understand why. Xu 
(1992:47 ) , like Han ( 1996:32 ) also pointed out that ‘ ritual of drinking refers to 
respect (尊敬），humility (謙和），reserved (克制）and order (有所秩序）’. 
Having not read what Huan( 1996:32 ) and Tsui ( 1992:47 ) said about drinking ritual, 
this young Miao male even wished to sing a song for the whole circle, the village 
head and the old Miao male still deliberately concentrated on chatting, instead of 
listening or appreciating his performance. One of the old Miao even went outside to 
demonstrate his inattentiveness to this young official. It is easy to note that even 
though this young official is humble and simple at heart, under the ritual of drinking , 
he just belongs to the very low order as ‘ Young' and ‘ Humble，（幼 / 卑）in age 
and social position although he is a head of the Xian . Once this young official has 
whispered to me, 
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‘ I t is difficult to be the head of the Xian ( frowned ), the 
human relation is so complicated . ( bow his head ) I really do 
not like to attend the formal banquet and I cannot drink a lot. 
Maybe my personality does not suit this post. When I see you, 
I remembered the days when I was in the University, so 
carefree. (smiled )， 
As mentioned earlier, many Miao women in the formal banquet will be taken 
the subservient role like preparing meat and vegetable, serving rice for the guests and 
the Miao male will never do this ‘ tedious' domestic work. This ‘trivial’ work is 
related to the cuisine of the Miao ；‘ ( Sour ) Vegetable Soup'(素湯菜）.As a big 
metal platter is placed over the coal stove, hot water with little bit fat meat will be 
boiled over the stove. Then wild vegetables , fried peanuts , potatoes or the cold sour 
pickle will be placed around the stove .On the top of the platter there will be a thin 
and long wooden plank which placed the most important thing on i.e. the extremely 
hot and spicy red pepper crumbs mixing with sa l t . (開味辣椒水 )After that the hot 
soup from the huo wo (火鍋 ) w i l l be poured over this , the Miao will add this 
essential sauce to any vegetable or meat they eat. Usually the Miao can only eat lean 
meat or eggs during festivals like Miao Man (苗年 ) f o u r times a year. 
Due to this, eating huo wo needs series of caring as the Miao women will keep 
an eye on the boiling water in the platter. They have to observe when the water will 
dry up . Or while the fire is out, coals will have to be supplemented and they need to 
use a simple blowing machine to lit the coals. Moreover, they will add water and 
different seasonings to ensure tasty soup from time to time Then they have to be 
attentive to everybody. For those who will need to obtain another bowl of rice when 
they are finished or nearly to be finished , the women has to serve them in quick and 
responsive manner. If the vegetables or the dishes are running out, they will rush to 
the kitchen and wash more vegetable or add more appetizers. They do not allow any 
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dish to be empty as it is considered to be impolite and undignified to the guests. If 
they had toddlers, they have to pick up food for the children. It is because it is 
dangerous for the children to be near the fire. Some may start breast-feeding if the 
younger babies cry for food. 
1.6.1 The Serving Wine Ritual ( 敬洒儀式 ) 
Apart from taking care of the cooking and caring work during the banquet, 
the Miao women were taking multiple roles ( not dual role only ) to carry on the 
important traditional cultural heritage to their guests - ‘ He Jiu，He Jiu ‘(喝酒，喝 
、酒)to make the toast to the guests by singing Jiu Ge and Miao Fei Ge. 
It is important to note that Miao women will start serving drink or pouring 
Mai jiu to the bowl at the beginning of the formal banquet, that can be treated as one 
of the subservient roles taken by the Miao women . After the making of toast by the 
village head or male heads, in the mid of the banquet, it was the Miao women's turn 
to stand up before the guests and started initiation to make the toast. 
Zhang ( 1997:48 ) described Jiu is the symbol of manhood, it symbolized 
masculinity and vigour . Thus large bowl after large bowl is the desirable and 
favorable thing for Miao man. However, they are not talented in asking, persuading 
and whispering others to drink.’ Therefore men permit women to join their wine 
serving in this sense. 
It is the norm for the Miao women to sing the Jiu Ge , Miao men will 
rarely sing publicly and entertain the guests as it is not their customs to do this. 
Moreover, it is important to note there exist differentiation within Miao women or 
Miao men to decide who make the first toast. As being mentioned before, who 
initiate a toast is the manifestation of social power. It was the senior elder/ old man 
with high social power to make the toast , any Miao ( man and woman ) who 
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transgressed this norm will surely receive informal sanction from the senior men / 
women circle. 
1-6.2 Women under the hierarchical drinking procedure in the formal banquet 
In the Making a Toast Ritual of the Miao, three Miao women will stand up 
before the guests, those who take initiation will be the married and elder women 
aged, around 25 or above. As they were much more sophisticated in the life 
experience, they obtained a comparatively high social recognition in this community 
than the young, unmarried girls. As Dimitra ( 1992:35 ) also argued about women in 
the drinking rituals that, ‘ women are not regarded as fully respectable until they are 
married.' ( See figure 3 ) 
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Figure 3 Three Miao married women in the Making a Toast Ritual 
Three of them will work as a group, each of them will hold two bowls on each 
hand, the holding posture is also ritualized as two fingers are used; the forefinger and 
the middle finger to hold the bowl which make it look elegant and dignified enough o ask the guests to receive this Miao traditional ritual . Associating with the Jiu Ge,
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which is a distinctive symbol of the Miao culture, each Miao women will be 
identified as the representative of a zealous and courageous ethnic group with 
vigorous history, the Miao zu (苗族）welcomed the guests and friends to come and 
enjoy the happy time with them. Moreover, a series of blessings such as live a long 
life, have a good health were associated with the Jiu Ge. Thus, Jiu Ge is a symbol of 
the Miao collective identity while the individuals, the Miao woman were using this 
to identify herself when making a toast and standing before the authoritative figure, 
the Miao male. At this moment, she was mastering the atmosphere of the whole 
situation, serving, or even coercing the guests to drink up the whole bowl. She has 
acquired such collective identity in relation to the guests . 
Schien ( 1996:27 , 2000:54 ) stated that the minority women were commonly 
classed as natural, non-human or child like and as cultural conservator by the cultural 
brokers, (the elites, the authority, the male heads of the village ) and they were the 
pivotal actors who were enthusiastically constructed and preserved the ‘local, color 
for the outsiders. In this sense, the Miao male, the authority figures were involved in 
a straightforward packaging of ethnicity for the dominant culture. Their practices 
reflected the exigency of cultural struggles, that required of them the contouring of 
gender in service to the village development project by objectifying their women as 
‘ethnic subjects', the symbol of tradition / carrier of cultural practice ( the drinking 
custom in this case ) to highlight their otherness. 
When talking about the collectivity and the transmission of the Miao culture, 
Zhang( 1997:49 ) outlined clearly that ‘ banquet with alcohol is the only context that 
the Miao women can interact with men and can behave in a more active and zealous 
manner....' She also pointed out that those Miao women who participated in the 
banquet and could make the toast must be the middle aged or married women. As 
elder women had to maintain her respectable prestige and status, so they would not 
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serve the young. The unmarried girls were not qualified to be so open and flirtatious . 
Therefore, this role was left to the married women as they did not fear and feel any 
mystical to the opposite sex as the young and they did not need to maintain her status 
or dignity like the old. 
Zhang ( 1997:51 ) argued that the middle aged Miao women were at the center 
of their life stage, it was the most autonomous, boastful and courageous stage in their 
life and they had the least constraint. Thus, they were capable to master the situation, 
they could even embrace man's head, tear their ears, pour alcohol on men and fool 
around, have fun with them without any erotic sense or impoliteness. Being armed 
with this collective cultural identity , the guests or even the Miao male heads cannot 
refuse to drink the mai jiu offered by the Miao women . 
Then these cultural representatives will lift their bowls gracefully before the 
guests and the male heads. At the same time, the young Miao girls will follow lastly. 
In return, the guests will hold the bowl with two hands as a complement to the Miao 
women and the Miao zu and drink. Under this context, all the Miao will scream and 
clap their hands if you can drink the whole bowl without leaking any one-drop on the 
floor. This encouraged their drinkers and made them feel strengthened and high. At 
the same time, it also created an exciting and competitive atmosphere. The Miao will 
just pour the whole bowl upside down to your mouth (like mother's forcing children 
to take medicine ) to ensure no more residues , if you just sipped and let the Mai jiu 
run down your mouth to the floor, the Miao will heave a sigh. They will produce the 
sound like ‘ Ai your'(哎嗽），‘Ai™'(哎---),smiled and frowned to make some 
sanction towards your acts . 
Papagaroufai ( 1991:61 ) stated an interesting remark that , 'Women's serving 
men wine in some context took the form of a power technique against stereotypes 
rather than of subservience, the married women sometimes just “ sipped" and thus 
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kept in full control of their bodies and minds ., In the case of Miao , most women can 
remain sober if they did not identify themselves strongly as the cultural practioner , 
cultural maker who represented the Miao zealousness via excessive drinking. Many 
times they will let the guest beware of their ethnic identity to coerce the guests to 
drink the whole bowls even the guests do not wish to or they cannot drink too much. 
Ah Ying, a 35 year-old divorced women who got one son and indulged in 
drinking very much said proudly and assertively , 
“ We, Miao jia (我{H苗家)liked to drink alcohol very 
much, it is our traditional custom , this is a respect to our 
tradition if you drink the whole bowl, so let's drink a toast ！ ！!’ 
As once I pour some Mi jiu on the floor secretly and Ah Ying frowned her head 
to say sarcastically and seriously, 
“ Oh ！ You just let the floor drink Mi jiu ！! This is a disgrace to 
our Miao zu ah !!" 
Schien ( 1996:63 ) viewed that the sharpening of distinction of gender role in 
drinking banquet as ‘ sinification'. Historically, Miao women identity was in part 
expressed through the image of their women as ‘ strong，，with unbound feet, laboring 
in field and drinking copiously at festival occasion along side with the Miao men. 
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Figure 4 The ‘body politic' of the Miao women in sanctioning those who wished to 
escape from drinking 
This making a toast rituals proposed by the Miao women at least will take place 
six times or above in every banquet. Therefore, from the mid of the banquet, the 
Miao and the guests will have finished at least six bowls ( approximately a catty ) of 
Mai jiu which will easily make the Miao and guests vomit , drunken or even get 
terrible stomach ache. 
1.7 Drinking among women in the formal / informal banquet 
It is a distinctive scene that the Miao women will be sitting together and 
the male circle is always excluding them. In some setting even though it is spacious 
for both male and female groups shared the same area ( at least a room with 300 sq 
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feet ) they are still physically segregated . I have participated in a banquet where the 
male group ate in a room while the female group ate in another room even though 
space is enough for two group to dine in a room without any crowdedness. 
1.8 Making a toast in the informal setting 
The Miao women liked to eat together among themselves as they don't 
need to follow the male command to toast or to sing Jiu Ge. When they wished to 
make a toast, they don't need to stand straight and group together and use forefinger 
and middle finger to hold the bowl gracefully. Instead their act was much more 
simple and direct: just to hold the bowl with five fingers , lift it up and look at you to 
say ‘ He'(喝）.They will not coerce you to drink the whole bowl if they see you 
just sip a little bit and you said ‘ Shui yf (隨意 ) w i t h a smile , which means 
‘ according to my wish，. In return, they will not be so ‘ zealous', so ‘ enthusiastic' or 
publicly identify as the ‘ Miao jia who like to drink alcohol by tradition ’ in this 
context. The ethnic identity in this informal context is not as important as their 
personal self and their bodies: they did not wish to drink too much strong Mi jiu to 
harm their stomach or head. The act of drinking alcohol, to a large extent, is just a 
‘ solution' to fill the ‘dead air'. It can be both the liquid form of ‘solution’ and 
another form of ‘solution’ — a way out to break the ice in a banquet. 
For instance, in the formal atmosphere as I remembered when I was 
drinking with a group of women who are not so familiar with me, I found that I have 
to raise up my bowl once every two minutes as the Miao woman wished not to be so 
silent when eating huo wo. The act of drinking is functional in breaking the ice, or 
activate the passive atmosphere as there will be a woman who always break through 
the silence to say , ‘ He'(喝)and make the whole group get something to do . 
At the same time, when I was dining with another groups of Miao women, 
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I found that if you became more and more familiar with them, instead of being a 
strange visitor or a guest from outside world , but a friend of them, they will not 
persuade you to drink enthusiastically and as frequent as what I called ‘ 2 in 1,, 
i.e.‘ two minutes - one bowl / one sip，. They enjoyed chatting, singing, sharing, 
teasing and laughing, instead of indulge in drinking. It goes similar with what Boulay 
(1976:82 ) stated , ‘ An atmosphere of conviviality was created when having drunk 
in homosocial gathering. Rather than drink, it was the chat which was emphasized. 
For there women talked, giggled, laughed, gossiped, told secret, shared tips on 
beauty treatment and discussed men behavior.' 
Ah Ci, a 28 years old women with two sons showed the dissatisfaction over the 
male openly and it was not common in the Miao community, 
‘ Last time when you asked me to show the way to the 
primary school, of course I know where it is. But the men 
despaired us and said that we were just women and did not 
know anything, even though some of them are school teachers, 
they said we were ignorant. I just cannot say anything to you 
at that moment 
Ah Ming , also a 28 years old women with two sons and Ah Ci made sexy joke 
towards the authority figure or the men in the same banquet, 
‘ You are the “little wife" of headmaster Ng, an old man 
with authority in the village. You know, he treated you very 
well, perhaps we can design a programme for you and him ； 
the Polishing Hip Programme (擦屁股項目） . . . . .ha ha ha 
ha.. . . . . ’ 
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2. The acquisition of drinking habit by Miao man and woman 
As being mentioned in the very beginning, drinking alcohol is an inseparable 
part of everyday social life in the Miao community. But how can drinking become 
the habit which is embedded in the social, personal life among the Miao ？ 
In this sense, what I am trying to explore is how Miao individuals formulate 
their social reality in terms of alcohol use, it is found that their perceptions were very 
divergent. 
2.1 The perception of drinking among the Miao men of different 
ages 
Ah Chill , a 20 years old young man who was the administrative staff of the 
Land Use bureau said , 
“ When we were working, we have to know how to drink. 
It will be much better if you can drink a lot when having feast. 
We, as a man, need to know drinking if we need to have higher 
position in our career. As you have to attend a lot of banquets , 
relationship or bonding ( 搞 |fl 係 ) a r e created through 
drinking, and many decisions and agreement are made through 
these social gathering • If you did not drink, your boss will not 
like you as you cannot maintain good relation with others and 
you will find it difficult to get promotion. But, as a matter of 
fact, I do not like to drink very much, I cannot drink too much 
really but I have to... ，’ 
Drinking, in this sense, also provided a social context for the creation and 
maintenance of friendship and the celebration of masculinity. ( Driessen , 1987:121 ) 
Ah Chao, a 36 years old man who got one son and being the official of the 
village government, bought 4 big barrels of mai jiu and carried them on the small van 
said, 
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“ We liked to drink alcohol very much. Each time I can drink 
at least eight to ten bowls. It is a training ( 鍛鍊 ) t o me as a 
man." (proudly) 
Driessen ( 1987:122) further elaborated masculinity was defined by winning or 
losing in confrontation with other men through competition. It entailed comparison, 
challenge, defense, offense and hinged upon honour. Social drinking was thus often 
competitive, a real man must drink a lot without becoming drunk. Thus, it was a 
clear cultural connotation that strong drink belonged to strong body. 
Dimtra ( 1992:34 ) also agreed upon that drinking was associated with ‘ man 
amongst men' , like Ah Chao's saying above, it implied his wish to prove himself to 
be ‘ man amongst men' , he achieved a type of acceptance and he must continue his 
status, he was now regarded as an equal amongst equal. 
The older man also got the habit to drink , he will mostly relate drinking with 
ethnic identity, Yu Lao, an 65 years old man said winsomely, 
“ We, Miao jia, the ethnic minority like to drink very 
much. We are very zealous and we welcomed guests 
enthusiastically. My wife did not like me to drink too much 
but I can't control myself in the zealous and relaxing 
environment, so when I am in the village to visit my friends, I 
will drink a lot.( as his wife cannot see him ) Ha ha....,’ 
What Yu Lao talked about was similar to what Dimtra ( 1992:35 ) termed as 
‘ egalitarian communities' in that ‘ men's talk became sentimental, their bodies more 
expressive. They hug one another with greater freedom, laugh, cry , and dance in 
ways that were said to express their true sentiments, their true selves.' Hence, it was 
through this ‘ spiritual intoxication' which was highly valued and desirable among 
men, which could only take place collectively in a state of ‘ methexis' ( communion ). 
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It was through this experience that men constructed this male identity and obtained 
power to control their immediate circumstance. 
2.2 Miao women's agency over the traditional drinking custom -- From 
acceptance to runaway among the young Miao girls : 
Even among the Miao women of various age group , it is interesting to find that 
they respond to such traditional drinking custom differently: 
2.2.1 Among the unmarried girls —  
taking the subservient role of the subservient 
a. Complete accommodation 
The young Miao girl know how to drink even when they are 12, 13 years old as 
they attended the feast with the adults and started to serve Mi jiu, to leam to sing 
Jiu Ge and tasted the alcohol at this time. As they are the most powerless in terms of 
economic and political resources, a complete accommodation and acceptance to the 
traditional drinking custom is common. I remembered when I was having a feast, a 
group of young girls whose ages were just 12 to 16 ( see figure 5 below ), holding a 
bowl of alcohol as usual and they can drink at least three to five bowls once. 
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Fig. 5 The Miao girls know how to drink when they are at their teenage 
Ah Ping, a 14 years old girl asked me, 
“ Why didn't you drink ？? Let's drink." She then lifted up 
a bowl of Mi jiu and made a toast to me. “ We knew how to 
drink since we were twelve, our parents let us drink. You can 
make a toast with them ( point to another young girls group ) 
and you say ‘He,(喝）,then they will ‘He,(喝）.（smiled) 
Usually the young girls can drink four to five bowls but they will not be the first 
group to start 'Making the toast' ritual, they are what I termed as ‘ taking the 
subservient role of the subservient'. As being mentioned before, it was the married 
women with social status would initiate this first, then the young girls would follow 
the ritual and sing Jiu Ge to the guests and made the toast. They also became the 
zealous cultural symbol practioners. 
However, if we dig in a deeper way in understanding these young Miao cultural 
preservers, there is a diversity of attitude towards the traditional drinking custom 
among these young girls. 
b. Ambivalence 
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Ah Su, a 16 years old girl who got terrible stomach ache each time after 
drinking, 
“ Many times we have to serve the guests and drink a lot, 
my stomach suffers a lot, I have to take herbs with the pig lung 
to make my stomach better. But it is impolite not to drink 
before the guests." ( ambivalence ) 
c. Anger and hatred 
Ah Yin, an 18 years old girl who got humiliated when learning how to drink 
“ I don't like to drink mai jiu, it make me faint and 
uncomfortable. When I was just fourteen years old, my elder 
brother brought me to his friend's home, he pushed me to 
drink. ( angrily ) He used his hand to hold my nose tightly, 
then poured the Mi jiu into my mouth. I felt terribly annoyed, I 
hate this very much ！ He said , “It will teach you how to drink 
as you have to know how to drink in future." I hated this very 
much and I choked fiercely.，’ 
Most young unmarried girls seem to follow ‘ eat with pleasure, drink by 
measure,, they are socialized to know how to serve guests and drink in the banquet, 
they observe and observe, follow and help the married women to carry on the 
subservient role in drinking, that is why I termed this as ‘ subservient role of the 
subservient' , but it didn't mean that they became the most subservient or obedient, 
instead , some become very ‘ reflexive’，reflexive in the sense that they are quite 
sober even though they are serving alcohol. The younger women's control over 
drinking was much higher than that of the middle aged / old aged women. Many 
young Miao girls felt greatly disappointed with this compromise. They found that the 
elder women were too submissive for appeasing the dominant drinking culture. A 
new axis of social defiance was constructed. Instead of just accepting this drinking 
custom, some of them developed coping strategies to avoid intoxication actively . 
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D Tactful Runaway 
Ah Lan , a 17 years old girl said, 
“ I don't like drinking mai jiu, (smiled) but sometimes 
you have to serve, I will try to finish my meal as quickly as 
possible, if it is possible, I will not start to initiate drinking 
first so I don't need to drink too much. Sometimes I will leave 
the meal as soon as possible and I don't need to serve the 
alcohol and have to drink in return." 
It is also very interesting and realistic to see when the young girls were in the 
city of Guiyang with us and had meal, we just asked them whether they need alcohol 
as in the village, they respond strongly that they preferred tea with ‘ no alcohol' ！ ！ 
2.2.2 Among the married women 
an entanglement of social conformist to social misfit 
When the Miao married women become the cultural representative in carrying 
out the toasting rite, to what extent their active self or subjectivities releasing out ？ 
Or is it like what Zhang ( 1997:52 ) described, ‘ ..... They ( the married Miao 
women ) were at the center of their life stage, it was the most autonomous, boastful 
and courageous stage in their lives and they have the least constraints in the 
banquet ’ However, I just made a reservation towards Zhang's analysis . Let's 
take a look at the divergent responses of the Miao married women towards the 
traditional drinking custom as follows: 
a. Conforming 
Ah Jin, a 28 years old woman who knew how to brew home-made Mi jiu told 
me, 
“ In the rural area we must need alcohol, it is good to 
have alcohol when there are guests visiting home. If you don't 
drink alcohol, others will say , ‘ This woman is useless.' You 
can make friends if you can drink. When some people came, 
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you can drink two or three bowls, four or five bowls. Some 
people in our village like to get drunken when drinking 
alcohol with friends. For those who do not like to drink, they 
just drank one to two bowls and then they will stop drinking." 
b • Tolerance with pain 
Ah Ya, a 32 years old women who got two sons said fazely, 
“ In the village you have to drink, even though I got 
terrible stomache, I have to drink when having feast.” I saw ah 
Chi frowned and used her hand to pat her aching stomach as 
she felt there was something wrong with her in the feast and 
smiled , “Nothing wrong , nothing wrong ” while others 
were drinking and joking. 
c. Embarrassment 
Ah Mei, a 23 years old women with a son said, 
“ In our village we like to drink alcohol very much. 
Everyone of us likes to drink. If you do not drink with them, 
they will speak ill of you and scold you But as a matter of 
fact, I don't like to drink .,’（ embarrassed ) 
_ 
Figure 6 Drinking among the married women in the Miao community 
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d. Miao Women's agency under panoptical gaze - a transgression of 
traditional ethnic femininity 
As mentioned above, the Miao women seem to suffer more, as men can 
drink as being the ‘ real Miao man’ with strength and toughness. On the other hand, 
especially the married or middle-aged Miao women, they have to drink even though 
they do not wish to , under the panoptical gaze by the other adult women or men in 
the rural community. 
Nevertheless, the Miao women have to drink with ‘ abstinence', violation 
of the standard of modesty or passivity indicates the loss of body control. Moreover, 
open release of enthusiasm and sensuality are connected with unnaturalness, thus 
dangerous, meaning seductive aspect of female nature / sensuality and thus viewed as 
socially ‘ degrading' both the women and their families. ( Giovannini 1981: 41 ) 
So women who drank heavily were considered as social misfit and were 
stigmatized, their drinking was often interpreted as a lack of self-control and self-
respect, and even regarded as dangerous, an indication of uncontrolled sexuality. 
Therefore excessive drinking for women was seen as a disgrace to their immediate 
family members. The labeling of being promiscuous made them expose to public 
criticism. In the extreme circumstance they were criticized to leave their bodies 
accessible to any strangers and gave birth to illegitimate children. ( Dubisch 
1986:32) 
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Figure 7 Ah Ying, who was a female heavy drunken in the Miao community and 
she was badly labeled as prostitute and condemned by the public 
According to Papagaronfali ( 1990:63 ), he found that there existed 
‘ gendered drinking preference' as typing ‘ naturally' to gender — nature — traits : i.e. 
ouzo is manly drink as it is similar to male fierceness while the fruit flavoured liquor 
belonged to womanly drink it symbolized as softness and gentleness. 
In the Miao community, as the choices of drink are not large, gender 
drinking preference , in this sense , refers to the quantity one can tolerate. For the 
Miao men, it is two catties ( about 8 bowls ) or above while women is about one 
catty ( about 4 bowls ) . Therefore, any transgression to this quantity by a Miao 
woman symbolizes the challenge to male masculinity or male authority. The 
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following case illustrated this notion well 
Ah Ying, a 35 years old divorced woman with one son ( see figure 7 and 
8 ), who was considered a very controversial person among the Miao. She has been 
the elite and was highly praised in the village as the only girl to complete higher 
form in the secondary school, and has become a bare-foot-doctor during the 1970s. 
However she got divorced and became a drunkard now. Now she was gossiped to be 
a ‘ prostitute', the sexually active bad woman among the Miao as she drank so 
fiercely . She is no longer with the medical profession as she indulged in drinking too 
much which made her become bad-tempered, her trembling hands cannot practice 
accurate injection. She has been the best shooter in the basket ball team when playing 
with boys in her secondary school but now she cannot see the basket ball net clearly . 
Even when I played badminton with her, she could not hit the ball back. 
曜 
The figure 8 shows Ah Ying was very different in attire when compared with 
the Miao women in a more feminine dressing style 
Ah Ying once told me in a sad mood, 
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“ I can drink two catties one time, which is just like man. 
Each day I have to drink at least a catty as I wished to forget 
the loneliness, the sadness inside me. It has been annoying me 
for such a long long time. After I am drunk, I went to sleep 
and forget every unhappiness . But when I wake up, my head 
was aching. I became more disappointed and depressed. Then 
I started drinking by myself again.•…(frowning ) I just fell 
down yesterday and my ankle bled as I was drowsy after 
getting drunk. When I am with others, I had to win and I did 
not want to loose, I can do anything others can't. 
I remembered that my son told me , ‘ ma ma, you are 
very clever in the previous time, for example, you can 
calculate mathematics very well !!!!! Now you can't ！！ Your 
brain gets fussy and no longer smart anymore . ( sigh)’ 
When I remembered my son's saying, I will tell myself, 
‘ Why are you so messy ？ You should abstain from drinking. ’ 
(smiled ) My son is very good at school work and he is in F.3 
now , he can get the runner up in his academic studies this 
year . We did not say too many things when we meet but I will 
try my best to save money for him to complete the higher 
form.' 
Drissen ( 1987:121 ) found that ‘ a tipsy or drunken women is classified as 
prostitute. Men expect their wives, daughters and sisters to have non-conspicuous 
behaviour, sobriety and restraint. Thus, the ideal woman is virtuous , docile and 
competent, devoting her life to husband and children.' The case of Ah Ying well 
indicated the transgressing of the dichotomous notion of ‘ masculinity and 
femininity', the original and fixed gender roles that Miao men and Miao women had 
to observe. 
3 Traditional drinking custom and Wife Battering / Killing : 
As being discussed, drinking is such a popular way of life among the Miao 
while the Miao male can drink up to two catties each time and get intoxicated. Such 
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ethnic tradition is closely connected with the family violence, which is also popular 
and a way of life in the village. These tragedies repeated one after another and most 
Miao girls / women and the elderly suffered from beating to killing all through their 
lives. 
Most young Miao girls anticipate marriage negatively , not only because they 
have to shoulder much more domestic work and lose their freedom, it is also because 
they can anticipate their dead alley with reference to that of their elder sisters or 
relatives. Wife beating is a rule rather than an exception after the husband 
participated in drinking feasts twice a week, wife killing or torture is not uncommon 
in the village while there is no social or legal sanction levied on the husbands by the 
officials even after the fatal cases. 
Ah Lan, a 17 years old girl said in low voice , 
‘‘ We ( the young unmarried girl ) did not like to marry. 
When you married , you will lose your freedom. You have to 
do a lot of housework, to serve the husband, old people and 
little children. I even knew a man in my village killed his wife 
after drinking, they always quarreled and fought together. The 
whole village knew this. But the man did not need to be 
punished even though he has killed his wife. It made me feel 
very frightened. I always see the woman who get bleeding and 
running and crying on the road，and her husband got drunk, 
and holding a knife angrily and wished to hurt her chasing 
after It made me so scared ( frowning) 
Many young married women had to be beaten by their drunken husbands once 
they have married. For example, Ah Mei, who was 23 years old and got one son 
said, 
‘ I treated him ( her husband )well and he also treated me 
quite well. But when he got drunk, he scolded me and was 
very bad-tempered. He said, “ When I was not drunken I did 
not scold you, when I was drunken, I will scold you." He is 
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such type of person. We, Miao jia said, “ When you are 
intoxicated, you will scold others." Therefore if he did not get 
drunk and I haven't made anything wrong, he will not scold 
me. He liked to drink very much....， 
Ah Ming, a 28 years old women with two sons said in tears, 
“ He was a primary school teacher, when I met him, I did 
not know he liked to drink so much. After getting married, he 
went to drink three times a week when others asked him to 
have gathering. This is very common in our village. Every 
time he went home, he would get drunk. When he got drunk, I 
would lock the children in a room, not to let them see his 
father. Then he got very bad-tempered, he used his fist to hit 
my face suddenly, and sometimes he would kick my belly.... 
(crying ) It was so sudden that you could not escape. It 
happened so many times I didn't know why “ 
Not only did the husband beat the wife，but also the children and the elderly, 
facing such unfavourable situation , instead of complete tolerance or submission , it 
is found that various Miao women can exercise different levels of agency in facing 
their aggressors. Further discussion of the Miao traditional drinking custom with 
family violence and Miao women's agency will be discussed in the final part of the 
thesis. 
4 Concluding remark 
In this chapter, alcohol drinking is used as the vivid elaboration over the 
women's agency. It is found that a variety of the Miao women active self and 
subjectivities is obviously manifested in differentiated level. 
The intra age group difference of agency level over the traditional drinking 
custom among the Miao girls - the comparison of the youngest and the young Miao 
girls: 
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a. Lower agency level over drinking among the youngest Miao girls 
Firstly, agency level over the traditional drinking custom was the lowest 
among the youngest Miao girls whose ages were from 1 2 - 14 as they got the lowest 
social power in the Miao community , all they had to do was to obey the elder's 
order: Miao girls are socialized to drink even at their teen for the preparation of 
becoming a ‘ cultural conservator' of their traditional drinking custom before their 
striding to adulthood. They would sit silently in the banquet and drank according to 
the elder's command. Many times they would initiate or persuade the guests to drink, 
b. Higher agency level over drinking among the young Miao girls 
However, not all Miao girls were totally passive and obedient as being depicted 
by the mainstream cultural scripts. When the girls got older, there were very different 
viewpoints and perceptions towards the traditional drinking custom; as being 
mentioned above, the youngest whose ages were between 12 - 14 accepted this 
unconditionally. Even though they had got severe stomache, they continued to serve 
alcohol and initiated drinking in the banquet. 
But when digging deeper, the young Miao girls with the age of 16 - 18 
disliked this traditional drinking custom to a larger extent. Instead of complete 
assimilation, they will try to grasp any chance to negotiate and avoid carrying out 
this traditional practice in an implicit way: their attitudes will be from embarrassing , 
angry , ambivalent or even take action to runaway. For example, some felt angry 
when remembering the 'coercive socialization process’ of learning to drink heavily 
by her elder brother, some felt ambivalent as they had to drink during the feast to act 
as a zealous Miao jia Gimiang,(苗家女古娘).Those who got the highest level of 
agency would take action to leave: They could grasp any opportunity to leave the 
feast, they would quickly finish their feast and flee as early as possible and avoid 
initiating drink with the guests in a silence and implicit manner . 
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Therefore the Miao girls would not follow the traditional drinking custom 
blindly. In this case , their agency was asserted as they had the ability to negotiate or 
to resist such traditional custom in a tactful way. Even though what they were not 
using was a direct confrontation like the collective revolutionary movement as the 
West suggested by the Collective Model of agency of McNay ( 2000:17 ) , but it was 
congruent with the Individualistic Model of agency where individual could have 
capacity for self-determination which realized through decision and action. 
Therefore, it was found that there existed an intra age group difference of agency 
level over the alcohol drinking among the young Miao girls : the younger Miao girls 
could assert a higher level of agency over the traditional alcohol drinking than the 
youngest. 
The inter age group difference of agency level over the traditional drinking 
custom between the young Miao girls and the Miao married women: 
Furthermore, it is interesting to find there existed an inter age group difference 
of agency level over the alcohol drinking custom among the young Miao girl over 
the married Miao women. It is found that Miao girl's agency over traditional alcohol 
drinking custom is comparatively higher than that of the Miao married women due to 
their different social position. Bosworth's ( 1999:7 ) had a very vivid depiction of the 
complex and ambiguous agency where the marginalized women asserted : they 
accepted, accommodated , ignored, resisted or protested —- all at the same time. It 
could explain the ambivalence of most of the Miao women in facing this tradition. 
Paradoxically speaking , Zhang ( 1997:52 ) considered the Miao married women to 
be in ‘ the center of their life stage', they could make a toast with the men / authority 
in the drinking custom, they could laugh and talked loudly or even make fun with the 
men or hit them in a playful way under the influence of alcohol. On the surface, it 
seemed that ‘ alcohol leveled us all'. 
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However, the story did not seem to be as simple as this : most Miao women 
were discontented and ambivalent over the heavy drinking custom. They were the 
most significant group to suffer from this tradition but they had to carry out such 
tradition ridiculously. Their health was deteriorating and their baby health was 
adversely affected and threatened. Babies were bom with swollen eyes or yellowish 
skin. The most tragic reality was they had to bear the ‘ punches' from their drunken 
husbands and some were too unfortunate to be fatally hurt or killed and still they had 
to perpetuate the traditional drinking custom or such vicious cycle . 
For those married women who were less unfortunate to save their lives, they 
were also under the cautious invigilation by the elder women to practise drinking for 
the purification of their 'evil bleeding' of their bodies. In the Miao traditional belief, 
women bleeding were considered as dirt and bad luck to men. Even though the Miao 
women were in their late pregnancy , no matter how unwilling they were, they had to 
drink at least two bowls of alcohol a day to evacuate the ‘ evilness' at the expense of 
the fetus health. Sociologically speaking, such coercion of tradition symbolized the 
affirmation of social status and power from the elder generation to the younger. 
Miao women were not only in the center of their life stage , they were also like 
walking on a tight rope under the traditional drinking custom. Complete resistance or 
disobedience over such powerful tradition will receive a lot of social sanction from 
the elderly or authority. However, complete accommodation over drinking would 
receive another level of rebuke from the Miao community. When a Miao woman 
became a very strong and tough drinker like that of man, she would be badly labeled 
as a ‘ social misfit’，or rumored as a ‘ prostitute' that the whole community could 
reject and humiliate due to the transgression of the Miao femininity and masculinity. 
Therefore, this chapter intended to demystify the superficial description of the 
Miao traditional alcohol drinking custom by the major cultural script: an 
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oversimplified justification that drinking is ‘natural，and ‘essential, for the Miao 
ethnic minority should be reflected upon. At the same time, the social cost of the 
traditional drinking custom: the wife battering and wife killing, the suffering of both 
the Miao women and children should not be concealed under the veil of such zealous 
ethnic tradition and the various inter or intra age group difference of the Miao 
women's agency should be highly respected and carefully investigated. 
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Chapter 3 ： The Miao women's agency over the contraceptive 
technology 
Facing the traditional force of ethnic drinking, the Miao women could 
assert various levels of agency. It is important to note that the minority women, the 
Miao women in this case are not only living in the long term influence of their 
tradition 一 the ethnic drinking custom as an inseparable part of their everyday life. 
On the other hand, they are also struggling over the entanglement of modernization 
when the nation is stepping to the verge of the 21'^  century. In this chapter, the 
concept of body is used to account for the contraceptive technology and Miao 
women's agency is investigated. It was found that such newly introduced 
contraceptive technology — Norplant Implantation exacerbated a series of unknown 
and negative side-effects towards their immediate body and health in the long run. To 
what extent the Miao women could exercise their body autonomy over the medical 
elites, state authority , or the Birth Control Policy endorsed by the PRC government? 
More importantly, from the study of the ‘ implicit' Miao women's negotiation with 
the state authority, what kind of community the ethnic minority women have to face? 
How can the Miao women struggle under the hegemonic power relation when their 
interests are being evacuated over the modernity? 
Under the Birth Control Policy in modern development sense which aims at 
stemming out poverty in China ( Liang 1992:57 , Wang 1988:22 ) , Miao women had 
to undergo an internationally controversial contraceptive operation — Norplant 
Implantation , which are not being informed clearly to them by the staff from the 
Rural Birth Control Team (農村計生隊 ) o r the medical profession . Many women 
complained this insertion as mysterious which led to a series of pain and excessive 
bleeding over their bodies. Moreover, they also dissatisfied with the coercive work 
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done by the Rural Birth Control Team. 
This contraceptive device had been under heated debate as women in the 
Third World countries were used for experimental purposes without their consents 
(Hanmer 1997:105 , Moskowitz & Jennings 1996:47 , Rinehart & Geller 1997:86 ). 
Under this circumstance, how do the regulatory power and disciplinary mechanism 
exercise with centralized or scientific knowledge work over the Miao women bodies? 
How could such disciplinary mechanism meet and clash with the multiple -
resistance's: i.e. How did the Miao women perceive their bodies , how could the 
Miao Women bodies act as a site for agency in contesting and negotiating within 
their social network, local community, local elite or even the state ？ 
1 The concepts of Reproduction and Body 
Simone de Beauvoir ( 1961:53 )in The Second Sex argued that based on the 
biological level, a spices was maintained only by creating itself anew . Men assured 
the repetition of Life while transcending through Existence while women, like 
animals were engaged in the mere repetition of life. 
Sherry Ortner ( 1974:29 ) elaborated the above biological notion of reproduction 
further, “ woman's body seems to doom her to mere reproduction of life, the male, in 
contrast, lacking natural creative functions, must ( or has the opportunity to ) assert 
his creativity externally, artificially through the medium of technology and symbols. 
In so doing, man creates relatively lasting, eternal, transcendent objects, while the 
women creates only perishable --- human beings." 
Instead of focusing on biological reproduction, Marxist feminist expanded the 
concept of reproduction to include the social reproduction of paid industrial workers 
through housework and of the next generation of workers. Mitchell (1971:32) 
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argued that the child was seen as an object created by mother, in the same way as a 
commodity created by a worker..... reproduction is a sad mimicry of production. That 
was why women were named as ‘ baby machine' 'which' produced babies. 
Radical feminist like Schulamith Firestone ( 1971:81 ) in the Dialectic of Sex 
emphasized the，sexual substratum ‘ in the division of labour in the economic 
structure. It is argued that the subjugation of women was rooted in the division of 
labour which began with the differing roles male and female had in the production of 
spices. To free women was to eradicate family. With the introduction of science and 
technology, human beings could be reproduced artificially and female reproductive 
function could be eliminated, alternative lifestyles would be developed. 
Such ignorance of the concept of ‘ power' in analyzing science and technology 
over women body received countless criticisms: e.g. Emily Martin ( 1984:73-84 ) 
used a cultural perspective in analyzing reproduction , she once commented the 
oversimplified metaphor of woman body as a machine while doctor as mechanic. 
The production metaphor symbolized doctor as ‘ factory supervisor' or even 
'owner' while women might be a 'laborer' whose 'machine'( uterus ) produced 
the ‘product, , babies. Hence , reproduction became a sphere under the control of a 
masculinized medical science. 
Science and technology can never be a neutral institution as they are under 
various social and cultural context, Scott and Morgan ( 1993:41 ) made a further 
critical comment on it over women bodies : ‘Greater choice does not necessarily 
resulted in greater freedom in a simple and direct sense. However，it can be argued 
that the availability of contraception has locked women further into male defined 
sexual practice'. 
Hanmer ( 1997:107 ) also agreed on this, she found that men obtained sexual 
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satisfaction and their dominant status is amplified by permissiveness which 
‘colonizing women through penis culture'. 
Mies and Rowland ( 1996:78 ) stated the importance of the use of feminist 
perspective as a fundamental re-ordering of knowledge, an epistemology in which 
woman was a subject. It is argued that to control the access of men and their so-
called ethics to women bodies were the central problem for women today. 
The importance of Third World feminists should never be neglected as they took 
a rather different perspective on women reproduction and contraception, Marglin & 
Simon ( 1994:128-130 ) pointed out that women generative capacity implied a 
fundamental rift between women's 'natural' ~ that was biological and their 
'cultural' ~ properly symbolic capacities among the Western Feminism . It was 
considered as a modernist dualism between nature / culture . They further questioned 
these universalized categories proposed by the western feminists. Under this 
modernist logic, the reproductive force of women bodies led to their domestication, 
feminist movements in industrialized countries have seen that women's entrance in 
public sphere as liberating, as freeing women from the subordination in domestic 
sphere. Instead of realizing the historical and cultural specificity of these categories, 
they have projected them to the rest of the world and all women. Neither did it 
question the construction of bodies as machines devoid of consciousness nor the 
existence of propriety and unitary selves, who owned and controlled their machine -
like bodies. 
Even though the concept of ‘ Body' was heatedly debated among the feminists 
from 70s up till now , ‘ Body' was considered to be absent in sociology ； it was 
materially existed , it still could be theoretically ignored. ‘Body’ / 'Bodily matter' 
will be relegated to the latter side of this dichotomy. Body would fall a very much on 
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the biological side of biology / culture divide with the connotation of essentialism 
under the dualism between sex / gender. Thus, project of modernity was closely 
associated with these rationalities. It sought to emphasize the triumph of culture over 
nature. ( Scott and Morgon 1993:48 ；William and Bendelow 1998:21 ) 
Even though sociology has followed a long standing tradition in philosophy by 
accepting mind / body , nature / culture, reason / emotion, public / private divide. 
Such duality ( a stage in the development of human consciousness ) , in turn, 
according to William and Bendelow ( 1998:59 ) , turned to its own ‘illusory, 
appearance, namely the problem of dualism, which is termed as 'ideological 
baggage' in the development of human consciousness. In this way, ‘destabilizing, 
oppositional categories was an analytical potential which should be taken note of as 
new terms and different conceptual framework could be an attempt to step outside 
the above traditional binary division and debate. 
Instead of leveling body as a receptor or biological entity under the 
naturalistic approach, Michel Foucault ( 1981:26 ) viewed our bodies as a socially 
constructed product which was infinitely malleable and highly unstable. Foucault 
once described his work as constituting a ’ history of bodies He was interested in 
the ways in which technologies of power operate on human bodies to shape, organize 
and inscribe them in particular way. Thus, the inscription of power on bodies was the 
area he took special note of. 
Viewing of the century occurred the modem political state had been 
concerned, with even increasing sophistication, with administration of life and body. 
He identified two forms of power over bodies : 1. Body of the individual, its 
capabilities, its usefulness and its docility, this form of power was concerned with the 
refinement of disciplinary procedures and technique, and with that Foucault called 
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the anatamo - politics of the human body. 2. The second concerned with the 
population of bodies and their propensity for propagation, mortality and morbidity, 
this form of power concerned with regulatory control and the bio-politics of the 
population. The micro politics of power that operated in modem institutions 
formation through progressively finer channels of techniques / practices, which 
gained access to individual themselves, their bodies, their gestures and all their daily 
action. Foucault ( 1 9 8 7 : 2 8 - 3 2 ) 
In this sense, the attention of governments shifted from a concern with 
controlling relatively anonymous individual bodies, to regulating the population as a 
whole. The model of control over the behaviour of the social body extended from 
Panopticon to school, army barracks, hospitals and other institutions. This provided a 
context in which detailed control could be exerted over much larger areas of society, 
and knowledge gained about the population for use policy and planning decisions. 
The body / power / knowledge were interrelated together, as for the concept 
of power, Foucault mentioned in this way : 
“Power is not possessed, it acts in the very body and over the whole surface of the 
social field according to a system of relays, modes of connection, transmission, distribution 
etc. Power acts through the smallest elements: the family, sexual relations but also ； 
residential relation, neighborhood etc. As far as we go in the social network we always find 
power as something that 'runs' through it, that acts, that brings about effects. It becomes 
effective or not, that is, power is always definite form of momentary and constantly 
reproduced encounters among a definite number of individual. Power is thus not possessed 
because it is 'in play' : because it risks itself. ” ( Foucault, 1978:86 ) 
Under this logic, power could not be conceptualized as a global phenomena as 
power was not imposed by the global on the local; it came from below, from the 
temporary alignment of local forms of power. The local and global mutually 
conditioned each others. No global form could gain a grip in bodies and subjects, on 
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the behavior of individual and groups, without the support of local form. 
“Power relationship depends on a multiplicity of points of resistance : these plays the 
role of adversary, target , support or handle in power relations. The points of resistance are 
present everywhere in the power network. ” (Foucault , 1980:92 ) 
Under this logic, Foucault's approach questioned the advisability of 
conceptualizing political struggle and change on the model of unified, organized 
mass action. Foucault made it clear that even if such mass movement were possible, 
they may not be the most effective form of change. As a conclusion, power was both 
1 .historical system aligned across structure, institutions, rituals and individual lives, 
bringing them together in some contexts, and dividing them in others ~ a ‘ 
substratum ‘ of force relation. 2.the particular use of the products of these alignment 
(e.g. knowledge ) to interrogate, regulate, supervise, observe, train, harness, and 
confines the behaviour and subjectivity's of individual and group. 
As power was localized and made specific and placed in a socio - historical and 
discursive framework, their oppression was not explained by general structure of 
oppression -- patriarchy / capitalism -- but in terms of a tactical utilization of the 
bodies and speeches of women for the extraction of knowledge , and a non-complete, 
non-hegemonic domination ~ a domination that , by its nature, breed resistance , a 
domination never succeeding in total subjugation. 
Foucault emphasized in the body as the ever-intensified locus of power and 
resistance, he signaled a site, i.e.the specificity of women's bodies provided a 
theoretical space in which to discuss, outside of phallocentric regimes of 
representation. ( Foucault 1980:98 ) 
As a conclusion, the regulation of population in space had been 
accomplished by what Foucault termed ‘ panopticism,, as a mode of control 
involving a general increase in surveillance, record keeping and populations and the 
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‘elimination of vagabondism'. Populations came to be regulated in social space with 
the developing view of urbanism as a threat to the dominant culture of the elite from 
th 
the 18 century. Not only could it be well illustrated in the population policy in the 
west, but also the Birth Control Policy in China since 1950s. In the next section, a 
precise overview of this influential policy will be elaborated. Then a more localistic 
version - Birth Planning Policy in the National Minority Region 一 the Miao 
community of Guizhou in China is compared. After that, a careful analysis will be 
conducted on the discrepancies on the goals of ‘ Six V i r t u e s ' (六好） i n 
implementing the controversial Norplant under the Birth Planning Policy in rural 
area over the interests of Miao women bodies ； to what extent the Miao women's 
agency could be asserted when their health / their bodies , their welfare of their 
families were contested with the state policy / the Birth Planning Team and the 
medical profession ？ 
2 The Birth Planning Policy in the National Minority Regions 
According to the State Statistical Bureau, the Miao population in 1990 Census 
was 7,383,622，and it was the fifth largest nationalities in China. The Miao 
population is distributed mostly in Guizhou ( up to 49.66 % of its population) ( Deng 
1998:5, Yan and Chen 1996:13 ) , then scattered around Yunnan , Sichuan , Hainan, 
Guangxi , Hunan Provinces. At the same time, Lu and Meng ( 1995:9 ) found that 
there was a drastic increase in the Miao population from 60s to 80s as the population 
growth rate from 1964 Census was 10.78 % with 2,782,088 ,while in 1982 Census it 
rose to 80.83 % with 5,036,377. The Miao population growth rate was then 
cautiously controlled and lessened to 46.89 % with 7,398,035 in 1990s due to the 
great shift of the population policy for the national minority groups in China. 
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To move in more locally, the population of Miao in Guizhou had a steady 
increase from 1.43 million in 1953, 1.58 million in 1964 , 2.58 million in 1982 to 
3.67 million in 1990. The population growth rate is 0.94 % for 1953 - 64 , 2.77 % for 
1964 — 82, and 4.48 % for 1982 — 90 . 
The population policy for the national minority groups was loosened especially 
during the rise of PRC governed by the Chinese Communist Party in 1950s. It could 
be found that for the national minority groups, the orientation of population policy 
shifted from encouraging reproduction ‘人口興旺，鼓勵生育， t o planned 
reproduction ‘ 適當放寬，計劃生育，from 50s to 80s. 
For instance, according to the ‘ Agreement on the Chinese People Political 
Concordance' in Sept., 1949, it was stated that ‘ Every national minority regions 
should be self-administrated and governed. Various self-administrated institutions 
should be set up in accordance with various geographical sizes and population of 
various national minority settlement.' 
The San Fan Movement allowed many women to send letters ( 投書 ) t o the 
Women Federation, Labor Union and the head of the Communist Party as they 
preferred contraception (避孕 ) r a t h e r than birth control ( 節育 ) i n 1953. Thus， 
Zhou Enlai and Deng Xiaopeng supported the loosening of Birth Control Movement 
(節育運重力),even it was highly recommended and implemented by the Health 
Ministry. In July, 1954 the PRC government regulated the hospital, and Health 
Ministry propagated contraceptive guidance to the public, more contraceptive 
devises were manufactured. Such contraceptive doses or pills and device were no 
longer in the hand of the medical professional, but to the sole agents in the market 
with greater public access. But it should be noted that couples in the cities could 
choose what kind of contraceptive device they preferred. Nevertheless, the 
contraceptive device and doses could not be sold and easily accessed by the public in 
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the minority region and rural area as they were still under the control by the Health 
Ministry. 
The self-administration indicated a very loose population policy in the minority 
group area. In Oct., 1957, Mao Zedong concluded in the 8 th National People 
Congress that ‘ Our population needed to be controlled, we need three years to 
promote, three years to propagate, four years to publicize and implement. It should 
not be promoted in the minority group areas, and so as the mountainous areas which 
are sparsely populated.' Thus to encourage the growth of people and cattle (人畜兩 
旺 ) w a s the major orientation of the population of the national minority groups in 
the 50s to 70s. 
Nevertheless, facing the population boom in the 1980s, it was the wish for 
Chinese government to control the population within 1.2 billion at the end of the 
century. Therefore, One-Child Policy was strictly implemented especially in the 
urban area from the 1980, the State Council stated clearly that ‘ .....It was agreed 
upon the rearing of one child for every couple as for the national minority regions, 
the policy can be a little bit lenient. Contraception is the major essence in promoting 
birth control, the public are free to choose which contraceptive devices they desired.' 
At the same time, Birth Planning Policy was further identified in the national 
minority group region in Dec., 1982, the National People Congress publicized in the 
sixth 5- Year Plan of Economic and Social Development of the PRC, ‘ Birth Control 
Policy should be implemented in the national minority group areas. According to 
their various physical and economic condition and population size, different 
population control regulations should be set up.. 
In April, 1984, the Birth Control Policy was made more specific by the State, 
‘ For the national minority groups which are under 10 million in population, the 
couples can rear 2 children, 3 children are allowed in some special cases, but 4 
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children are not allowed. The specific regulations should be carried out by various 
self-administrated government.' 
2.1 Among the national minority groups in Guizhou 
Therefore, the National People Congress Committee in Guizhou publicized the 
population policy of the national minority groups in Guizhou in 16.7.1987 as 
follows: 
I. When both couples belong to national minority group and they are either 
working for the State government / the enterprise / the citizens of the city or 
county, they are allowed to have two children. 
II. When both couples are farmers with one of them belongs to national 
minority group, they are allowed to have two children. 
III. When both couples belong to national minority group and one of their two 
children are non—genetically handicapped and cannot grow as normal work 
force, they are allowed to have one additional child.' 
2.2 Within the village 
As stated above , the Birth Planning of the PRC shifted from county to villages 
since 70s as villages counted for over 80% of the total population. Thus, principles 
like ‘ Facing the grassroots, infiltrating the villages, providing direct services and be 
convenient to the public.'(面向基層，深入鄕村，服務上門，方便群眾） 
The Birth Planning Qualified Villages(計劃生育合格村)were established 
with ‘Six Virtues'(六好)according to the following standards: 
1. To organize and co-ordinate the birth planning program by the village leaders and 
committee members welL(領導重視，隊伍建設好) 
2. To enforce the Birth Planning Policy and regulations and prohibit early marriage 
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and early / unplanned pregnancy.(政策落實好) 
3. To promote the Birth Planning education well(e.g. its policy like late marriage 
and late pregnancy, teach the couples at least one contraceptive devices)(宣傳教 
育好) 
4. To implement the contraceptive devices effectively and at the most appropriate 
time to prevent unplanned pregnancy (技f®月艮矛务好) 
5. To establish a good mechanism in managing the birth planning services(制J度建 
立好) 
6. To establish good relation with the public and forbid any means to harm the 
villagers interests (干咅關係好) 
To sum up, the population policy for the national minority groups was lenient 
since 1950s to 70s when compared with that of the Han population. However, it 
should also be noted that the orientation shifted from encouraging reproduction to 
planned reproduction from 50s till now. Miao family can have 2 children under the 
Birth Control Policy now. On the other hand, we should not overlook the goals in the 
implementation as the State Council strongly declared that “ The public are free to 
choose which contraceptive devises they desired.' Birth Planning in rural area should 
achieve the ‘ Six Virtues'(六好）.Nevertheless, when digging down in the local 
community level, to what extent such goals can be achieved? To what extent the 
Miao women's bodies act as the site of contestation between the state and the local 
community in the implementation of the Population Policy? What are the physical 
harms from such coercive contraceptive technology towards the Miao women's 
bodies? All these questions will be manifested in the following sections. First, a brief 
review of the Norplant contraceptive technology practiced in the Miao community 
should be elucidated in the following chapter. 
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3 Norplant — The contraceptive devise assigned to the Miao Women 
Norplant (桂橡膨皮一 埋植齊J) , was an internationally controversial 
contraceptive devise and it was introduced in China in the recent decades. Work on 
contraceptive in the form of implants first began in the 1960s. The idea was to find a 
way to put the hormones in some kind of capsule that would gradually release into 
the body over a certain period of time to prevent pregnancy. The best known and the 
most widely used was Norplant - a long - acting hormonal contraceptive that was 
inserted under the skin of the woman's upper arm. 
Norplant was developed by the Population Council in the USA and has 
been manufactured by Leiras Pharmaceuticals of Finland since 1983. It was 
distributed through the Population Council and purchased with loans from the World 
Bank and USAID directly from the manufacturer at commercial rates for use within 
family planning programs in several countries like Bangladesh, Pakistan, Thailand 
and Sri Lanka, the highest number of users ( about 90 % ) was in Indonesia. By the 
end of 1992, more than 1.8 million women had used Norplant in the countries where 
it had been approved; more than 55,000 women in 46 countries have accepted it in 
clinical or pre—introduction studies and Norplant has been tested and used mainly in 
less developed countries. As Oilila ( 1997:44 ) stated, ‘ The relative silence from 
developing countries, where Norplant has been widely used but where formal 
mechanisms for monitoring adverse effects are virtually non — existent, should not be 
interpreted as evidence that complications do not exits.' The only Western countries 
adopted were Finland ( which developed and made researches on it since 60s but was 
approved it for sale not until 1983 ), then Sweden registered it in 1985 , the United 
States in Dec. 1990 and the United Kingdom in Oct. 1993 .( Gupta 2000:72 ) 
According to Wang, ( 1992:25 ) it was stated that Norplant was 
studied in 1967 in Finland while it was implemented from 1975 in China . However, 
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Norplant was not widely used in China. At the same time, according to the research 
done by the National Birth Planning Committee in 1998, the most popular 
contraceptive method used in rural China was female sterilization. ( 40.61 % )，then 
the Intrauterine Devices ( lUD ) ( 38.63 % ). These two operation were mainly levied 
on women bodies and accounted for about 80 %. Then the vasectomy for men which 
shared 14.29 %. ( Liang and Yan 1992:27 ) It showed that Chinese rural women still 
shouldered the major responsibility in contraception, as for Norplant, it was not 
recorded even though it had been introduced since 1975. So it was assumed as 
‘ others' ( 0 .14%) or even being unrecorded in the rural minorities region in China. 
Two versions of Norplant had been invented ； Norplant ( R ) - the 
Population Council's registered trademark for subdermal implants which consisted of 
six thin flexible rods made of soft silastic(桂藤管).Each implant measured 34 mm in 
length and 4 mm in diameters. Each contained 36mg of levonorgestrel (甲基炔諾酮). 
It was 99.9% effective over 5 years for the contraceptive efficacy; and Norplant 
( 2 ) - a more advanced version consisting of only two rods but containing the same 
hormone. Levonorgestrel was used in a number of oestrogen - progestogen and 
progestogne — the only contraceptives, including the mini-pill. The drug was released 
slowly over a period of five years during which it provided contraceptive effect, after 
this the rods must be removed. ( WHO 1990:69 ) 
It should be noted that the Miao women in this ethnographic studies were 
using Norplant (2) . There has been a Norplant ( 2 ) trials that the manufacturer was 
making an elastomer which was suspected to be carcinogenic . Therefore, the 
Population Council had reformulated Norplant ( 2 ) rods and it has been tested in 
experiments. 
Using local anesthesia, Norplant was inserted subdermally through a small 
Incision ( 2 - 3 mm ) using a purpose designed trocar. The rods were positioned 
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carefolly in a fan shape in the inner side of the non-dominant arm, forearm or that of 
upper leg, even the back for the Chinese women. Asepsis must be observed . 
The implant should be inserted from the 1 - 8 days of the menstrual cycle, 
but it could still be implanted after the period. 
The irregular bleeding was the major side effect. Using progesterone, 
supplementing with Vitamin C，K and Calcium，could treat it. 
The implant could be removed and reproductive ability could be regained 
immediately after the removal. ( Wang 1992:25 , Liang 1999:35，Gupta 2000:74 ) 
用套管针把药捧埋入皮下• 
\ 圖片來源：王振學“計劃生育技術”中國人民出版社1992年7月頁25 
Another Chinese text which would be distributed to the Miao women 
edited by the Yunnan Reproductive Health Research Association (雲南生育健康硏 
究會）in 1999 also talked about the Norplant ( 2 ) in a relatively positive maimer . 
According to Wen and Feng ( 1999:118-119 )，Norplant(皮下埋植劑）was 
a new contraceptive method, the dose was put in a match-sized tube and it would be 
diffiised through the tiny holes. You could go to the hospital and found a doctor to / 
place this tube in the rear part of the left upper arm, 6 rods for 5 years while 2 for 3. 
It could be removed or renewed. If you wished to have child, you should be 
conceived after half- year removal. This method was convenient as women did not 
need to take pills or receive injection frequently. 
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There is also a special remark in this chapter like this: 
** Please remember: 
• It is convenient to use Norplant as a contraceptive method 
• Norplant can be used for a long duration 
The cartoon as below : ^^^^^^ 
mf R 
. 1 1 
圖片來源：溫益群，馮明玲“農村婦女自我保健手i^’云雨人民出版社1999 
年1 2月頁1 1 8 - 1 1 9 
Is Norplant ( 2 ) so 'convenient' to the women as stated by Wen and Feng ？ 
Are the side effects so few i.e. just irregular bleeding found by Wang ( 1992 ) ? 
According to the State Council of the PRC government, it was stated that the public 
were free to choose which contraceptive device they desired and the ‘ Six Virtues' , 
(六好)should be upheld in implementing the contraceptive measures to the 
grassroot people. The Population Council ( 1993:61 ) insisted that those areas, which 
practiced Norplant must observe good planning, training for health providers, 
emphasis on counseling and good record-keeping and removal on demand. 
However, when Norplant was promoted in the national minority area in China , the 
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principle of self - determination by the users and as a second-choice contraceptive 
means from the Population Council and Finland manufacturer were completely 
denied. Instead, the Miao women could hardly choose which contraceptive device 
they desired . Moreover, they did not know what Norplant was before operation on 
their own bodies as the Rural Birth Planning Team always forced the Miao women to 
do this mystical and unknown operation in a coercive way. 
4 The coercive use of Norplant --- a devastating challenge to the Miao 
women's agency 
From complete submission or acceptance to hostile negotiation towards the 
medical profession 
1. Complete submission / acceptance with willingness 
It is found that a relatively lower number of interviewees ( one out of twelve 
married women ) accepted the use of Norplant , Ah Ming, a 28 years old women 
with two sons, supported the use of Norplant as she did not get harmful health effects 
on her body as her intensity of irregular bleeding or dizziness of this operation was 
not serious . Moreover, she was too poor to rear two sons as her drunken husband did 
not care the family at all. 
‘ The Birth Planning Policy of our country is good. We have to 
do contraceptive operation for the prevention of unwanted 
pregnancy. Initially I wished to abort my second son even 
though I have 6 month-pregnancy, my mother prevented me 
from doing so. Now I am living in absolute poverty.…’ 
2. Complete submission / acceptance with unwillingness 
Ah Jin, 28 years old and got two sons and one with eye problem said, 
'I have done the Pi Zhi (皮植 ) • The operation fee was 
$ 380 RMB . My family did not have so much money. So 
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I had to borrow money from others to do this operation. 
The Birth Planning Team would pull your pigs or cows if 
you got no operation fee.(拉你的豬牛）（irritated ) 
After doing the Norplant, my menstruation was irregular, 
two to three times a month. I used medical injection, not 
taking drugs to heal this....， 
Ah Mo , a 29 years old women who got two sons and one daughter died of diarrhea, 
told me vividly, 
‘ I got no menstruation after doing the Norplant operation, 
the Birth Planning Team would go to visit your home, and 
searched for those women who had delivered child and told 
them to use Norplant. At that time I got my second son, the 
Birth Planning Team came to my home several times, you 
could not reject this ！ They could find you . They would do the 
operation immediately at your home. ( held up her left upper 
arm in 90 degree and showed me how the evidence of the 
operation ) See I had that stuff in my arm ( two match-like 
rods in fan shape ) I did not know what they had done, I was 
too frightened to see. It was painful. But after I had this 
(Norplant ), I got no menstruation for one year. I had heard 
some women got heavy bleeding after doing this while I got 
no bleeding, I didn't know why ？ The fee for the operation 
was $ 380 RMB , if you did not have money, the Birth 
Planning Team would pull your cows and pigs away. I heard 
this many times in my village.' ( Angry ) 
3. Collective anger over the bureaucratic Rural Birth Planning Team 
A group of Miao women was discussing an innocent case concerning Norplant 
and Ah Ci, who was 28 years old with two sons translated to me, 
‘ We have heard that a woman who had done the Norplant in 
our village. It was injected inside the left upper arm. However, 
she fell down from the stairs and that rods broke through her 
skin. ( many women frowned and felt shocked and exclaimed) 
‘Ai Yi’ (咬呀）W h e n the Birth Planning Team knew this, 
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they punished the women and she had to pay large sum of fine 
for not obeying the Birth Planning Regulation. They said that 
she wished to bear extra child ！ They were so cruel ！ That 
woman did not intend to break the rod. It was an accident ！， 
(annoyed and furious collectively ) 
4. Direct Confrontation and negotiation towards the medical authority 
Ah Qing, 23 years old who got one son, also discussed her contraceptive 
operation with me. Even though she knew there was other contraceptive alternative, 
i.e. condom instead of Norplant, she has to be submitted to Norplant technology 
from the coercion of the medical authority, 
‘ When having Pi Zhi, I felt very frightened. The medical 
workers did not tell me what it was. I really did not wish to do 
this operation. 
I thought when I did not wish to have children, I could 
manage to do this ！ I could use other contraceptive means, 
there were many of them. e.g. the condom . After having the 
Norplant, it affected my body health to a large extent. I bled 
heavily. I did not know why , but always bleeding, not like that 
of menstruation, but bleed much. I had been bleeding for two 
months continuously, non-stop bleeding. 
Then I went to the hospital of the county government 
with my husband. I did not know what to do. The doctor gave 
me some medicine, then the bleeding was stopped. I didn't 
wish to have Norplant, but in general the rural girls did not 
know this. There were a lot of contraceptive means ！ ！ But this 
method influenced the body very much.' 
Interviewer : ‘ As you said there were a lot of contraceptive 
choices, could you say to the medical workers that you 
could choose your contraceptive means on your own 
way ？， 
Qing : ‘ I could , but I thought they would not agree with me. I 
worried that they would say , “ You are cheating people ！" 
They thought I wished to have more children, so I 
cheated them this way. As a matter of fact, I did not wish 
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to have a child more. Uptill now my menstruation was 
still irregular for at least one year, two to three month 
once, it was not normal. ( frowned ), 
Ah Ci, 28 years old with two sons, said in grievance, 
“ Many women in our village got sick after having Norplant. 
We need to pay for $ 350 RMB in doing this operation. After 
that, some got pain in hands and legs, so they could not do 
anything. Some got heavy bleeding. It stopped bleeding for 
only 10 days per month. Some did not have any menstrual 
bleeding for a year at all. So they lost appetite and got no 
strength for the bodies, they could not work. Some even died 
of this. I asked the doctor, “ You did the operation badly, it was 
harmful to our health. What should you do ？，’ The doctor gave 
some prescription but it was useless. We , as ordinary people 
Laohaixing (老百姓 ) s u f f e r e d a lot. If we opposed the 
doctor a lot, the doctor did not care and recognize their faults. 
Our complexion turned into blackish color, yellowish color, 
we did not have strength to do farm work. 
As a patient, we even discussed together and tried to find 
herbs for this. It was only effective in the minor illness, not in 
this operation. ( grievance )’ 
The above interviews vividly demonstrated the coercive implementation of 
Norplant in the minority areas as women were not informed about what kind of 
contraceptive operation that would be done on their bodies. All the Birth Planning 
Team had to do was to ensure whether there were enough money, which was 
comparatively high in operation fee ( RMB 380 ) for the poor Miao to proceed the 
tasks. Even though Ah Qing took the initiation to negotiate with the medical 
profession over the choice of alternative contraceptive means, the condomn, 
Norplant was still inserted which harmed her body ultimately. In this way, with the 
overwhelming authority from the medical profession over rural women bodies. Ah 
Qing's agency could not be fully exercised. Similarly, the ethical debates over 
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Norplant in the West were heated. It was tested on women in Latin America and Asia, 
the Norplant trials in Bangladesh provided one of many examples of coercive 
population policy activities, in which women were used for experimental purposes 
without their consent, and “ motivated" to accept the five-year hormonal implants 
without basic knowledge of the problems that may result and, even when these were 
evident, their requests to remove the implants were refused. (Hanmer, 1997:108 ) 
At the same time, the science programme, Horizon, which found that 
Norplant could damage the eyes of the babies. The result in blindness was noted in 
the trials but not being listed as possible side effect when marketed. The programme 
explored the coercive experience of women who were used in the test trials. 
(Hanmer 1997:111 ) 
The implementation of Norplant in the West was not without any 
controversy. As being mentioned above, it became available in the UK not until 1993. 
However, considerable adverse publicity based on the anecdotal cases of difficulties 
with Norplant in the US and UK had led to legal concerns, considerable publicity and 
wariness by the public and professionals. ( Belfield 1997:59 ) In the US , with the 
approval of the using of Norplant by the FDA in 1990, Norplant was encouraged and 
even enforced by the Court as an alternative to the prison sentence to the child 
abusers, welfare mother, teenagers, the retarded people which threatened women's 
reproductive right. (Moskowitz and Jennings 1997:82 ) 
Norplant was implemented coercively in the Miao region in China , similar 
to that of the Bangladesh and Indonesia where the rural birth planning team would 
not ask for women's consent when doing the operation on their bodies. Moreover, the 
medical supportive staff has been instructed in insertion techniques, but not for 
removal. Few women had asked for removal although many suffer from the adverse 
effect on health. This had led to high continuation rates. Facing the unequal power 
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relation between the minority women and the medical elites, you would not expect 
that the physicans explained what Norplant was or what was the effects of this to 
their Miao patients as a concern for their health . 
4.1 As the economic burden levied on the Miao women 
Not only the Rural Birth Planning Team caused disturbance to the poor villagers, 
the operation fee was ascending vastly from $ 130 RMB in 1997 to $ 380 RMB in 
2000. That meant it nearly tripled in three years. Such fee was too heavy for the poor 
villagers to shoulder. But unlike the situation of UK, only 3000 - 4000 women used 
it. But due to the high cost, the National Health Service ( NHS ) was not keen to 
make it available to women and so few general practitioners had been trained in 
insertion and removal. In India poor women were likely to get Norplant at a 
subsidized price through the government family planning programme . However , the 
situation in China was the worst as the Miao women could not get any subsidy in 
implementing this high cost contraceptive method but had to pay for it on their own. 
They would always bear great economic and physical burden all through the rest of 
their lives. 
According to the ‘ National Poverty Alleviation Plan'(國家/V七扶貪攻 
堅計畫[| ), there were 80 million people who belong to the poor population while 1/8 , 
10 million was in Guizhou . In 1986, the annual income per head of the poor region 
was set to $ 120 RMB, in 1990 was $ 200 while in 1994 was $ 400. The standardized 
yielding per person was 200 catty. ( Yan and Chen 1996:19 ) The national minority 
regions were still in abject poverty when compared to other regions. 
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Fig 9 Preserved spicy vegetable with rice — A usual 
diet for the Miao children without any other nutritious food 
According to Deng ( 1998:28 ) among the 1.5 million people in China who 
could not reach the proper standard of living (溫飽f泉)，there was 1.1 million 
belonged to the national minority groups, it accounted for 70.8 %. 
The economic situation in the Miao villages in Guizhou where this thesis taken 
place was worse , the annual income for the whole family ( 4 - 5 people ) was even 
as low as $ 200 - 300 RMB , while in 1990, the annual income per person as a 
national poverty standard was $ 200 RMB. 
Ah Li, 32 years old with two children said in sadness, 
‘I remembered when I was young, we did not have enough 
food to eat, so my mother and I went to those who had dogs 
and gooses to beg for food. When begging, the dog or gooses 
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would chase us, I fell down and the rice scattered on the floor. 
That period was the bitterest time in my life. Now I was 
married and I had 6 people in my family, but we had 3 
hectares field yard , 1 hectare land reared 2 people, how come 
it was enough ？ How can the children and old people live? We 
got problem in having food now. Salt and oil were luxuries. 
Our place was so hilly and cold in weather, the rice crops 
could not be grown well. The children even got no money to 
buy a pen, no people helped me to feed catties, the pigs did not 
fat while the hens did not grow up ye t .(鶴豬不大，餵雞不 
成）We wished to cultivate the cash crops like ‘ Moi Y u ' (摩 
^ )，we did not have seeds, if we got the seeds, we did not 
have technology . So did the fruit trees we had cultivated 
without any skills..., 
HB 
，’ \ ^ a ‘ 
巧、其縫纏 ^ i ^ � ” ' ; ; ,、： ““ ‘“ ,?/:〜:二： 
- ‘..、心 i � / > ' 彰 
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Figs. 10 a & b Miao woman was shouldering many laboring tasks day in and day out 
Ah Ya, 32 years old who got two daughters also shared, 
‘ We have 5 people in our family but we just got 1 hectare of 
the field. Therefore we had to sell catties to maintain our 
livelihood. We had reared 5 pigs, 5 sheep, 1 cow and 2 hens, 
but yesterday 1 hen was stolen. As we just got 1 hectare of 
field and public route was built this year, our field's size 
became smaller and life would become harsher. We just had 
little field to grow ‘ Moi Yu' . We grew some tea and got $ 10 
to 20 RMB per year, but we did not have processing factory 
nearby. Therefore when we transported the tea to Leishang, the 
quality turned bad. I could not anticipate whether the fruit 
trees could have good harvest this year... ’ 
Suffering from the defect of the infertility and scarcity of land for cultivation, 
the lacking in technology to cultivate cash crops and money to buy fertilizers or 
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seeds, the annual income of the whole Miao family was mostly around $ 200 - $ 300 . 
That is why the Miao community was described as ‘ Half a year grains and half a 
year food’ (半年糠菜半年糧）.it was rare that the Miao family had any surplus . 
Nevertheless, the operation fee for the Norplant was raised from $ 180 to $ 380, it 
was equivalent to the total income for the whole family for one year. When the 
women could not afford the cost, the Birth Planning Team would ‘ rob, their catties, 
which were the essential properties of the whole family. Was such implementation of 
Norplant so 'convenient' to the public? Like what the PRC government proclaimed 
in their Birth Control regulation? Was the Miao women fully informed about what 
sort of contraceptive devise which could be operated in their bodies? The situation 
became more complex when women had to suffer from the health problems after this 
contraceptive devises. Facing the absolute poverty, the Miao women had to suffer the 
brunt and did not intend to take a rest or go to see the medical profession. Once they 
went to consult with the medical profession, their bodily pain was being ignored 
completely. 
4.2 As the health burden levied on the Miao women 
Margaret Catley—Carlson, the President of the Population Council also 
identified the potential health hazard of Norplant to the women. She stated that 
Norplant was not a perfect method, but it was a good one. It was not every woman's 
choice, but it was the choice of many. While no woman should be forced to use a 
contraceptive against her, neither should she be deprived of the right to decide for 
herself. ( Population Coucil, 1993 ) 
Apart from the interrogation of state intervention over the reproductive right 
when using Norplant, its advantages and the disadvantages should be juxtaposed 
clearly to the users. 
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This contraceptive implants were effective by preventing ovulation in about 
50o/o of menstrual cycles by thickening the cervical mucus, preventing sperm 
penetration and by suppression of the endometrium. ( Belfield 1997:42 ； Hatcher 
1997:142 ； Sivin, 1993:79) 
The advantages were : 
1. long lasting, 2. very effective, 3. reversible and no effect on future fertility, 4. 
increased sexual enjoyment, 5. free from oestrogen side-effects, 6. help prevent 
iron deficiency anemia and ectopic pregnancies, 7. require little medical 
attention other than insertion and removal, 8. Inserting in non-private part of 
body and it can be given without the knowledge of woman's husband or family. 
However, the contraindications were also numerous : 
1 .change in menstrual bleeding, ( i.e. light spotting or bleeding between 
monthly periods, prolonged bleeding, amenorrhea ) 2. headaches, 3. severe pain 
in lower abdomen due to ovarian cysts, 4. pelvic inflammatory disease, 5. 
ectopic pregnancy , 6. dizziness, 7. breast tenderness and/or discharge, 8. 
nervousness, 9. nausea, 10. acne or skin rash, 11. change in appetite, 12. hair 
loss or more hair grows on face, 13. discomfort for several hours to 1 days 
after insertion for some women, perhaps for several days for a few. Removal 
sometime painful and often more difficult than insertion,. 14. Long term effects 
related to breast - feeding are not known. 15. Known or suspected cancer of the 
reproductive organs, 16. acute liver disease, 17. cardiovascular disorder 18. 
deep vein thrombosis, 19. arthritis, 20. dimness of vision. ( Belfield 1997:42 ； 
Hatcher 1997 : 145 ； Sivin 1993: 81 ； Gupta 2000:85 ) 
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， . “ up each capsule with one dfthe marhs 
• 
Using proper infection-prevention procedures, the provider inserts 
力 Norplant capsule just under the skin of a woman's upper arm. 
Source : Rinehart H. & Blackburn G. The Essentials of Contraceptive Technology 
(Johns Hopkins Population Information Program, Publisher of Population Reports, 
1997) p. 8 - 1 4 
To the Miao women, the most distinctive and common health problem was , 
irregular bleeding. Moreover, some suffered hair loss, severe physical pain which 
influenced their daily cultivation work devastatingly. 
As Norplant was introduced and manufactured by Finland and it was the 
first country to approve and market it. It should be noted that the providers and 
experts viewed it as a contraceptive of second-choice. 'Any women who did not 
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remember or were unable to take oral contraceptives regularly, women with 
alcoholics, psychiatric problems , with induced abortions or who had removed their 
lUDs themselves were recommended.' Thus Norplant was suitable for ‘ post—abortal 
women and women who had problems with other contraceptives'. However, the case 
was totally different in China. It was prioritized as the first contraceptive choice for 
the Miao women without informing them or implanting with their consent. 
Similar to the case in Finland, the Population Research Institute in the US 
had called for Norplant to be removed from sale. It claimed that Norplant was a 
‘ flawed drug delivery system' with an unacceptably high risk or benefit ratio; the 
potential for causing serious disability, an unacceptably wide range or post-usage 
adverse health conditions, an unknown long-term health risk , and a possible link 
with increased HIV risk. ( Gupta 2000:88 ) 
Ah Ming, 28 years old with two sons, did the operation for three years, 
‘ I have done the Norplant for three years, the operation fee 
was $ 130 RMB. After the operation, my hands were very 
dumb, especially when I slept , it was very dumb. The 
menstruation was irregular, after 10 days bleeding came, but 
sometimes the bleeding was late for 15 to 16 days. My 
husband did not do the vasectomy , you couldn't ask him to do 
this. Men did not like this as they feared the wound would be 
infected.' 
Apart from the dumbness of limbs or prolonged bleeding, WHO ( 1990:76 ) 
also warned women using Norplant and suffering from the conditions such as got 
diabetes, anemia or high blood pressure should undergo regular medical check-up 
when using Norplant. It should not be the first choice for lactating women as 
levonogestrel, the hormone in Norplant would pass into breast milk. 
However, when viewing the poor health care infrastructure and the quality of 
the health care of the Miao village, the Miao women bodies had to bear the aversive 
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effect of such implantation to a large extent. The situation turned out to be more 
complicated as the lactating period of the Miao children was a little bit longer due to 
poverty, Miao babies did not have so much nutritious food as a subsidiaries of 
mother's milk, so many Miao children would drink mother's milk even after one 
years old when their mother's milk was full of ‘ levonogestrel', a substance that 
might be harmful to the children growth in future. 
Ah Ya , 32 years old with 2 daughters illustrated the harmful effects of 
implanting Norplant in her body, 
‘ Initially my health was quite good. I could manage to grow 
potatoes and vegetables. I thought if you were hardworking, 
you would make a field. If you were lazy, you would grow soil 
only.(人勤就成田，人懶就成土）Even though I just ate a 
little bit potatoes, I could still work for the field with 
hunger . (半吃半餓 )Af te r a whole day work, I was tired to 
death. When I had Norplant, my body was very sick. Many 
women in our village suffered from this. For example the 
Ma Zhen Bing (麻針病)，our hands and legs were dumb 
and lacking strength. And we also lost hair. The medical 
worker did not willing to go to our home even though we 
asked him. If we had light disease, we could go to his home 
for treatment. But if we got serious illness, we had to beg him 
to come.' 
5 Concluding remark 
In this chapter, it is found that contraception was no longer a mere dangerous 
physical act. There was a complicated power dynamics existed among the younger 
women who wished to challenge the professionalism of medical elite or coercion 
from the birth control implementation. The concept of reproduction and body were 
used to investigate how the Miao women's bodily ‘ interiority’ became externalized 
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under the contraceptive technology, while how the social ‘ exteriority, like the social 
power excreted from the medical professionals and the Birth Planning Policy from 
the state became ‘ interiorized，. With the hope of destabilizing the dichotomous idea 
between the mind and body of the classical sociology as being in the state of ‘ absent 
presence', ( Scott and Morgan 1993:41 ；William and Bendelow 1998:59 ) we move 
further to the feminist and post-structuralist discussion on the subjectivities of 
women's bodily control towards the medical profession . ( Martin 1984:73 ； Hanmer 
1997:105; Mies and Rowland 1996:78 ； Marglin and Simon 1994:128 ； Foucault 
1980:92 )Hence, the contraceptive means implemented by the Birth Planning Team 
indicated a repressive and authoritarian policy levied on Miao women's bodies. 
Unlike what the PRC government stated as having ‘ virtues' and ‘ lenient' to the 
national minority groups, the Birth Control Team robbed family properties and 
charged for relatively high operation fee (RMB 380) from these poor minority 
families. Also, the Miao women's bodies were being experimented or exploitated. It 
was because they were not willing to or they were not being informed about the 
internationally controversial contraceptive means - Norplant, which was hastily 
inserted in their bodies. However , living in absolute poverty, the Miao women had to 
undergo such ‘ mysterious and frightening' operation by the ‘ Six Virtues' Rural 
Birth Planning Team. It was found that they could still gain different level of agency 
over such coercive implementation; some of them would completely submit or 
accept with willingness. But some would accommodate with unwillingness. There 
was collective anger among them. Even though they were considered as illiterate, 
lowly educated, the direct confrontation and negotiation towards the medical 
profession or authority under the screaming from their bodies existed. 
Not only the Miao women's bodies were screaming under the coercive 
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implementation of Norplant technology, they had to suffer from severe beating from 
their drunken husbands in their daily lives. In the next chapter, the Miao women's 
agency over the family violence will focus on investigating this. 
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Chapter 4 ： The Miao women's agency over the family violence 
In this chapter, wife abuse is used to account for the agency of the Miao women 
in the rural Miao community in Guizhou of China. As mentioned in Chapter 1 and 2, 
Miao women were always depicted as ‘ obedient, kind, lack of a sense of resistance 
and competition, all they have to do is to accept fate while the traditional alcohol 
drinking custom is a very distinctive culture in the Miao community. At the same 
time, it should be important to note that there exists an interwoven relation between 
such traditional ethnic drinking custom with the wife abuse cases. 
To what extent the Miao women accepted their ‘ fate，？ When facing their 
drunken husbands who always batter them after the traditional drinking feasts, what 
is the agency of the Miao women and how will they act in return? This thesis 
attempted to broaden such ‘ dominant' horizon by investigating a more implicit and 
subtle negotiation from the Miao women towards the authority; i.e. the men/husband 
or the elderly women under such patriarchic community. At the same time, the 
structural and cultural factors which hindered their assertion of human agency would 
be carefully observed. For the better illustration of the above analysis，the wife abuse 
issue would be chosen as the major elaboration in this chapter. 
1 Theoretical orientation of family violence — wife abuse 
The terms ‘ family violence', 'domestic violence' had been widely used in 
Sociology since the 70s in the Western world due to the dichotomous thinking 
influenced by the Cartesian philosophy . Therefore, ‘ Public' vs ‘ Private' , ‘ Body' 
vs ‘ Mind，，‘ Nature' vs ‘ Culture', 'Reason' vs ‘ Emotion' emerged and the 'family' 
matter will be contributed to the ‘ Private/ Domestic' domain. Domestic work , and 
so as the domestic violence did not gain adequate attention from the public and state 
as it was attributed as a ‘ private' matter. It could be solved among the family 
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members. 
In the East, the Indian sociologists ’ Mahajan & Madhurima (1995:27) also 
reviewed that family violence was a form of individual pathology and in fact it was 
not violence at all. It was treated as a ‘ private affair，in the 70s of India. Apart from 
using dichotomojxs thinking in explaining the family violence issue，another 
dominant approach; the physiological approach has been widely prevalent in 
elucidating the causes of family violence. Greene ( 1999:44 ), a sociologist from the 
U.S. concluded that biological influences may be strongly implicated in any act of 
violence. He quoted the researches with the support of Genetic Theories which 
showed the association between male aggression with the Y chromosome while the 
Endocrine Theories associated testosterone with violent behavior. Therefore, he 
concluded that male aggressive behavior towards others was due to the biological or 
physical factors. 
But such physiological perspective cannot explain why man was only 
aggressive to their wives, not other people he met if he was so 'physiologically 
determined'. In this sense, Gelles ( 1979:62 ) stated that the background for family 
violence in a society was a cultural-normative system that promoted, stimulated and 
rewarded male aggressiveness. He proposed the Exchange and Social Control Theory 
which argued that familial relationships were guided by the pursuit of reward and 
avoidance of punishment. Gelles also pinpointed three major factors which were 
responsible for reducing external social control of home and increased the rewards of 
being violent: i.e. inequality , privacy and the image of the real man/ masculinity. 
Dobash & Dobash ( 1979:16 ) elaborated more on the Social Control 
Theory by using the concept of patriarchy. He stated that the cause of violence 
against wives and others who were powerless in the family stemmed from the 
subordinate position they occupied in relation to men. Breines and Gordon ( 1983:21 ) 
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further pointed out that patriarchy not only included gender but also had generational 
inequalities at the core. It was summarized that the greater the degree of inequality, 
the greater the degree of violence used to subordinate the victim. 
The Dependency Theories defined economic, social or physical dependency 
between the subordinate and the authority. ( in this thesis it referred mainly to wife 
and husband ) Mahajan & Madhurima ( 1995:43 ) concluded that dependency 
designated certain conditions over which the victim had no control. These condition 
could be social or economic. In different familial networks certain members were 
abused and exploited in the family because of their dependency. When the victim 
partially released herself or himself from the dependency of the perpetrator, she or he 
could continuously get abused as the perpetrator would resist to release the control 
like that stated by Breines and Gordon ( 1983:26 ) , but it would be the temporal 
phase. At the end, freedom from dependency would result freedom from abuse in the 
familial relationship. 
After stating the Genetic Theories, Exchange/ Social Control Theory, 
Dependency Theories on family violence, I wish to move into a more specific area — 
the wife abuse cases in the family violence in the following discussion. 
‘Family violence' is a complex term as violent behaviour can be defined and 
categorized in a variety of ways. 'Violence' was frequently been used 
interchangeably with the term ‘ aggression' while violence typically referred to a 
physical act, aggression frequently referred to any malevolent act that was intended 
to hurt another person. For example, Gelles ( 1972:28 ) defined family violence as 
‘day to day patterned and recurrent use of physical violence like pushing, slapping, 
punching, knifing , shooting and throwing objects by one member of the family at 
another.' Jones ( 2001:6 ) also defined the physical violence in the extreme referred 
to ‘ sleep deprivation, bums, electric shock, bondage, semi-starvation, choking, 
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near-drowning, exposure, mutilation, rape , forcible rape with objects or animals.' 
Pagelow ( 1981:42) defined family violence in a wider way; ‘ any act of commission 
or omission by family members and any condition resulting from such acts and 
inaction which deprive other family members of equal rights and liberties and / or 
interfere with their optimal development and freedom of choice.' In this strict sense , 
most Miao young girls suffered from this form of family violence. They are deprived 
of the right to continue schooling and had to take care of the siblings at home. 
Mahajan & Madhurima ( 1995:34 ) concluded generally that family violence referred 
to ‘ an act carried out by one member of the family with their intention or perceived 
intention of hurting another member of the family.' 
A more operationalized definition and systematic depiction was juxtaposed with 
reference to the vivid definition of the 'violent tree，，it indicated that the forms of 
family violence were so numerous : it involved 1. the physical abuse like shaving, 
slapping, hair pulling, arm twisting, spitting ； 2. the economic coercion which meant 
complete dependence that forced compliance ； 3. the emotional abuse like infidelity, 
stalking, neglect, held captive ； 4. the verbal abuse like demeaning language, 
screaming and verbal threat ； 5. the destructive acts like destroying objects, damage 
the cars ( not very applicable in my field ), damage the house, abuse of pets ； 6. the 
sexual abuse like forced to submit to sexual acts and 7. the child abuse as witnessing 
violence, physical abuse, emotional abuse, verbal abuse, destructive acts and sexual 
abuse. Jacksons and Gates ( 1998:17 ) 
In this sense , the terms ‘ family violence' was a very broad term , it 
involved wife battering, husband beating, siblings battering, child maltreatment， 
elderly abuse , marital rape, incest, and even the spousal abuse in gay / lesbian / 
cohabitated family . ( Lloyd 2001:15) 
Tereas de Lauretis ( 1997:43 ) considered the term ‘ family violence' as a 
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depoliticalization of the women's suffering through this rhetoric . ( 打老婆 =家庭 
暴力）Women were beaten or battered，but they are hidden under the ‘ family, tree 
(家庭 =老婆 /女人 ) w h i l e the terms ‘ battered/beaten' was under the disguise of 
‘violence' in an objective, rhetoric and elegant manner . (打 =暴力） 
As depicted in detail above, the concept of ‘ family violence' was broad and 
blurring in nature, focusing should be made in this ethnographic research. So 'wife 
abuse, would be the major focus in this thesis. The term ‘ wife abuse, in this research 
referred to the physical / emotional / verbal / sexual abuse together with economic 
coercion and destructive acts levied on the Miao women mainly from their husband 
and their immediate family. 
Among the post-colonial studies on family violence, Spivak，an Indian scholar 
(1998:51 ) raised out a very thought-provoking concept of ‘ Epistemic Violence' as 
it referred to the production of meaning and knowledge failed to capture the truth of 
Native and tribal lives. It was because she found that most of the theories or models 
for treatment of wife abuse were based on Western intervention. The blind 
imposition of these models on Indian people ( or the people in the East Asia ) would 
merely perpetrate another form of violence and further colonization of the 
community. 
Li ( 1997:48 ) , a Chinese feminist scholar , got a very critical comment on 
the women's researches in China; ‘ The power of the women researches in China was 
still flimsy and diminutive , it was being marginalized in the academic and education 
field. When it was nobody, no one came to attend to it. When it became a clique, it 
was pressurized in the 90s by the traditional Chinese ideology, then the Women 
Federation, then the Western feminism and research , then the “ pseudo — feminism" 
(假女性主義) in China, then the academic mainstream in China.... The “ pseudo -
feminists" ostensibly mimicked the speech , the action , the organization of the 
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western concept of ‘ liberation, and ‘ equality，in order to please the Western 
feminists in the conference. However, such “pseudo-feminism，，contributed nothing 
to the Chinese women interest at all , Therefore, to prevent from falling into the 
trap of "pseudo-feminism", we should respect the local knowledge in analyzing the 
wife abuse issue among the Miao women in the Miao rural community. Thus, a 
critical review over the major dominant script of family violence / wife abuse by the 
Women Federation of China war studied in the following part 2 . After that, we will 
focus on the intricating relationship between the traditional drinking custom and wife 
abuse in the Miao local community. Finally the Miao women's agency and different 
forms of coping mechanisms are discussed. 
2 The major dominant script of ‘ Family Violence' and ‘ Wife Abuse' 
by the Women Federation in China 
As mentioned by Li ( 1997:48 ), the women researches in China have been 
marginalized before the 90s. In the early years wife abuse cases were always under 
reported as it was considered as a ‘ disgrace' to the individual and also to the kins. 
Even though there existed 'Marriage Law' , ‘Law for the Protection of women's 
Right，for the protection of women against violence or abuse, still the number of the 
abused wives was increasing. According to the Woman Federation in China, ‘ Family 
Violence' referred to ‘ The malevolent act of one family member to another and such 
malicious behavior was harmful to another side. It included the atrocity between 
spouses, between parent and child and between other family members.， 
'Wife abuse' was still under the name of ‘ Family Violence', the Women 
Federation defined such form of family violence as ‘ husband's perilous acts towards 
his wife; it included physical harm, spiritual grudge , emotional torture and sexual 
abuse.' 
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The Women Federation considered the wife abuse as a social problem which 
should never be neglected as it would be vexatious to the individual well being. It 
was a threatening bomb to the society. Wife battering was common in the rural areas 
initially, now it was found that more and more malignant acts happened among the 
elite , the government officials' family. 
The Women Federation summarized the reasons for the wife abuse as follows: 
1) The domination of the traditional patriarchic idea which encourages the female 
“ To conceal the ‘disgrace, of the family"(家醜不出外傳 ) ’ so women have to 
submit herself and being completely oppressed by the abuser. 
2) The economic reason is not the only reason for the causation of family violence . 
However, especially in the rural village with high poverty where gender 
inequality is still prevalent, female economic dependency leads to their entire 
subordination towards the male bread winners. Thus, they inevitably become the 
abusive objects to the male. 
3) With the influence of the bourgeoisie ideology, the pursuit of money and 
unorthodox sex directly and indirectly shatters the family responsibility. Hence , 
family violence becomes the means and the reason of divorce. Furthermore, 
unemployment, indebtedness and aversive economic situation will agitate the 
husbands to abuse their wives. 
4) The low quality of the family (e.g. the marriage based on money or self interest) 
destabilizes the foundation of marriage . The unharmonious marriage triggers 
family violence. 
In facing the above circumstance, the Woman Federation of China proposed the 
following measures in response to family violence: 
A) To motivate the local government to formulate local regulations and Laws 
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concerning family violence. For example, in Jan. 1996 < The Local 
Regulations of the Prevention and Forbiddance of Family Violence�was 
issued formally in Chang Sha of Hunan. In June of 1997, similar regulation 
was also taken form in Shanxi. 
B) To incorporate the institutional support over the protection of women 
against family violence : e.g. in Heilongjiang the working unit is responsible 
for the protection of the worker (單位包職工）while the school for 
students (學校包學生 ) ’ the neighbourhood association for women(居民 
委包婦女 )and the substation of the police for the ‘special household units' 
(派出所包重點戶）in fighting against family violence. 
C) To establish the Family Violence Center and the hotlines in Shanghai and 
Beijing respectively. To conduct Social Survey aimed at further 
investigation of the issue. 
Finally , the suggestions were made on the protection of women in this sense : 
i) To exercise strict and concrete implementation of the < Constitution L a w � ( 憲 
、法），the < Marriage Law > (婚女因、法)and the < Law for the Protection of woman's 
Rights > (婦女權益保障、法），together with the specification of punishment 
concerning family violence and the enforcement of the monitoring agents. 
ii) To raise public consciousness on legal and morality aspect. Moreover, the 
co-operation among various institutions was essential in preventing and attacking 
family violence. 
iii) To borrow successful examples from the Western society like the psychological 
counseling unit of Shelter Home, together with the hotlines, the co-ordination among 
Trade Union , the Woman Federation, the Street Association in order to formulate a 
multi-dimensional and multi-positional network to solve the family violence issue. 
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VI )To arouse the public concern over the family violence through mass media and 
make the issue visualizes and opens to public condemnation. For those who commit 
serious offence or violent act, offenders have to shoulder the legal responsibility. 
V) To raise the female consciousness as an agent and promote legal education for 
the female. Home visit should be carried out by the Woman Federation to solve the 
family conflict . “ Four Selves"(四自）spirit which referred to “ Self Protection, 
Self Defense, Self Against Violence and Self seeking for external help" should be 
propagated among women. 
After depicting the orientation of the Women Federation of China over the wife 
abuse issue. It was found that the Women Federation considered wife abuse issue as 
a social problem not only harmful to individual well being, more importantly , it was 
a threat to the solidarity of society under the rule of the Communist Party as society 
was made up by families. 
In the Miao rural community, unfair educational and economic opportunities 
suffered from Miao women lead to the women's dependency on the male. It goes 
similar with the account of Dependency Theory over wife abuse. ( Marhajan & 
Madhurima 1995:45 ) Thus, the central government formulated local laws and 
regulations of the prevention of family violence with the reconciliation by the 
officials of the Civil Min i s t ry . (民政署 ) I t was hoped that such enforcement of 
institutional support (e.g. establishment of the family violence center) would provide 
remedial, preventive and developmental services to empower abused women. 
However, back to the Miao community, to what extent were such services 
formulated ？ What is the gender culture in response to such dominant and pro-
Western social services promoted by the Women Federation in the Miao village ？ 
What are the significance and relevancies of such social services over the family 
violence issue to the Miao rural women? To what extent can the rural Miao women 
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escape from the abuse through legal enforcement or Family Violence Center ？ 
Facing the complex everyday life contingencies, how do the Miao women 
appropriate the issue of wife abuse under the patriarchic culture in the rural China ？ 
What are their coping strategies ？ Are they just like what the article by the Woman 
Federation, the dominant cultural script in China said, ‘ To be submit herself and 
being oppressed completely to the abuser under the traditional feudalism' ？ What is 
their human agency when facing different abusive contexts ？ 
3 The gender relation within the rural Miao community of Guizhou 
in China 
To understand the issue of wife abuse in the Miao community, the gender 
relation within the rural Miao community was vital to investigate first. 
Literally , with reference to the oral history research from the Oxfam, Hong 
Kong of the minority women in South-West China in 1998 (大山的女兒—經驗， 
心、聲禾口需求)，a Miao girl was talking about her abusive father as follow : 
Interviewer : ‘ What do you think about the men's beating the women ？， 
Miao girl : ‘ It is right to beat when women have fault, it is not right when they got 
nothing wrong.' <女人錯了就應該（打)，不錯就不應該（打)> 
Interviewer ： ‘ What would you do if your husband was similar to your father's abusive 
treatment on your mother, i.e. to slap you fiercely ？’ 
Miao girl: ‘ If he beats me like this, I think I would try to escape , but I hope the 
village authority should educate him.' 
One Miao local organizer who had engaged in the community project in the 
Miao region in Yunnan concluded that ‘ One of the reasons that the Miao women 
suffered the beating was the unsatisfactory feeling of the Miao husband in his sexual 
life. What the Miao women had to do was to tolerate.' Hence, as ‘ tolerance' is one 
of the essential virtues over the husband, Miao women were depicted as as ’ Weak， 
passive , diffident , kind , feeble and puny with opaque soul , lacking in 
resistance ，when compared with the Miao men. ( Wang 95:21; He 99:22 ) 
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Zhang ( 1995:16 ) got the detailed description on the ‘life journey, of the Miao 
women in Xijiang as follows: 
‘The Miao women usually lead the following life course: When they were 6 to 7 
of age，they need to take care of the younger siblings, cook meals and rear pigs , 
m 12 to 13 years old, they learned embroidery and helped to do domestic and 
farm work with mother. When they got 15 to 16 , they would go with sisters to 
‘ You F o n g ,(游方） - t o go steady with boys. At the same time, they need to 
climb to the hillside for cultivation. Moreover, they need to prepare a beautiful 
embroidery for marriage. Most of them got married when they were 17 — 18. 
They helped their husband's home in the peak season of planting in ten days or 
two weeks times and stayed at their own families during the resting period • Once 
they got pregnant , they had to end this temporal stay (不落夫家）but gave 
birth to babies one after another and did the farm work ceaselessly.(孩子將一 
個一個地生，農活沒完沒了地做.)They had to struggle for lives to rear the 
child，once looking back, a great proportion of their lives was spent.....(西江苗 
族婦女幾十年如一日地爲生兒育女和找吃找穿焦頭爛額地生活著.直至兒女 
長大成人，回頭一看，大半輩子的光陰就過去了）Even though they were in 
their 60s to 70s，70s to 80s , they would go to the hillside for cultivation. When 
their physique could not tolerate, they would rest at home but still engaged in 
domestic tasks like caring their grand children until the end of the day....' 纖lU 
麵 
Fig 11 a 
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Fig 11c 
Figll a b & c Are the Miao girls /women satisfied with this trajectory of life ？ 
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Referring to the 1990 Census of China, it is found that over 67.4 % of the 
Miao women in Guizhou was illiterate while that of male was 29.6 % , the 
percentage of the Miao female who could receive education also revealed the similar 
plight. The proportion of Miao female who could receive primary, secondary and 
tertiary education was only 9.28 %, 1.32 % and 0.05 % respectively, the proportion 
was nearly half of that of the male : 15.77 % , 2.93 % and 0.13 %. Wang ( 1995:24 ) 
even concluded that over 95 % of the Miao women were illiterate or highly illiterate 
in the 90s. 
Even though the girls dreamed of pursuing their primary or secondary studies, 
their opportunities of receiving education would be given to their brothers and they 
were assigned to take care of their younger siblings , growing crops or doing 
domestic work for their families. Therefore, going to the university or tertiary school 
was an impossible dream to most of them. 
As the Miao proverbs go , ‘ In seventeen and eighteen, the flowers blossom , in 
twenty four and twenty five, the flower cannot rhythm'.(苗方矣姑娘‘十七，十/又 
花正糸工，二十四五花落臺’ )Late marriage indicated the lesser and lesser chance to 
find a fair man / woman in the marriage pool within the village . Moreover , elder 
Miao girls got lot of social pressure when they were not married , as ‘ Man embraces 
gold when his wife is younger by three years.，(男大三，抱金磚)So man should 
choose those girl who was three years younger than him. Both Miao male and female 
feared to be teased as ‘ Old horse' which chewed delicate leaves.(老II吃嫩草) 
Ah Ya , 32 years old woman with two daughters , chose to marry early as a 
sacrifice for her poor family , 
‘‘ When I was 16 years old , I got married. The family 
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was too scanty, there was not adequate food and clothing for 
my brothers and two sisters. At that time I thought, ‘ As I will 
hunger to death in any circumstance, I should go to another 
family to suffer h u n g e r . ( 餓死都應該嫁到別家餓） 
Therefore I married early.' 
Most Miao girls wished to receive more education, however it is very common 
for the girls to stop schooling in the primary school and take care of their siblings or 
do domestic work for the family. Education opportunities will be left to the elder or 
younger brothers. 
Ah Yin，an 18 years old girl, also has to bear the brunt said, 
“ The old people said , ‘ Only cock crows and the sky lights up, 
the hen cannot.'(公雞叫才亮，母雞叫天不亮）My parents 
let my brother continue study. They said that girls did not need 
to study as they would marry later. All they had to do was to 
take care of the younger siblings , help cooking and rearing 
pigs ……” 
As Miao girls could not stay long for schooling in the village even though they 
could get excellent academic results. The limited alternatives for them were to work 
outside and send money back home as the migrant worker , or marry early in the 
village to lessen the family expense. From the 1990 Census, the average early 
marriage age was 24.3 years old for male while that of female was 21.2 years old. 
Ah Mo , 28 years old who got two sons ( one elder daughter died of diarrhoea 
and got no money to heal) talked about her story of early marriage mournfully ； 
“ When I was in primary five, I had primary six and secondary 
one to pursuit. But my mother listened to her cousin's advice; 
he said , ‘ Don't let her ( me ) study. You don't have any 
advantage in letting the girl study. After the girl grew up, she 
would get married and would contribute to the outsider.' When 
I had to pay for the examination fee , I need two dollars. My 
mother said, ‘ You begged from others, our family got no 
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money.. There were two people who worked for my family, 
one of them gave me two dollars and did not need me to return 
back. ( cry ) My examination result was excellent. I had to 
carry two to three big buckets of water when I woke up before 
going to school. But then I was late for school and the teacher 
scolded me. After school , I had to cook dinner, smash pig 
food. When the food was not prepared well or I had no time to 
take care of my siblings, my elder sisters would beat me and 
menace me. When I could not finish my homework, my 
teacher would scold me also..... I thought the domestic work 
were so countless, if d be better for me to stay home and quit 
schooling. But the teacher asked me to continue. My father let 
me study as he was befriend with my teacher. 
...But he got the habit of drinking, once he was drunken, 
he would taunt me, he ordered me to boil water and prepared 
congee for him. If I refused , he would reproof me. I got 
married when I was 17 but my husband also liked drinking 
very much ” 
Ah Ya and Ah Mo demonstrated a very typical life journey of Miao women 
as depicted by Zhang ( 1995:16 ) • Most Miao women had to quit schooling in their 
junior form, even though they studied with flying colors. Ah Mo's case clearly 
indicated the exercise of the traditional cultural norms in this patriarchic community 
when her Uncle was so calculative in counting whether she could contribute to the 
family after she got married. It went similar with the discussion of traditional norms 
of the Miao community from Deng ( 1998:8 ) , Zhang ( 1997:16 ) , Wang ( 1995:22 ), 
Yan and Chen ( 1996:19 ) as they found that most Miao believed in such values; ‘ It 
is good to rear a pig, to let a daughter study is a mistake.'(有女讀書，不女口在家養 
豬）‘ The pot can only cook rice, not to write lines.'(只有鼎罐煮米飯，沒有鼎 
罐煮文章）‘ Girls belong to others after study further. '(把書讀出來後還是別人 
家 ) M o s t Miao girls had to give up their educational right at the expense of 
fulfilling countless domestic work even though they were eager for children. As Ah 
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Mo remembered that she had to carry 2 - 3 buckets of water before going to school 
and cook dinner and smash pig food after school. Ah Mo's case showed the dilemma 
a Miao girl had to face in fulfilling both sides; the domestic work and school work 
simultaneously. But she was still bitten by her sister or scolded by her teacher when 
she couldn't handle numerous tasks. Facing the deprivation of higher education 
under such patriarchic community lives, they would marry early and worked for her 
husband's family. What were their lives after marriage? What about the sexual 
division of labor within the husband's family? Let's investigate further in the 
following section and get a more holistic picture about the gender relation in the 
Miao rural community. 
3.1 The Sexual Division of Labor within the family 
3.1.1 high economic dependency of the Miao women over their husbands 
By tradition , the sexual division of labor in the Miao community was 
distinctive. It was commonly believed that men should do the ‘ masculine w o r k ' (男 
人做的)like lumbering, ploughing which required robust and sturdy bodies. On the 
other hand, Miao women were responsible for the ‘ feminine w o r k ' (女人的 
事)l ike cooking , cleaning , cropping, embroidery -making and caring children and 
cattle which required delicate heart and sophisticated skills. 
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Fig 12 See the Miao Children got a 
lot of lovely 'toys' in the village! 
m 
Fig 13 The Young Children need to work for the family. Guess what the little 
girl on the right comer was carrying? 
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Fig 14 A Big Plough with one little hand! 
Fig 15a 
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Figs. 15 a & b The Miao men were hewing down trees for wood work 
Ah Jin, 26 years old who got three sons and one got eyes problem due to 
drinking when she was pregnant said, 
Interviewer : “ What did you do everyday ？” 
Jin: “ I cooked and prepared cuisine, swept the floor and took 
care of children in the morning, in the afternoon I would hack 
the branches, and plough out potatoes in the field." 
Interviewer : “ Was it busy ？" 
Jin: ‘‘ Not quite.' 
Interviewer : “ Did your husband help you ？’， 
Jin: “ He worked outside to grasp money for the children to 
study. So he couldn't help me. My father and mother-in-law 
were old. Therefore I had to climb to the hilly field to chop 
and dig out potatoes. It was quite busy ！” 
Interviewer : “ What did your husband do ？" 
Jin : “ He was working in a wood factory. When people need 
wood from the village , they would ask him. Therefore, 
he could only stay at home for two to three days a 
month. He was back every ten days or something and 
stayed for one to two days and left." 
Interviewer : “ How about your relation ？" 
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Jin: “ Quite good, he would help me when he was back. He 
said, ‘ You stayed home to care the children, and I would hack 
the wood.' He was quite helpful to me." 
Jin's husband was working outside for income generative work while Jin had to 
shoulder all the caring tasks for the family, together with the ‘ masculine' work 
(hewing branches , digging potatoes ) at home. He ( 1998:29 ) stated that 
mountainous minority women were the marginal group as their specific or 
self-fulfilling needs were ‘drown, under the umbrella of ‘ development'. It meant 
that it was always the men who sold pigs while the women reared pigs.(男人賣豬， 
女人鶴豬)Women could not attain economic autonomy but worked for men and 
the family. Even though they wished to set up their own business, they were all tied 
up with rigid division of labor - busy in preparing tedious domestic work and caring 
their children and elderly. Men could have more opportunities to engage with income 
generative activities, as in Ah Jin case, her husband was working outside in a factory 
and got income. Most Miao women did most of the preparatory work like cultivation 
and rearing while men sold them out. Hence, the latter could get hold of the family 
income directly. Thus, women had to be financially dependent on their husband in 
this sense. 
3.1.2 Contestation of the rigid sexual division of labour by the Miao women 
In general, 'masculine' and 'feminine' work was rigidly defined as men did the 
heavy and laborious tasks. At the same time, women were tied up with tedious and 
caring tasks. The following is a case when a Miao women intended to contest the 
rigid sexual division of labour during pregnancy. Ah Mei, 23 years old and with one 
son, had taken initiative in contesting the rigid sexual division of labor during 
pregnancy with her husband , but still in vain as being suppressed by the Miao 
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traditional thought. More importantly , it should be noted that the Miao woman made 
initiation to try; 
Interviewer ：“ Did your husband help you do the domestic 
work when you got pregnant ？" 
Mei : “ In general he did not help me, only when it was too 
heavy work he would help." 
Interviewer : “ Were there anything that you wished him to 
help you but he turned a deaf ear to ？” 
Mei: “ There were so many. For instance, when I asked him to 
carry a barrel of vegetables, he did not give me a hand. 
He said, ‘ Carrying vegetables was the task for women, I 
would not help.' Men were like this." 
Interviewer : “ What did you feel ？” 
Mei: “To me, the elderly said, ‘ Hacking trees were the men's 
job, carrying vegetable was the women's job., I thought 
chopping wood，cutting weeds were the men's deed while 
carrying vegetable, preparing food were my responsibility. 
We Miao jia said , ‘ People help people.' He was busy 
and he helped others to hew down the trees. He said, 
‘You women were stout, carrying vegetable were your 
task, we men lumbered, we could manage.' When we 
women carried the branches, it was very heavy, we 
couldn't transport them home as we did not get enough 
strength, I could only carry 110 catties.' 
Ah Mei's case was typical among the Miao family. Instead of being 
passive , weak and obedient, Ah Mei suggested his husband to share the laborious 
tasks for her during her pregnancy .However, it was the Miao men utilized the 
dichotomous understanding of the sexual division of labor arbitrarily. Thus, being 
armed with the ‘ tradition', the old people's saying, they imposed the notion that men 
were responsible for the ‘ heavy and important tasks' like lumbering and income 
generative business . The Miao women should be assigned to engage the so-called 
‘light and trivial' domestic work and farm work day in and day out ； cooking, 
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washing and cleaning, feeding and caring children, elderly and cattle, cultivating 
fields…..When the husbands went outside to work or the spouses got divorced, 
women had to perform the dual roles as they had to perform seeding，ploughing, 
cropping and harvesting like that of men for survival. Therefore, with reference to 
Ah Mei's case , even she/most Miao women asked for assistance from men during 
pregnancy, their husbands will use the excuse of ‘ not doing "feminine" work' to 
evade the hardship, instead of sharing the hardship with the Miao women. As most 
Miao men did not intend to destabilize such rigid sexual division of labour and 
power relation. 
As mentioned in Chapter 1 , Ah Qing, a young married women who wished her 
husband who was a graduate from medical training school to help her during the 
delivery, 
‘ I was scared to death, I really wished my husband 
to come and help me as I thought the old people did not know 
how to help me, he knew. He was outside the room, but my 
mother-in-law did not allow him to come. She said, “ It was 
too embarrassing, it was not good for man to come and see the 
blood, it would bring bad luck to him..." but my husband 
could not come and see me, I really wish him to come and see 
me., (frown) 
At this moment, it was even the elder women who got comparatively higher in social 
power and participated in a hierarchical gender relation to control the young women 
at the bottom. As the old women utilized the Miao traditional interpretation of 
women's bleeding as ‘ evil and dirt，，it was even more complicated and difficult for 
the young Miao women to contest in such rigid gender relation in the rural 
community. 
In brief, facing the unequal gender relation within the Miao community, the 
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Miao girls / women were mostly deprived of education opportunities and personal 
development when they were the daughters of their families. At the same time, they 
were pressurized to get married in their early twenties to lessen the financial burden 
for their families. In the patriarchic gender relation , it was found that Miao men and 
the elder Miao women could pursuit much more political , economic and social 
power than the younger Miao women. It goes very similar with the Dependency 
Theories as stated by Mahajan & Madhurima ( 1995:43 )Under such unequal power 
relation, many Miao women were liable to the physical, emotional and sexual abuse , 
together with the economic and material deprivation by their husbands. Wife abuse 
in the Miao community was even more complicated when it was associated with the 
local culture of drinking Mi Jiu .Under such authoritarian gender relation, the 
following section will investigate the interwoven relationship of this ethnic drinking 
custom with the wife abuse and the assertion / limit of the Miao women's agency 
under this patriarchal rural community. 
3.2 Drinking and the wife abuse in the Miao community 
As elucidated in Chapter 1 , brewing homemade Mi jiu and getting drunk 
were an inseparable part of everyday life among the Miao. The concentration level of 
the alcohol was high, as it could be as 1 5 - 2 0 % due to its purity. The Miao, no 
matter men or women, old or young, identified drinking as their ethnic custom in the 
formal setting zealously. To investigate more specifically, even though the young 
Miao men, even though they may not enjoy the drink, they would frown their heads 
and their noses were pressed for pouring alcohol. It was an essential 'catalyst' during 
the formal relationship. Moreover, it was found that the middle-aged men viewed this 
as a 'masculine' training in an arrogant manner. It was through 'drinking' / 
identification of this ethnic custom they could establish more social power or identify 
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which position they were in the power hierarchy of the community. As for the elderly, 
they viewed spiritual intoxication as a state of 'methexis' ( communion ) among men 
in a winsome way. 
What about the perception of such traditional ethnic custom among the 
Miao women? Firstly , the Miao girls were socialized to know how to drink in their 
early teenage and they knew how to serve the guests in a courteous manner, but such 
form of ‘ socialization' may be traumatic to some Miao girls as the alcohol was 
poured by their brothers to drink through nose. Some young Miao girls even took the 
initiative to evade , to run away from such ethnic custom. They could escape from 
falling into the trap of drunkenness by finishing their meal as quickly as possible and 
did not initiate drinking with the guests by staying low profile. However, The 
married women were more ambivalent in drinking as they were the cultural 
practioners in carrying out the ‘ Making a Toast’ ritual in formal and informal 
context. Hence, many got terrible stomach ache or sickness after heavy drinking. 
Their sufferings were even aggregated in company with the cultural belief of the 
'purification' effect of Mi jiu on their bleeding / defiled bodies, which coerced them, 
no matter how young or how old they were, to drink Mi jiu day in and day out. The 
alcohol levied intensive harmful effects on their babies' health such as eye problems. 
It was crystal clear that Mi jiu drinking was not only an individual issue, but a 
cultural issue as wife battering was very common after drinking in the Miao 
community. 
When I was conducting the interviews with the Miao women, I found that 
almost all of the interviewees shared the similar impression towards their husbands ； 
“ My husband was bad tempered (脾氣不好）,he liked to drink alcohol very much. 
We Miao jia like to drink very much when the guests came ，，But after being 
zealous to the guests in the traditional drinking custom euphorically : Women , 
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children , as well as the elderly would suffer the drunken husband's / father's / son's 
rebuking，kicking, smacking, punching , battering and torturing..... Was it justifiable 
that after the men got drunk from the so-called ‘ cultural drinking customs' that 
women or his immediate family members had to suffer the intoxicated fists ？ 
The Miao girls always heard about the wife battering cases all round the village . 
Ah Su, a 16 years-old-girl, said to me with fear in a minibus when we were on the 
way to the village , 
“ We did not like to marry so early. Once you married , you 
would lose your freedom. You had to do a lot of housework, to 
serve the husband, the old people and the children. I even 
heard a man in my village kill his wife after drinking, ( eyes 
widely open ) they were always bickering and fighting 
together. The whole village knew this. But that man did not 
need to punish even though he killed his wife. ( fear ) It made 
me feel very frightened. I always saw women who got 
bleeding and running and crying on the road, and her husband 
got drunk, and holding a knife furiously and wished to hurt 
her .(halt) It made me so scared." ( frowning ) 
Ah Jin, a 26 years old woman who got two sons and one suffered from eye 
problem said, 
“ In my village I have heard that many women were beaten 
when their husbands got drunk. The drunken not only beat the 
wives, but also the elderly and children. The women 
sometimes came to my home and I consoled them. I told their 
husbands not to do this again .’’ 
Most unmarried young girls realized that they may be suffered if they married a 
drunken husband in future. The married women were trapped in such ridiculous and 
tragic situation : they were in the spiral of the Miao drinking custom as ‘ they were at 
the center of their life stage.' ( Zhang , 1997:52 ) They were the most important 
‘ cultural transmitter' in making a toast to the guests zealously and serving Mi Jiu in 
the banquets but at the same time being the ‘center’ of the drunken husband at 
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home ！ 
3.3 Wife abuse in the Miao community 一 From scolding to killing 
a. Scolding after drunk 
Ah Mei, 22 years old who got one son, also told me about her strident husband, 
I : “ Did your husband like to drink alcohol ？" 
Mei: “ He usually drinks. When he was drinking with a 
group, he would drink about 1 catty, about 3 - 4 
bowls. If he drank too much, he would be 
drunken.(瘋酒)” 
I ： “ What would he be when he was drunken ？’， 
Mei : ‘‘ ( stridulous ) When he was drunken, he would taunt 
me and got badly tempered. He said, ‘ When I was not 
drunken , I would not scold you. When 
I was drunken, I would.’ He was this type." 
I : “ What did you perceive about this ？” 
Mei : “ I felt, our Miao jia said , ‘ When you got drunk , you 
would reprimand o thers . ' (瘋酒才罵 ) I f he were not 
drunken, and I did nothing wrong, he would not rebuke 
me. When he got drunk, I would not quarrel with him. 
Even though you reproved him, he would not listen 
when he was drunk. He would change his mind when 
he became sober. I told him not to be like this as the 
children were so little, he should protect them. ” 
I : “ Did he listen ？" 
Mei: “ He listened initially. The children were too small. He 
should not drink too much." 
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Fig. 16 Miao men liked to drink heavily in a group together (** they used the 
big kettle to contain Mi jiu, which was partially hidden in the right hand comer below. 
The women did not belong to their drinking circle ) 
However, when following up Ah Mei's case, her husband was scolding or 
quarreling with bad temper each time he was drunk. Ah Mei would not just only 
obey his husband, but she tried to scold him not to be like this as the children were 
too small. Nevertheless, such kind of ‘scolding / advice ’ seemed to be effective only 
when the husband was sober. 
In most cases，scolding after getting drunk was only the preliminary step. 
Most Miao women did not know that she got a brazen drunken husband early in the 
marriage. 
b quarrelling and fighting 
Ah Ming , who was 28 years old and described herself as ‘ strong and vigorous' 
in personality. She suffered ‘ black and blue' from her drunken well-educated 
husband that she never expected , 
“ When I was a daughter, I got more freedom in my family. I 
didn't need to shoulder many burdens. Now I am married , I 
had children and got much pressure. 
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My husband was a primary school teacher. When I met him , I 
did not know he indulged in drinking so much. I was so 
perplex at that time. After getting married, he went to drink 
three times a week. This was very common in our village. I 
found that my husband and I could not fit each other in 
character; I was strong and vigorous in personality while he 
need to be dominant and gain upper hand in everything. 
Every time he went home, he would get drunk. When he got 
drunk, I would lock the children in a room, not to let them see 
his father. Then he got very ill-tempered, he used his fist to 
slap my face suddenly, and sometimes he would kick my 
belly.... ( sob dolefully ) It was so sudden that you could not 
escape. It happened so many times.... I don't know why.... 
Now my little sons helped me to rub the ointment to relieve 
my pain... ,，（ tears stream down) 
Ah Ming's case clearly demonstrated the brunt suffered by those women who 
were no longer ‘ obedient, kind, passive..…’ or ‘feminine, according to the 
traditional norms levied on Miao women. She even stated to the writer that it was 
due to her being ‘ strong and vigorous' in character (which was considered as 
‘ masculine' character to men ) that her husband did not accept her when he always 
wished to dominate in every situation. Thus, her contestation of the rigid gender 
relation resulted in further and serious hitting and punching her by the drunken 
primary school teacher. 
Under the rigid hierarchical gender relation in the Miao community, another 
traditional norm/ need in getting a son was very prevalent. When women could not 
give birth to a son but daughters, they would be severely despised by the husbands or 
relatives. 
c. Neglecting / despising and tugging 
Ah Ya , 32 years old who got two daughters suffered from this plight to a large 
extent. Her situation was even worse as she did not get any adequate nutrient after 
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the birth of children , together with the adverse effect of doing Norplant , she 
received terrible pain in the waist, legs and excessive bleeding of uterus. Facing with 
absolute poverty and deteriorating health, she also had to bear the brunt from her 
drunken husband, 
“ Initially our relation was fair. But after I got two daughters 
and did the Norplant , he looked down on me severely . I 
wished to run away, but nobody helped me • Sometimes I 
wished to run away and committed suicide. But when I looked 
at the children, it was so pity that they held around my legs 
and cried. Therefore, I need to grow crops , if not, there was 
nothing to eat. But he did not help me, we just cultivated 
separately . Most crops were rotten by an unknown disease. 
When I thought about this, tears burst out from eyes. 
He always got drunken , then we quarreled and fought. 
He tugged me and told me to get back my clothes, otherwise 
he would throw them out. ( crying )” 
Not only suffering from the physical abuse from the husbands, the emotional 
abuse and economic deprivation were also common among the Miao women by their 
husbands. Ah Li ,who was 32 years old , was also battered and assaulted recklessly 
by her husband. Later she even tried to confront the mocking face to face with her 
abuser, instead of evading from him, 
“ When I was bearing my first child, he started to treat me 
badly. He told me to go back home, he did not need me 
anymore. I was desperately sorrow. When my first child was 
bom, I thought it was too pitiful to abandon the child, then half 
a year later , I was pregnant again. He had battered me 
countless times, my whole body was ‘ black and blue' and 
visibly bruised. He even threw my clothes outside. The next 
day, I was so infuriated and I did not collect them back and 
climbed to the hillside. When I was back, his family did not 
help me get my clothes. His father told me, ‘ As it was thrown 
away, don't grasp back as it would be laughed by others.' 
Then I gathered back. When I was washing my dirty clothes, I 
cried. My father-in-law did nothing to criticize his son. 
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(weeping) 
Violence can escalate , it is very scaring to find that drunken husbands would 
intensify their abusive behaviour; initially the violence can be scolding, threatening, 
quarreling, then slapping , hitting , kicking and punching with force, finally they 
even wish to kill 
d. Hacking and Killing 
Ah Mo , 28 years old and got two sons and one daughter was died of diarrhea. 
Her father and husband were drunken and her drunken husband wished to use a 
chopper to hack her and killed himself， 
“ When I got married , my husband's family treated me well. 
After six days, my husband was drunken. He suspected that I 
had another man and he irritated me by taking poisonous drug. 
When he was not intoxicated, he was good to me. But when he 
was drunken, he would slap me and condemn me, he said, 
‘ You go back home, I did not want you.，Then tears filled the 
furrows of my face. ( weeping ) We moved out from his 
siblings as they looked down on me. We got nothing when we 
moved out. No chair to sit, no wok to cook，no rice to eat. You 
didn't expect to have any oil and salt. We got aid from 
neighbor and built our house. My husband was so euphoric at 
that time as his friends came to eat and drink together . He was 
drunk and wrangling with me. He use a chopper to kill me, 
and I ran. He was alone at home, and he killed himself by 
taking poison • ( sobbing ) I just wish to die ！ He harassed and 
beat us so much ！ ( cry sorrowfully) 
The above four cases showed the various forms of abuse towards the Miao 
women by the husbands, in Ah Ming and Ah Mo, they all suffered from physical 
abuse like slapping, kicking and punching from their husbands. It was commonly 
found that the level of violence could escalate , as Ah Ming's husband threatened to 
kill her if she divorced with him, while Ah Mo's husband even attempted to use a 
chopper to kill her after drunk. Apart from physical abuse, emotional and economic 
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deprivation were also very common as the husband would despise, mock them or 
even ignore their livelihood. Their husbands would not come to cultivate the land 
with them while the abused women may lack techniques in making good harvest. 
They had to utilize most strength and effort in ploughing, digging and cropping as 
the busy and harsh work could no longer be shared with their husbands. 
Moreover, it was also found that the abused women could not necessarily be a 
‘ weaker sex，with deteriorating health and low in education. Even the women with 
‘ strong and vigorous' personality and higher education , like Ah Ming. They were 
beaten more fiercely and threatened to be killed by the dominant and the 
well-educated husband. They wished to reconcile with their husband initially not due 
to themselves, but with the consideration of the children. However，the drunken 
husbands just turned a deaf ear to their asking. When they wished to hit back, it may 
result in a more serious assault or beating from the sturdy husbands. Many times they 
wished to run away, instead of being tolerated or obedient. However, it was not such 
a simple decision as they did not wish to abandon the children. Moreover, they 
lacked in financial support in building a new hut, in finding a new land to cultivate 
and survive. Furthermore, the 'support' from the kinship network or the relatives 
meant consolation to the abused wives to make sacrifice for the solidarity of this 
rotten unit for the community sake. Therefore, all these factors poorly affected Miao 
battered wives to start a new life. 
Concludingly, the Miao women had to face a lot of adverse condition in their 
lives: the traditional norms like giving birth to son and ethnic drinking custom, the 
absolute poverty, the deteriorating health due to malnutrient and the Norplant 
technology, the drunken or gambling husband, the dominant elderly and the alienated 
support from the relatives or neighbour. They were relatively subordinate in the 
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power hierarchy as adult men or elderly women/men could dominate over the 
political , social and economic aspects in the village community. The local 
government officials did not make many effective intervention over the wife abuse 
issue. They viewed it as a private matter, which had to be reconciled among the 
couples, and not on the public level. Therefore, it was not very uncommon when the 
husband killed his wife while the murderers did not need to receive any trial or 
punishment from the public. It was only considered as a very private matter when the 
man was ‘ drunken' in killing in the Miao community. 
Facing such unfavourable structural dilemma, what did the Miao women 
responses or were they similar to what the major cultural depiction as ‘ obedient, 
kind , weak and passive, to accept the fate ’？ 
Instead of facing the violence passively, various coping strategies were 
developed by the Miao women. In the following part we could see their active 
agency in facing such dangerous and devastating context. 
3.4 The coping strategies of the Miao women in facing the wife abuse 
Instead of following the mainstream depiction of the Miao women image as 
‘ weak, passive, lacking in resistance, dependent and obedient，( Su 95:8;He 98:29 ) 
The Miao women exerted various coping strategies in confronting the abusers. One 
important point to be made clear in this thesis is, the powerful and overwhelming 
patriarchal control from the husbands, from the father / mother-in-law or the local 
government should never be underestimated. But we need to be cautious that the 
Miao women in this unfavorable circumstance were not mere ‘ victims', or passive 
pawns. Tactics were available for them to work for their minimum disadvantage. 
They could take an active part that went beyond the dichotomy of 
victimization/acceptance vs. revolution/victory, a dichotomy which oversimplified a 
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complex and ambiguous agency in which women accepted, accommodated, ignored, 
resisted or protested. Sometimes all at the same time. ( Bosworth 1999:7 ) 
Moreover, according to Jeffery & Jeffery, ( 1997:31 ) ‘agency’ in this sense emerged 
not only from direct actions or challenges to the status quo, but also through 
resistance，negotiated and partial - a resistance which was potentially available to all 
women. Men may be dominant, but their dominance was never complete. Although 
women may be 'victims' in the wife abuse situation, they should not be seen as 
passive in the face of wider social processes. Women entered into patriarchal 
bargains, which may lead them to sustain a status quo that disadvantages them in 
some respects, but gave them protection and rewards in others. They may resist and 
find strategies which could mitigate powerlessness and lacking in autonomy 
according to accepted indicators. Hence, women might gain freedom of action only 
at the cost of actions on others: whether their children, parent-in-law or husband. The 
following part illustrated different Miao women's divergent coping strategies in 
facing family violence. 
3.4.1 From passive to active - a coping strategies continuum : 
A spectrum from suppression to atypical / creative confrontation 
The Miao battered wives were not merely unconditionally obeyed what the 
husband or mother-in-law in the community. However, disobedience or being 
‘ strong and vigorous' and acting on the contrary with the mainstream expectation of 
being ‘ feminine' would result in further violence or torture by the husbands. It could 
be understood that 'violence breeds violence'. When the Miao women were 
comparatively weaker in physical strength than Miao men, they would suffer from 
fierce kicking, slapping, punching and even killing if they fought against physically. 
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Instead of blindly resisted by limited physical force, Miao women could 
develop various coping strategies before the abusers. It is found that some Miao 
women may use passive strategies like suppression of grievance to prevent further 
violence. Some may adopt ‘softer tactics，(軟功），to console and calm down the 
abusers , and boil hot soup to the abusers to make him recover from 
unconsciousness .Then physical attack could be avoided. Some Miao women could 
not choose this ‘ appeasement policy', she would try to mock and tease back the 
husband in any favorable circumstance to show that she had her basic dignity and the 
husband would not easily despise her. Finally, the most creative one was using a very 
dramatic and innovative approach in facing the irrational drunken husband ---- to 
pretend to be possessed by ghost when she anticipated her drunken husband who 
would hit her. The drunken husband was so scared that he did not know how to react 
but ran away as the Miao believed in the existence of ghost. 
The followings showed different strategies adopted by the Miao women in 
detail and the Miao women's agency would be further discussed : 
1. Suppression 
Ah Qing, 23 years old who got a gambling husband and grumbling 
mother-in-law, used the passive strategies - crying when facing her disappointment 
and sadness at the very beginning: 
“ I just suppressed and cried. After weeping fiercely I would 
be ok. When I felt very troublesome, I would rush to the hill 
side to cry, it would be alright after crying." 
2. Appeasement / Consolation 
Apart from suppressing the grievance, some Miao women would use a much 
softer methods strategically instead of direct confrontation ； i.e. persuasion and 
consolation towards some husbands who were comparatively less violent but 
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bad-tempered. For example , Ah Mei , who was 23 years old and had two children, 
also got a bad tempered and drunken husband, 
“ He liked to drink Mi jiu very much and was bad- tempered. 
When he got intoxicated, you should not quarrel with him, you 
persuade and console him or boil hot soup to him. He would 
not beat me." 
3. Creative Acting 一 Ghost on body 
Nevertheless, for those drunken and violent husbands, the Miao women could 
not always hide away as the punching and kicking was so sudden and forceful, a 
battered wife , Ah Ming told me that one Miao woman used a very indigenous way 
to threaten back her husband - pretend to be possessed by ghost ( 鬼上身 ) 
“ That Miao woman also suffered from the slapping and 
smacking by her drunken husband . One night when her 
husband came back home and started to beat her. Unlike her 
ordinary way of hiding , she pretended to have a ghost on her 
body and moved her hands and heads upwardly and 
downwardly. We Miao jia believed in ghost. The husband was 
so scared that he fled away that night." ( smiled ) 
Arming with the ‘ ghost' did not seem to be a long term solution for the Miao 
women. Instead of placing herself in such perilous situation, the Miao women would 
flee back home, some decided to go outside to work , some would even decide to get 
divorced for a new life. 
4. Direct Challenge 一 arguing or quarreling with the abuser every chance 
she had 
Ah Li , a 32 year-old woman with two children, shared her challenge with her 
husband as follows : 
‘ I didn't know why he treated me like this. After he 
worked, he would shove me and bicker with me bluntly. When 
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he got bad-tempered, he would throw all my clothes to the 
dirty water.....He even asked me, as it was the ‘ Mouse Day, 
(鼠曰），it was a good day to marry a new wife, so I should 
go back home. I told him that the ‘ Mouse Day, was two days 
later. 
I did not go back home. On that day, I asked him, today 
was the ‘ Mouse Day,, why didn't you find a new wife ？ He 
said that he had no money, so he could not do this. Then I said , 
‘ Yes, it needs a lot of money.' I did not wish him to get a new 
wife, as the children were too small, they were so desolate. I 
went back home with the children, but I dared not to tell my 
mother. She was so flimsy in health and I feared he would 
chop me to death. ( crying )But he did not come . Then I told 
the story to my mother. I wished to get divorced, if I can't, I 
would never go back to his house." 
Viewing the case of Ah Li who was disgraced and beaten in black and blue by 
the husband, she could try to contest the power with the abuser. For instance, her 
husband irritated her by suggesting that he would marry a new wife on the ‘ Mouse 
Day' and asked her to go back to her home. Ah Li intentionally did not go back , she 
was so brave to come with the abuser for cultivation . Not being inflicted by the 
husband, Ah Li even initiated to recall the ‘ Mouse Day Marriage' suggested by the 
husband. At the very beginning it was the abuser who wished to kick off her dignity 
by having a new wife. Instead of enduring the taunts of this abuser , Ah Li turned 
herself from a passive agent to an active self by not going back home according to 
her husband's wish, but asking back about the Mouse-marriage' in an assertive and 
sarcastic way. Finally, she even decided not to come back to her husband home and 
divorced with his husband. 
As mentioned before, what I argued about the ‘ agency' of Miao woman , it 
came from the contestation and negotiation of the freedom from the site of the 
household itself. Therefore, we should not expect any dramatic and abrupt 
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transformation in Miao women's lives such as ‘ the Miao women could be living in 
happiness and they were fully free from the husband…..Once they decided to 
move out, to get divorced or to work outside, they would still live a harsh life. The 
complicated household structures and community dynamics should be taken note of 
cautiously. It was because a minor fight back will surely lead to a more intimidating 
assault and control from the husband. For example , Ah Ming , a 28 years old teacher 
who had two sons, even though she wished to start a new life and initiated divorce 
with her husband, she had a series of considerations as her husband threatened to kill 
her if she did, 
“ We always quarreled . For example , we left cuisine for each 
others not because of love and concern, but for the fear of 
being condemned. Initially he would give me money to care 
the family, sometimes he just put the money on the desk, 
sometimes none.( weep ) When my mother need money as she 
was sick, he did not give me but use thousand dollars to buy 
the T.V. set and VCD. Now we slept separately, I didn't care. I 
was envy about Ah Ying ( a divorced women who was also a 
very controversial women and dressed like a 'man' in the 
community depicted in the precious chapter on alcohol 
drinking ), she could rear her child and mother. She could 
sleep on the hilly side alone ！ We could not do that! She could 
hunt wild animals by herself and she could move the heavy 
logs . She was even stronger than some men! I wished to be 
like her but I couldn't. I wished to have an independent life, 
but I was just like a frog which was imprisoned in the well. 
( s i g h )I told my husband about the divorce matter, he 
glowered at me and said that he refused . He intimidated me 
that he would kill me if I divorced with him." 
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(She looked and acted like a man after divorce to protect against sexual assault from 
men ) 
Ah Jin , a 26 years old woman and she got a fair husband, also told me about the 
plight of the divorced women in the Miao community, 
“ The divorced woman was very pitiful and poor. It was very 
dangerous for them to go outside alone. When she was 
climbing the hill for crops by her own self，some men would 
tease her and assault her ( sexually ). The men would embrace 
her as they said, ‘ You did not have husband now, no one 
protected you.' 
Apart from the sexual assault which the Miao divorced women had to confront, 
they also need to consider the welfare of their children. They got married early and 
gave birth to children early. Many of them were so pitiful about the children when 
they decided to flee from the violent spiral or the gambling father. Therefore, they 
chose to tolerate the torture. Ah Ya was a typical case when facing the drunken 
abuser, 
“……I wished to run away, to run away and killed myself. But 
when looking at two children, they were too pitiful, they held 
around my legs and cried. So I had to grow crops for them...." 
Not only the caring of the children / motherhood which hindered women's 
mobility, the siblings from the husband's family also forbade the women to flee. Ah 
Qing was 23 years old with one son. She wished to flee from the economic 
deprivation of her gambling husband but in vain, 
“ I tried to persuade him not to gamble but he turned a deaf ear 
to me. There was no harmony in this family. I wished to leave 
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this family several times. Once I abscond to Xijiang, but his 
sister and brother blocked my way. I had to come back . . . to 
take care of two children...，’ 
Furthermore, the battered women did not wish their immediate family or the 
elder and sick parents to know their suffering. The community members and local 
officials would incline to persuade the battered woman to make up with the husband. 
Therefore, they still had to endure the maltreatment at home. The violence spiral still 
continued. Ah Ming got the similar plight; 
“ I didn't wish my parents to know this, as my mother 
was so sick. It would make her faze. My brothers and sisters 
would just ask me to reconcile with him." ( annoyed ) 
The heritage system of the Miao community also pushed the women to the 
verge of absolute poverty as they had no right to access the family properties. Most 
of the income they got were from the father or husband. How could they start a new 
life if they had no shelter to live, no land to cultivate, no food to eat ？ 
Furthermore , even the local government officials would not encourage the 
Miao battered wives to get divorced. They strongly considered family as an 
important social unit for the solidarity of the community, instead of considering the 
welfare of the battered women, 
A male village head said , ‘ We did not encourage divorce in 
our village. We hoped the couples could reconcile first. I will 
try my best to console them not to get divorced . It is normal 
that the husband drank in the village, but he should not beat 
the wife. And the wife should not start quarrel with him.' 
A male minister from the Civil Ministry who handled the divorce application in Miao 
villages said, 
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“ It is rare in our record for the Miao minority to apply for 
divorce. When the couples wished to get divorced, the 
application procedure is not difficult and the application fee is 
$ 9 RMB. They need to hand in their marriage certificate, and 
fill in the divorce form where either one of them should state 
the reasons of divorce. Usually they would state simply like 
‘ Misfit in personalities, they cannot interact happily'.(；[生格 
不合，不能愉快相處）Iftwoofthem agreed to divorce, the 
application could be done within three months. But we usually 
tried to console them first, to ask for their reconciliation. You 
know，in the minority region, divorce is very rare.” 
4 Concluding remark 
Lacking in consolidated social support from immediate family members / 
relatives or neighbour, together with the patriarchic heritage system, the attachment 
of ‘ motherhood' and the social prejudices and discrimination of the divorced women 
in the Miao community, we could get a deeper understanding why most Miao 
battered wives had to stay with the abusers even though they will be confronted with 
dangerous and risky hours incessantly all through their lives . So it was not such a 
simple conclusion that the minority women were accustomed to be obedient or all 
they had to do was to accept fate like that depicted by many Miao women 
researches in China. When we dig inside their inner thought or decision, most of 
them really wished to run away. But at the same time they failed as they had to face 
with countless structural inequality and constrain. When facing family violence, it 
was just like Bosworth's ( 1999:7 ) stating , their agencies could be manifested in an 
ambiguous way as they could accept, accommodate, ignore, protest and resist on 
their own way, at their own pace. That is why I argued that the dominant 
dichotomous portrait was oversimplified. The minority women were either ‘ suffer' 
nor ‘ heroine' when we investigated more about their everyday life. In the wife 
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battering issue, it was found that not all Miao women chose to suppress their 
grievance and cry alone , or appease the abuser in order to prevent further mocking 
or slapping. Nevertheless, there were many other ways for the Miao women to select, 
some Miao women would find any chance to challenge , argue or quarrel with the 
abuser in order to disgrace him. Instead of direct challenge physically, a Miao 
woman was even so creative to pretend to be possessed by a ghost in her body. It 
made her drunken husband scare and stop doing violent action to her instantly . From 
this chapter, it was found that there existed a spectrum of agencies and resistant 
strategies asserted by the Miao women in facing family violence. They could regain 
their body autonomy and dignity in indigenous way. 
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Conclusion 
From the discussion of the Miao women's agency over the three important 
aspects of Miao women's lives: the ethnic drinking custom, the coercive 
implementation of the contraceptive technology , the wife abuse in the Miao rural 
community, it is hoped that a more comprehensive and holistic view in investigating 
Miao women's agency can be achieved. From the ethnographic research , it is found 
that Miao women from different ages could assert different extent or level of agency 
when facing tradition, coercive implementation of Norplant Implantation and 
unequal gender power relation. 
This thesis aimed at broadening the horizon of the dichotomous thinking over 
the minority women as depicted by the mainstream minority women researches in 
China. The marginalized women ( the Miao women ) were always treated 
superficially as either ‘ victim' or ‘ heroine' . Some may even depict in 
one-dimensional way as Miao women were ‘ obedient, kind, lack of a sense of 
resistance and competition, all they have to do is to accept fate ’ Thus , the 
dominant cultural scripts would stereotype Miao women and the minority women 
as ‘ weak , passive, low-educational level, early married, bom excessive number of 
children, dependent, easily being kidnapped to the cities ， ( Liang & Yan 
92:23 ；Wang 92:22 ； Zhang 97:12 ； He 98:29; Yang 95:25 ) in a one dimensional 
way. 
In achieving a multi-dimensional account over the Miao women's agency, 
Individualistic Model of agency by McNay ( 2000:21 ) and the dynamic discussion 
of agency by Bosworth ( 1999:7 ) are chosen in destabilizing the rigid description of 
Miao women. According to McNay ( 2000:21 ) , the Individualistic Model of agency 
referred to the individual's capacity for self-determination realized through decision 
and action, the individual can have capacity for social influence and intervention. 
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Bosworth ( 1999:7-14) elaborated the concept of agency in a more dynamic way as 
she stated clearly that women could be simultaneously victims and agents. Women 
could be the assertive actors who struggled for better conditions for themselves and 
for their families, even though the efforts often seemed to produce limited or 
ephemeral results. Thus women subordination still persisted. Women always played 
an active part that went beyond the dichotomy of victimization / acceptance, a 
dichotomy that flattened out a complex and ambiguous agency in which women 
accepted, accommodated, ignored, resisted, or protested - sometimes all at the same 
time. In this sense, agency was always embodied in power relations. 
In this thesis, the consideration of Miao women's agency meant it would not 
neglect Miao women's actual experience of grievance and oppression. It was the 
writer's intention that ‘ a spectrum of agency' was vividly manifested under the 
ethnic tradition, the coercive birth control policy and the patriarchic gender relation. 
Thus, Miao women's agency was discussed over a fluid spectrum rather than a rigid 
dichotomous account. In this thesis, it was found that Miao women were no longer 
either unconditionally weak and passive or extraordinarily strong or powerful when 
facing traditional drinking custom, oppressive birth control policy and the violent 
husbands. They got different individual capacity for self-determination to decide and 
to act over these unfavourable social situation . They could develop various localistic 
coping strategies in accepting, accommodating, ignoring, negotiating, contesting, 
confronting , resisting or even fighting back. 
At the same time，the level of agency Miao women asserted also reflected what 
type of community they were living in and it also revealed the structural or 
institutional inequality in the Miao rural community. When compared with the 
younger or the older Miao women, it was found that the Miao married women in 
between became what I called the ‘ unfortunate in-between'(夾心不幸階層）.The 
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patriarchic gender relation made the men and the elder women remain socially 
powerful in the community. However, the married women had to suffer the brunt in 
various aspects of life. Their assertion of agency was comparatively more difficult 
and implicit when compared with the younger Miao girls. Details would be 
concluded specifically as follow ； 
i. Miao women's agency over the ethnic drinking custom : 
The Miao would develop a very strong sense of ethnic identity or 
peoplehood in strengthening in-group cohesiveness and solidarity of their minority 
group membership in the formal hierarchical drinking custom when serving guests. 
To manifest their being a ‘ zealous' minority group with the common experience of 
discrimination and social disadvantage in relation to Han, they would practice 
various drinking rituals like Niu Jiao Jiu(牛角酒），Lan Lu Jiu (攔路酒），Ying 
Ke J i u (迎客酒 ) i n various social situations where heavy drinking seemed to be 
inevitable. The Ying Ke Jiu was the most common as it could be practiced to the 
exotic visitors outside the village or the local visitors within the village frequently. 
It was important to note that women would be the one who served wine, 
who made a toast with the visitors or initiated drinking customs formally. 'Women' 
here specially referred to the married women. Neither the young nor the elderly . The 
young Miao girls were not qualified to take this ‘ essential responsibility' while the 
old women were possessing relatively high social power; they were served , but not 
to serve in this situation . Thus, Miao married women were the ‘ cultural 
transmitters' of the whole ethnic group especially in the formal drinking feast. 
The Miao women suffered much from the traditional drinking custom as 
the Mi jiu which they brewed and drank were quite pure and high in alcohol level. 
Excessive and prolonged drinking would surely badly affect their health. Some got 
terrible stomach ache but they still had to accept drinking, some would even hurt 
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their babies due to excessive drink. Some babies got blind , some got very skinny and 
bony due to alcohol effect. Such traditional drinking custom not only related to 
reproduction issue, but also highly connected with the family violence. In fact, wife 
battering was very serious in the Miao village where the husbands would scold, 
quarrel, beat, kick , slap, punch or even kill their wives after drinking. 
As compared with the married women, Miao young women seemed to 
possess higher level of agency over the ethnic drinking custom. At least they were 
not assigned to be the cultural transmitters or conservators by the authority ( usually 
the male village heads ) , the major character were taken up by their mothers or aunts. 
Therefore, the young Miao girls could assert higher level of agency even during the 
formal drinking feast, some may quicken their meals earlier and did not initiate to 
drink with the guests. Some may even flee as quickly as possible to avoid heavy 
drink. They would not be blamed as ‘ cool, indifferent and impolite，as there were so 
many zealous drinking partners disguised by the married women. 
2. The contraceptive technology : 
In the previous chapters, it was found that three important aspects were closely 
connected. The effects of ethnic drinking custom, the reproduction and contraception 
and the wife battering issues were interwoven and tightly related with one another. 
Miao girls were socialized to drink Mi jiu in their teenage. Apart from being prepared 
to be the cultural conservators, a very distinctive cultural interpretation was found. 
Miao women's bleeding ( especially during menstruation and reproduction ) 
were considered as ‘ dirt, evil and wicked' . Drinking Mi jiu would serve as a 
‘ purification' to the evilness inside women's bodies. Thus , being instructed by the 
elderly women , the young and married women had to practice drinking. Some 
married women were instructed to drink one bowl of Mi jiu in the morning and at 
night. Then, the menstrual blood would disappear. Such cultural practice also 
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manifested the assertion of social power and control from the elderly Miao to the 
younger Miao women. 
As a matter of fact, the menstrual blood did not vanish, it would become 
more and heavier after drinking Mi jiu. The more dangerous effect was the 
unconscious harm to the babies. It was a norm that the pregnant women were 
instructed to drink Mi jiu for purification by their mother-in-law. The devastating 
effects finally levied on the innocent babies as the babies became blind or unhealthy 
due to the alcohol effects. 
Bearing a healthy and strong son was the ‘necessary task' for all Miao 
women. However, with the effect of ethnic drinking custom, many Miao women had 
to suffer from unfair blaming and despair when they failed to give birth to a healthy 
son for the continuation of the husband's family. 
Under the coercive birth planning policy held by the PRC government， 
Miao women had to undergo Norplant — an implant contraception which was not 
popular until the 90s in the West as it was quite a new experimentary measures where 
the side effects were still numerous. The most obvious one was excessive bleeding. 
Putting in the context in the Miao community, bleeding was interpreted as 
‘ evilness, dirt and insane' to the Miao women. Excessive bleeding would surely 
make them suffer most. Furthermore, the implementation of Norplant was very 
heatedly debated in the Third World countries when women were not instructed fully 
and clearly over the operation procedures and the side effects. In the Miao village 
community, the implementation procedure was coercive and the Birth Planning Team 
did the operation on the women's arm without any explanation. Furthermore, the 
operation fee was unreasonably high ( RMB 380 ) where average annual income for 
each family was only RMB 800. Once the women could not afford the fee, they 
pulled the women's properties like cows or pigs as compensation in a forceful 
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manner. 
Facing such coercive policy, it was found that the level of the Miao women 
agency was the lowest. Facing the authoritative medical workers , some Miao 
women tried to argue and blame the doctors when they got serious side effects after 
having Norplant, ( e.g. non-stop bleeding，dumb limbs which affected their 
economic productivity ), the doctors still found no way in healing the aching and 
bleeding bodies where most Miao women health were sacrificed. 
3 Wife battering issue : 
Starting a new life was no easy task for the battered wives. The Miao women in 
the rural community had to bear the structural inequality , household dynamics and 
dominant drinking culture in fleeing from the control of the husband. As mentioned 
before, the unequal heritage system , the 'blocking' from the neighborhood and 
husband's family members, their lacking in essential survival resources like a small 
shelter or a small field, their consideration of the children, and also their deteriorating 
health after the Birth Control operation, the intimidation from the violent 
husbands.... all these inhibited their fleeing from the invisible net of family violence. 
But one thing should be certain was , even though they were under so many 
structural and relational constrains , instead of being feeble, flimsy or fishy 
represented by the dominant cultural scripts , the Miao women's agency was still 
found in this chapter as they had the intention to flee and leave, and even contest 
with the abusers in sophistication with the aid of ‘ Miao ghost' and ‘ Miao Mouse 
Day，for their basic human dignity and freedom. Let's take a comprehensive look at 
the Miao women's struggle over the family violence systematically. 
Traditional drinking custom seriously affected the family harmony. It was 
normal that a Miao man always got heavily drunk two to three times a week. It 
indicated that their wives would be beaten, slapped, smacked, kicked , punched at 
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least two to three times a week. Some may even threaten to be killed by the drunken 
husbands. 
It was found that the intensity of violence was ever-increasing by the 
drunken abusers. It is also important to find a spectrum of agency over the family 
violence from suppression , tolerance, consolation / appeasement to direct quarreling , 
mocking , fighting back , runaway or a very creative use of ghostly possession . 
Therefore, most Miao women would tolerate initially, or suppress their anger and run 
to the hillside to cry silently as they wished to maintain a harmonious atmosphere in 
the family. However, the more they tolerated, the more serious abuse the husbands 
made. When the Miao women determined to respond actively: to quarrel or argue 
with the abusers, usually they may receive a more terrible punishment like slapping, 
kicking, smashing, punching, battering, torturing or even killing. 
It is important to note that most Miao women intended to run away from 
this threatening home. They got the intention to flee and wished to start a new life on 
her own. However, the Miao women had to bear a lot of structural constrains; the 
most obvious difficulty was the economic dependency over the husbands. Miao 
women were deprived of schooling when they were young, most of them could not 
complete their primary education but shared a lot of domestic work for their families. 
The education opportunities were left to their brothers. Lower level in education 
drove them difficult to engage in income-generative business so they had to rely on 
their father or husband economically. Their situation even turned worse as it was the 
traditional norm that only the Miao man could possess property right. Miao women 
were ‘ under the roof of their husbands. Therefore, it was very difficult for the 
divorced or independent women to build a small hut on her own. Moreover, 
attachment to the ‘ motherhood' also complicated their determination to leave their 
abusers as they considered much about the caring and welfare of their children when 
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they intended to flee. 
Starting a new identity to be a single individual was very difficult or even 
risky for the Miao women in the rural community. It was usual that the couples 
would cultivate together as men would do the heavy ploughing work while women 
would engage in seeding or removing the pests and weed. They would collect the 
harvest together. When women were divorced, the whole fieldwork were done by 
themselves : ploughing, planting, adding appropriate fertilizers, removing pests or 
weed, harvesting. All these tough work had to be shouldered by a woman. 
Sometimes when the plants got unknown vermins or pests, they lacked the technical 
know-how in preserving the good yielding for themselves and their children. 
Furthermore, sexual harassment or sexual assault were common especially 
to the single divorced women. As they took more time in caring their fields on their 
own effort, they had to work very early in the morning or late at night. They would 
become the ‘easiest potential targets' by other abusers as they could no longer get 
any protection from their husbands. 
As mentioned above, there were a lot of consideration when the Miao 
women intended to leave her husbands; the economic difficulties, the institutional 
constrain in finding a new shelter, the overload cultivation work in earning their own 
and their children living. The sexual harassment or assault always threatened their 
personal safety from other vagrants or varlets. 
Even the local government emphasized the importance of ‘ internal 
solidarity or cohesiveness, in the rural minority community. As family was the most 
basic unit for the stability of the community. Divorce was not recommended in the 
Miao village community. The government officials would try their best to reconcile 
with two sides first, or even asked the neighbour or kins of the couples to persuade 
the couples not to get divorced. The local officials devaluated the effect of family 
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violence to the women in respect of the traditional drinking custom of the minority 
group. Therefore, the social pressure from neighbours or immediate family members， 
together with the government officials in persuading the battered women to 
‘ reconcile' with the violent abusers also affected Miao women's agency in the wife 
battering issue. 
However, it can be found that the picture was not totally gloomy as the 
Miao women were quite creative in facing the violent drunken husbands. Instead of 
confronting physically , some Miao women would try to use the appeasement 
strategies to avoid battering. They would console the drunken , or boil the hot soup 
for the drunken ,instead of scolding and quarreling directly which would surely breed 
further violence from their physically strong husbands. One was so creative and 
special as she imitated to be possessed by the ghost (鬼上身 ) w h e n the husband 
intended to beat her. As a return the abuser got very frightened and ran away as he 
feared to offend the ‘ ghost' inside her wife's body. 
In conclusion , Miao women should not be one-dimensionally depicted as either 
‘ victim’ or ‘ heroine' . With the hope of destabilizing such dichotomous depiction , 
it was clearly found that different Miao women could manifest various level of 
agency over the ethnic drinking custom, the reproduction and contraception , the 
wife battering issues. They could be assertive actors who struggled for better 
conditions for themselves and for their children, their efforts even seemed to produce 
limited or ephemeral results. Their subordination still persisted under such 
patriarchic gender power relation and coercive birth control policy. But they vividly 
manifested their going beyond the dichotomy of victimization / acceptance , a 
dichotomy that flattened out a complex and ambiguous agency of the Miao women 
in their daily life struggle. 
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"EpUogm 
My Miao sisters； 
Once you wfiisperedto me 
If I were a sparrow. Your genuineness 
I would fly � f l y � f l y - drives me from cool to fever 
Fly over my sorrow 
Fly over his roar Your optimism 
Fly over my past shadow…… queries my nihilism 
Then I imagined, Your songs and dances 
If I were a sparrow, stimulates my artistic senses 
I would hop ~ hop ~ hop ~ 
Hop away from ropes Your strength 
Hop over my sob gives me strength 
Hop towards my hopes.... In confronting difficult moment 
9Ay 9v(iao sisters, I can 'tfigfit against 
you are my teachers; 
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you are the Sutterfliesj 
"Wfw sCides in my memory [am 
QCistening on my [ife journey 
^Ifiereyou are smUiry 
Wfdk I am bkssity 
^Ihat a[[ of us can Cive a^tlunl<i 
On our ozvnzuay — 
At our ozmpace 一一一 
WitfiDut pkasing any gbSdized tastes 
Or vgCy politician's gaze 
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1. A h Su ( 亞 素 ） S h e was 16 years old and came from Pingqiang. She got 
one elder brother, one younger sister in her family. She has completed her studies in 
the junior secondary form. ( R3 )Even though she got good academic results in her 
school work , her family cannot afford her to continue studying of the higher form. 
Therefore, she was still wondering her future when being interviewed. She showed a 
great worry over her unanticipated future . Thus，staying in the village meant early 
marriage at her young age and then giving birth to a baby ( son ) or going out to the 
unknown city area to look for harsh jobs to earn much money for her family. Being 
gloomy towards her future, her health was devastatingly affected as she got terrible 
stomachache due to sleepless night and nervousness over her life path in recent years. 
Moreover, as she has been responsible for serving alcohol during the banquets or 
feasts, her stomache got painful especially after heavy drink. Nevertheless, she felt 
very ambivalent in such traditional drinking custom; she disliked drinking too much 
but she realized it was an important traditional norm for her to carry on this customs, 
so even though she would get sick after drinking , she insisted on serving the guests 
to drink heavily at the expense of her weak body. 
She was friendly, sociable and frank in personality. It was her ultimate 
hope that she wished to continue her secondary school studies in the city town , 
instead of following the trajectory of being a daughter, a mother and a grandmother 
within a village, she got a chance to study in Kaili, the city town of Guiyang when 
one of her Hong Kong donor was willing to subsidy her accommodation and school 
fees in pursuiting her high form of secondary studies for the following two years. 
Now she is studying F.4 in a secondary school of Kaili according to her wish . 
2. Ah Lan ( 亞 蘭 ) She was 17 years old and came from Douzai. She got one 
elder brother, one elder sister in her family. Her father was a headmaster in a primary 
school and highly educated. Still , Ah Lan has to quit schooling when finishing her 
junior secondary form. 
She got very good results in her academic studies and 
always got the first position in her class. She was very interested in studying. 
However, her father did not give her chance to pursuit her studies as the whole 
family got no extra money to help her complete her senior forms in secondary school. 
All of her family income was allocated in subsidizing her elder brother in completing 
his higher form in Kaili or even his studies in a Technical school or university. 
Therefore the whole family had to spend up to RMB 1000 per years for school fee 
and accommodation for the eldest son. 
Ah Lan and her elder sister could not have opportunity to 
further their studies. When Ah Lan talked about this , she would feel rather upset. 
She thought that she was able to get good result in her studies , however, due to 
poverty of the family, she need to help her mother do domestic work and cultivate 
crops day by day. 
Ah Lan is silent, reserved and shy in personality. But it does 
not mean that she is weak-willed. Instead of being delicate, she showed a great 
perseverance in her voluntary teaching work at night for the illiterate women in the 
village. She is highly welcomed by her students due to her patientness and 
consideration. She was responsible in fulfilling and completing task once she 
engaged in. And she would try her best to achieve it as she got involved in. Unlike 
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those who were just talking all the time with no deeds • Moreover, she was not 
interested in traveling outside or working in the city, all she wished was to devote 
herself in the village to teach. Now she is learning embroidery with her aunt and she 
wishes to teach other village girls or her students to know how to make beautiful and 
income-generative embroideries after acquiring such sophisticated skills a year later . 
3. Ah Yin ( 亞 曰 ) She was 18 years old and came from Pingqiang. She 
got one elder brother in her family. She was comparatively bulky in size and zealous , 
sociable and cheerful in character. 
Her academic work was mediocre and she quitted schooling 
after the completion of F.3. But she was quite active in sports like basketball playing 
and got a relatively healthy body when compared with the rest. 
After her graduation of junior secondary form, she did not 
wish to stay in the village. From the interview, she was willing to leave her mother 
land and search a job in the city area with her neighbours. She could be a factory 
worker or the working in a restaurant even though she knew the working condition 
was not desirable for every migrant worker. Still she wished to go outside the village 
and expose herself in a strange and different environment so as to widen her horizon. 
Furthermore, she wished to earn more money for her family. More importantly, she 
did not wish to marry in her early age , she said that she did not enjoy early marriage 
as she did not find a good lover in the village. Instead of marrying to a man she did 
not like, she preferred to stay outside for a while and possessed more free time for 
herself in a city area, which was outside her parental guidance or scrutinization. 
Ah Yin was active and enthusiastic in character and she 
would even ‘ hit’ your shoulder with great zealousness once she was euphoric. Such 
outgoing personality made her obtain a lot of friendship and develop a stable and 
secure network both inside and outside the village. She went to Guandong to work as 
a factory worker after the interview, and she was exhausted in facing the harsh 
working condition there and she would be back to the village a year later. 
4. Ah Qing ( 亞淸 ) S h e was a young married woman of her age of 23 and 
came from Diqi. She has married for two years and got a one- year- old son. After 
the completion of her primary school in the village, she went to Kaili to study her 
junior secondary form. From her interview, it was found that she missed the day of 
the city life when she was a young girl. She also met her husband who was studying 
medical training school in Kaili. Her husband was also young and educated and Ah 
Qing was quite proud of having an elite as her lover / husband in the village. During 
her first year of marriage, Ah Qing was satisfied and happy due to the caring and 
loving from her young husband. When she got pregnant and after the birth delivery , 
her husband also bought a lot of medicine or healthy food for her. 
However, after a year of marriage, Ah Qing found it difficult to cope 
with her mother-in-law. As the old lady was strict and stem in personality, while Ah 
Qing was too young to improve their relation. There were quite a lot of conflicts in 
the daily life. For example, the difference in cooking method made Ah Qing felt 
annoyed as she could not eat too oily cuisines prepared by her mother-in-law and she 
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found it was unhealthy for body. While she could cook good food with better taste on 
her own. However, such move agitated her mother-in-law as a disgrace. When her 
mother-in-law scolded Ah Qing, she would not reply or respond anyway. Such 
reaction also became a source of discontent from her mother-in-law as she though Ah 
Qing disrespected her. Ah Qing could do nothing but went outside to cry in the 
mountain. 
As for the relation with her husband, Ah Qing also suffered from 
beating after her husband drank. Moreover, her husband also got the habit of 
gambling - playing mah-jong frequently. Ah Qing felt angry and worry as most of 
the savings to their child would be lost due to the indulgence of gambling by him. 
5. Ah Mei ( 亞 梅 ) S h e was 23 years old and came from Douzai. married at 
her early 16. Now she had a son who was 6 years old. She was considered to be those 
Miao girls who got married so early nowadays. Usually they will choose to marry at 
ages of 20 to 22 now. 
Even though she had got a son and had married for seven years, Ah Mei 
still looked young and cheerful but very shy. She was the one who got so nervous 
when being interviewed before the tape recorder. It was quite funny to remember that 
she ‘beat’ my shoulder so harshly when she was stammered before the machine. 
From Ah Mei point of view, her husband treated her fairly. Even though he 
got drinking habit and he would be drunken many times. Then his temper would turn 
bad and scolded Ah Mei. Ah Mei would try to tolerate as she viewed that it was 
because her husband got intoxicated, he got ill-tempered and quarreled with her 
unreasonably. 
Thus Ah Mei would choose not to fight back, but tried to stay silent or 
even make consolation to her husband. She suggested to give him something hot to 
drink, instead of agitating him by scolding back. And she also considered the welfare 
of her little son and did not want the kid to be involved in any violent situation. 
Fortunately, up till now it was found that her husband did not beat her, but 
it was his bad-temper who made him scold her after being drunk. 
As her husband was comparatively ‘ moderate' in character than the rest of 
other interviewees. Ah Mei also wished her husband to share some of her domestic 
workload by asking him to help her carry large barrel of vegetables as she was very 
exhausted over the housework. However, her husband ( or most Miao men ) would 
not give their wife a hand as they thought there should have a rigid sexual division of 
labour ( masculine work / feminine work) in the Miao village community 
6. Ah Jin ( 亞 金 ) She is 26 years old and came from Diqi. She got two sons. 
She also finished her F.3 studies and quitted schooling for the support of her family. 
She was open, friendly and cheerful in personality. 
As her husband was running a small business of lumbering trade in Kaili, 
Ah Jin had to shoulder the tasks levied on her husband in the family, i.e. not only she 
had to cook or take care of her children, she had to cultivate in field, cutting weeds 
for the cattle as the workload cannot be shared. 
Half of the time her husband had to stay in Kaili, then came back to the 
village for a week once a month. Having a husband who committed in business, Ah 
Jin was sophisticated in serving her husband business partners during feasts. And she 
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was experienced in making homemade Mijiu for the guests. 
Ah Jin could drink heavily each time. At the same time, her tolerance level 
to alcohol was unconsciously high and she could initiate drinking with the guests 
actively and fiercely. 
Such drinking habit also caused hazardous effect on their child's health. 
Due to heavy drinking even though she got pregnant, Ah Jin's first child got a 
terrible eye problem, as his eyes got red, swollen and inflammated. When Ah Jeng 
asked for medical advice, it was found that her child eye problem and deteriorating 
health was due to Ah Jin's heavy drinking during pregnancy. Now，her elder son was 
blind and Ah Jin need more attention on caring him. 
As for the personality of Ah Jin, she was cheerful and open, she was also 
willing to teach the illiterate women to leam words at night time, and her relation 
with her husband was fair, as the latter had to stay outside and went home once a 
month, conflict and quarrel were lesser and her husband did not beat her before. 
7. Ah Ming ( 亞 明 ) S h e was 28 years old and came from Douzai. She got 
two sons. She is now working in school as a care-taker for the girls at school. She 
was a R3 graduate and wished to study in the teacher training school in Kaili. 
However, her family could not support her dream as most of the money were spent 
on her elder and second brother to pursuit their completion of secondary school. 
Ah Ming was relatively strong and tough when compared with the Miao 
women in general. She always got her own ideas in viewing a matter and many times 
she could fulfill the tasks in a systematic and well-organized way. Her working 
ability was very high due to her perseverance in character. 
However, such personality was not highly appreciated by her husband. Ah 
Ming's husband was a primary school teacher, a well - educated man working in the 
same school with Ah Ming 5 years ago. 
Initially Ah Ming thought such gentleman was her desirable target for 
marriage. And it was found that during the first year of marriage, her relation with 
her husband was good. However, Ah Ming found that she could no longer tolerate 
her husband's dominance in the family as she really wished a more equal standing 
and relation with her husband due to her assertion and toughness, so her husband 
started disliking her, scolding her, quarreling with her, disgracing her by not giving 
her money for maintaining a family. 
After the cold war between Ah Ming and her husband, a more terrible 
relation was resulted. Her husband started going outside to drink three to four times a 
week. Each time he went back, he would beat her, kick her and punch her. Ah Ming 
could not fight back physically, many time she had to lock her children in a room to 
avoid their viewing of severe fight. Ah Ming intended to get divorced with her 
husband, but due to economic difficulty, Ah Ming felt ambivalent over such reality. 
8. Ah Ci ( 亞 慈 ) S h e was 28 years old and came from Diqi and with two sons 
now. As a matter of fact, she has been pregnant thrice, however, her first son was 
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died due to the infection during the birth delivery via traditional method (i.e. the use 
of sharp bamboo slide or rusty scissors for cutting the umbilical cord ) . Such 
traumatic experience casted shadow on Ah Ci's life value. 
Viewing so many fatal accidents suffered by the pregnant in her village, she 
really wished to do something which was contributive to the Miao women's health 
even though she got Primary six level. And she found that her village fellows did not 
concern much about their health during and after birth. Thus, many women and their 
babies were suffered from malnutrition severely; their bodies became weaker and 
weaker while the babies got eyes problem with yellow skin. Therefore, she wished to 
be a voluntary mid-wife or health care taker for the pregnant by studying and 
practicing a new birth delivery method instructed by the medical profession through 
Zigen medical training workshop. With the hope of using sterilized scissors and 
cotton, she wished to lower the infection risk suffered by the pregnant. Moreover, she 
intended to spread the health care message for the betterment of their bodies in her 
village. 
Ah Ci was genuine, active and sincere in personality. Moreover, she got a 
special charisma as she would be the center of attraction in the group due to her 
cheerfulness. Therefore she was very popular and welcomed by the women as she 
always talked and acted humorously. She was considered to be the leader among the 
group members. 
Her relation with her husband was fair as she was assertive at home. Her 
husband would not beat her due to her strong but pleasant personality. Such positive 
family relation motivated her to devote more to the community welfare work. 
9. Ah M o ( 亞 莫 ) She was 29 years old with two sons and came from 
Hwaniao. And her first daughter died of diarrhea when she was a baby. She was a 
Primary six graduate even though she wished to pursuit her studies. Still she had to 
care for her family members due to poverty. 
Her marriage life was tragic after six days she moved in her husband's home. It 
was because her husband was very jealous and envious in personality. So he always 
suspected her to have affairs with another men after he was drunken. 
The situation became more devastating as the drunken would scold her, 
condemn her and slap her while she was too weak to fight back. He even mocked her 
to go back home and intended to desert her not more than a week after their 
marriage. 
As Ah Mo was living with the husband's siblings under the same roof, she felt 
disgraced and humiliated before them. So she moved to a small hut with the hope of 
starting a new and peaceful life. 
Even though she tried to evade from the social pressure, she still had to suffer 
from the aversive economic burden due to poverty. In an empty hut she could not get 
any chair to sit, any food to eat or any utensils to cook Facing such plight, she 
asked her neighbour for material aids for years. Still her situation turned from bad to 
worse as she had to face with the irrational and emotionally unstable husband after 
being drunken. 
Her husband always beat her and harassed her from time to time. However, the 
most dangerous moment came a year ago as her husband was drunk again, and he 
picked up a chopper and chased after her. He even threatened to kill her and so she 
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ran as quickly as she could. Luckily she could run away. The result was so 
unexpected that her husband went back home, and took poison and killed himself. 
Ah Mo was very sorrowful over her life. 
10. Ah Li (亞莉） S h e was 32 years old with two children and came from 
Hwaniao. She was a primary six graduate and her family was too poor for her to 
continue her schooling. She had to beg for food with her mother when she was young. 
So she had tasted a lot of bitterness in life. 
When she got married , her husband's family was also living in absolute 
poverty. There she had to live with five people together while six of them got three 
hectares field for cultivation. That was too little in amount for them to sustain. More 
unfortunately, their lands were too hilly and infertile to achieve good yielding. Many 
times they had to suffer from hunger and malnutrition. 
Her situation got worser as she got a bad-tempered and irresponsible husband. 
Started from her first- month- pregnancy, her husband treated her badly. He always 
wrangled with her and scolded her to leave. She felt terribly desperate but still 
tolerated until the first child was bom. 
After that, her husband abused her badly and she intended to run away on her 
own. Nevertheless, due to her love of her child, she suffered the humiliation again. 
Half a year later, she got pregnant again and this time her husband abusive behaviour 
became more and more intensive. He battered her countlessly and Ah Li was 
desperately depressed. It was suspected that her husband got an affair with a woman 
outside home. He threw Ah Li's clothes outside home as a disgrace to her. 
Ah Li was so sad and climbed to a hillside all night long. Next day she came 
back, her father-in-law did nothing to help her or consoled her. He concerned his or 
his son's ‘ faces' rather than Ah Li's dignity as he feared that if he collected back her 
clothes, he would be laughed by the neighbour. So Ah Li got back her clothes and 
washed them with despair. Later when Ah Li realized her husband wished to have a 
mistress but failed due to poverty, she would try her best to tease him back verbally. 
11. Ah Ya ( 亜 雅 ) She was 32 years old and got two daughters . She came 
from Pingqiang. She was a primary six graduate and she chose to marry early as a 
sacrifice for her poor family when she was 16 years old. As once she said she would 
suffer from hunger in any circumstance, it would be better for her to go to another 
family to suffer, instead of being a burden to her family. 
Still her marriage life was not happy at all. As she could not get a son, but 
two daughters to her husbands, he looked her down fiercely. It was because her 
husband's family wished to have a son for the perpetuation of ancestral linkage. 
Failure to give birth to a son was only the mistake committed by the Miao woman, 
not the Miao man. 
Ah Ya was badly reprimanded by her husband after her birth delivery. And 
after doing Norplant implantation, her bleeding was irregular and her health was 
deteriorated also. Facing both physical and spiritual condemnation, Ah Ya could no 
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longer tolerate but wish to run away and commit suicide. 
But when she looked at her eyes of the children，she could not run away as she 
was so pitiful to the innocent hearts when they held around her legs and cried. So she 
started to grow crops to rear her children by her own self. Her husband did nothing to 
help her in cultivation and they grew crops separately. 
Planting crops would be more difficult if it was done on solitary，concerted 
efforts between the couples was the best way to ensure good yielding with efficiency. 
However, in Ah Ya case, most crops was rotten and full of diseases due to the lacking 
of manpower in cultivation. Her life was much more gloomy. 
Life got more thunder as her husband was a drinker. Like many abusers, he 
would quarrel and fight with his wife after drunk. Ah Ya had to suffer from tugging 
and beating from her drunken husband. 
12. Ah Ying ( 亞 英 ) S h e is 35 years old and got one son. She came from 
Maoping. She was divorced and she was considered to be a very controversial figure 
in the Miao community. Instead of having long hair with flowery accessories, Ah 
Ying presented to be masculine, she really looked like a man as she got very short 
hair, and dressed in big blazer with wide trousers and wore man-styled belt. Her body 
posture was also tough and strong, which was very similar to man. 
Ah Ying had been very feminine and acted like a girl when she was in her 
school. She was considered to be the cleverest and the most intelligent girl in the 
village as she got a chance to pursuit her studies in the higher form in the secondary 
school. Twenty years ago girls could not get any chance to study or complete their 
primary school due to poverty and discrimination. Therefore, Ah Ying was such a 
special case among their peers and in the village. 
After her graduation of secondary school , Ah Ying was admitted in a 
medical training school. At that time, she was the only girl to be admitted in the 
school and the whole village put great expectation on her. She became a star among 
the villagers. 
After 3 years training from the medical training school , Ah Ying was 
assigned to be the ‘ bare-foot doctor’ in the village as she got good medical skills. 
However, her unhappy marriage made her lose her direction and indulged in heavy 
drinking now. 
Ah Ying was a very heavy drinker, she could drink like man as she got 
addicted in alcohol drinking. She had to drink at least once a day. She once said that 
through drinking , her trouble or miseries could be forgotten. Thus, she used drinking 
as an escape to her loosening life. 
As she got too indulged in drinking, her hands always shake involuntarily. 
Such shaking hand surely hindered her being a good doctor or medical profession. 
Heavy drinking also caused her to be emotionally unstable, therefore she got lesser 
and lesser friends in the village and her social network was relatively weak. She was 
even rumored as ‘ prostitute' among the villagers due to her overdrinking. Now she 
was living with her mother in a very small hut. She had to dress in masculine style as 
a protection to herself during cultivating outside. It was because a single woman was 
easily liable to be harassed by man when being alone in the field / terrace. 
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